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Nomenclature
ADC Analog to Digital Converter.
AGN Active Galactic Nucleus, current interpretation: super massive black hole in
the center of a galaxy actively accreting matter.
AMANDA Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detector Array.
ATWD Analog Transient Waveform Digitizer, stores analog voltages in an array of
capacitors.
CLK2ECL CLocK to ECL, small modules in the TWRDAQ connected to the VME P2
backplanes of the TWR crates, to deliver the 100MHz clock and the trigger
signals to the TWR modules.
CMB Cosmic Microwave Background, highly redshifted photons left over from pro-
ton and electron recombination about 380000 years after the Big Bang.
CMS Center of Mass System, the system in which the sum of all momenta is 0.
COBE COsmic Background Explorer, satellite carrying experiments for the explo-
ration of the cosmic microwave background.
dAOM digitally controlled Analog Optical Modules.
DAQ Data AcQuisition system.
DESY Deutsches Elektronen-SYnchrotron, German electron synchrotron.
DMADD Discriminator and Multiplicity ADDer.
DOM Digital Optical Module.
DOMHub A high performance computer reading out a single IceCube string.
DOR DOm Readout PCI cards, which communicate with the DOMs on a string.
DSB DOMHub Service Board, a PCI card inside a DOMHub, which receives the
time information from a GPS clock and distributes it to the DOR cards inside
the DOMHub.
DSP Digital Signal Processor.
ECL Emitter Coupled Logic, a current-mode logic, using diﬀerential signal trans-
mission.
V
Nomenclature
fADC ﬂash ADC, ADC, which is storing multiple voltage values in a ﬂash memory.
FIFO memory First In, First Out memory structure. Always the oldest element of the mem-
ory can be requested. Every request deletes the requested element.
FIRAS Far InfraRed Absolute Spectrometer, experiment mounted on the COBE
satellite.
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array, a programmable integrated circuit.
GMSB Gauge-Mediated SUSY Breaking.
GPS clock clock, which receives very precise time information from the satellites of the
Global Positioning System.
GPS2VME Special VME module reading the time from a GPS clock and delivering the
data to AMANDA DAQ.
GRB Gamma-Ray Burst.
GZK cutoﬀ A cutoﬀ in the cosmic-ray particle spectrum predicted by Greisen-Zatsepin-
Kuzmin.
ICL IceCube laboratory, a building near the South Pole, which is housing the
IceCube DAQ computers.
IRIG Inter Range Instrumentation Group time code, is a serial bit by bit time coding
standard. Several groups diﬀer in the number of synchronization pulses per
second. The AMANDA/IceCube integration hardware uses IRIG-B with 100
pulses per second to encode the day of the year, the hour of the day, minutes
and seconds.
JEB Joint Event Builder, builds the IceCube events from the incoming IceCube
and AMANDA data streams.
LED Light Emitting Diode.
LSP Lightest Supersymmetric Particle. Which SUSY particle is the LSP is highly
model dependent. In GMSB models, the LSP is typically the gravitino.
LSP Lightest Supersymmetric Particle.
LVDS Low Voltage Diﬀerential Signaling, interface standard for high speed data
transfer.
M<number> AMANDA internal nomenclature for a special trigger condition: Simple mul-
tiplicity trigger with minimum <number> of hit OMs as trigger threshold.
MAPO Martin A. Pomerantz Observatory, building at the South Pole housing several
scientiﬁc experiments.
MMC Muon Monte Carlo. A software tool, which propagates charged particles
through matter. MMC accounts for ionization, bremsstrahlung, photonuc-
lear interactions, electron pair production, Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal and
Ter-Mikaelian eﬀects, muon and tauon decays and Molie`re scattering.
MSSM Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model.
VI
mSUGRA Minimal SUperGRAvity.
NIM Nuclear Instrumentation Module standard. Inter alia, NIM speciﬁes a logic
signal transmission standard. The logic states are deﬁned by currents: TRUE
= −12mA to −32mA, FALSE = 0mA.
NLSP Next to Lightest Supersymmetric Particle.
OM Optical Module.
OPT2EL Optical to Electrical converter, converts the electrical IceCube GPS signals
into optical signals and the optical trigger signal and SyncPulse from AMANDA
into electrical signals.
ORB Optical Receiver Boards.
OTDR Optical Time Domain Reﬂectometer, measures signal run times in optical
ﬁbers. An optical pulse is coupled into the ﬁber, the reﬂection of the pulse
at the end of the ﬁber is measured. The time delay between sending and
receiving delivers the ﬁber length.
pADC peak ADC, ADC, which is digitizing only the maximum voltage value of a
pulse.
PCI bus Peripheral Component Interconnect bus, a standard computer hardware in-
terface.
PLL Phase-Locked Loop, electronic circuit, which is ﬁxing the phasing between
two oscillators.
PMT PhotoMultiplier Tube.
PPS Pulse Per Second.
RAPCal Reciprocal Active Pulsing CALibration, method for the synchronization of
two clocks.
RS-232 originally for Radio Sector, today for Recommended Standard for a serial
interface connection.
SHARC 32-bit ﬂoating point DSP produced by Analog Devices. SHARC DSPs of the
type ADSP-21060/62 are used for the TWRDAQ VME crate readout.
SM Standard Model of particle physics.
SPASE-2 New South Pole Air Shower Experiment.
SUSY SUperSYmmetry, a theory transforming bosonic into fermionic states and vice
versa by a supersymmetric transformation.
SWAMP SWedish AMPliﬁers amplifying electrical signals coming from the AMANDA
OMs.
SyncMB SyncPulse MainBoard, an IceCube DOMmainboard, sampling the SyncPulses
coming from the GPS4TWR in the AMANDA detector.
VII
Nomenclature
SyncPulse Synchronization Pulse, a periodic signal, which is sent from AMANDA to
IceCube.
TCH IceCube Temporary Counting House, a small heated building containing the
ﬁrst few IceCube DOMHubs and other DAQ systems before the ICL was
ﬁnished.
TDC Time to Digital Converter.
ToI Tensor of Inertia.
TQC Time Quality Character, the GPS signal quality information: “0” (best), “E”,
“A”, “3” and “F” (worst).
TrigMB Trigger MainBoard, an IceCube DOM mainboard, sampling trigger pulses
coming from the AMANDA detector.
TWR The Transient Waveform Recorder is a VME module containing fADCs and
some electronics managing and storing the data coming from the fADCs.
VEV Vacuum Expectation Value.
VME bus Versa Module Eurocard, industrial bus standard.
Z-Burst Decay of a Z-boson created in cosmic ray neutrino-antineutrino annihilation.
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1Introduction
A
stronomy is one of the oldest, perhaps even the oldest science practiced by humans.
Archaeological ﬁndings document observations of the sky already 15 to 17 thousand
years ago. In the beginning the question addressed to the sky was “What can you tell
me about myself?” and not the more modern question “What can you tell me about you?”. At
times without scientiﬁc instruments oﬀering a possibility to understand the intrinsic nature of
the lights at the sky, the ﬁrst question is much more important. The answers to these questions
oﬀered the possibility of measuring time and constructing calendars. This more religious point
of view allowed for the cultivation of cereals and, as a consequence, the nutrition of a growing
population and the ﬁrst high cultures.
Until the beginning of modern times, the picture of the sky did not change signiﬁcantly. At
ﬁrst, the knowledge of the mechanics of the solar system compiled by such great people as
Nicolaus Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, Johannes Kepler or Galileo Galilei oﬀered a shift to the
second question, mentioned above.
After the realization that the objects in the sky have properties which can be measured and
understood, also the interest in those objects was kindled. For a long time, the only access to
information about planets, stars and other stellar objects was the eye. Even though the usage
of the visible spectrum of the light had been optimized due to the usage of telescopes, many
properties and even whole classes of objects were, literally, obscured.
When in the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century the nature of electromagnetic
waves and the properties of subatomic matter had been discovered by Albert Einstein, Max
Planck and many other great scientists, this disadvantage could be eliminated.
Today we know of many windows to the universe. Optical observation is still very important,
but further more a wide range of objects have been discovered in additional electromagnetical
wave lengths from radio to TeV photons. The discovery of cosmic rays by Victor Franz Hess
exploited a new possibility of sky observation: High energy particles. For very high energy
cosmic rays, the sources are still unclear. A selection of possible candidates, especially for the
expected neutrino component in the cosmic rays, will be given in the ﬁrst chapter of this thesis.
Currently, very popular representatives of particle “telescopes” are the Pierre Auger Observatory
in Argentina or the AMANDA and IceCube neutrino detectors at the South Pole.
The several messengers for the observation of the sky have properties which are reducing their
worth for answering some kinds of questions, but which are an advantage to solve other ones.
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Fig. 1.1: Messengers from Extraterrestrial Objects. Image: [Wag04]
Fig. 1.1 shows a selection of messengers and delivers an impression of their advantages and
disadvantages.
Light in form of photons is, as already mentioned, the most obvious way to receive information
about the universe. It is not inﬂuenced signiﬁcantly by electromagnetical ﬁelds and reaches the
“eye” of the observer on a more or less straight line. Unfortunately, many objects like dust or gas
clouds are blocking the photons and, accordingly, reduce the range for observations. The charged
component of the cosmic rays, mainly protons, can communicate far-reaching information about
possible sources. On the other hand, the particles not reaching extremely high energies will
be deﬂected by magnetic ﬁelds and the information of the source direction is lost. Neutrinos
are the only messengers penetrating every object between the source and the observer without
deﬂection. But the very small cross section for neutrino interactions, puts very high demands on
the detectors.
AMANDA and IceCube are searching for neutrinos as part of the cosmic rays, but also as
secondary particles from cosmic ray interactions with Earth matter. Neutrino interactions with
matter and the detection principles for neutrinos used by AMANDA and IceCube will be ex-
plained in Sec. 2.3. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the two experiments.
AMANDA, the predecessor of IceCube, is a neutrino detector with already impressive dimen-
sions. About 690 optical modules carrying photomultipliers for light detection are deployed in
depths between about 1500m to 2000m into the thick clear ice layer covering the South Pole.
The detector volume consists of 15, 700, 700m3 of ice. IceCube is even larger. In its ﬁnal state
it will spread out over a volume of 1 km3 ﬁlled with 4800 optical modules. This is roughly 64
times the size of AMANDA. The IceCube detector array completely surrounds AMANDA. The
possibility to use IceCube as a veto for AMANDA events oﬀers new possibilities for doing physics
with AMANDA. This is described in Sec. 4.1. Consequently, a joint data taking of AMANDA
and IceCube would be an advantage.
The ﬁrst part of this thesis deals with the hardware integration of the AMANDA detector
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into the IceCube data acquisition system. Especially the synchronization of both detectors
with an accuracy of better than 10 ns has been a challenge. The necessary hard- and software
improvements and measurements showing the reliability of the integration system are presented
in Chapter 4.
The primary function of AMANDA and IceCube is to search for neutrinos. But this would
not meet the whole range of the capabilities for neutrino detectors. Many groups of scientists
inside the IceCube collaboration are working on physics that can be done with AMANDA and
IceCube and which does not directly have to do with astroparticle phenomena. The very high
energy of cosmic rays oﬀers access to particle physics far beyond the capabilities of current
particle colliders. As described in Sec. 5.1, the Standard Model of particle physics cannot solve
all problems of modern particle physics. Thus, in the last decades many interesting and promising
theories came up to cope with this challenge. One of these theories is supersymmetry (SUSY).
A brief introduction to this ﬁeld of physics is given in Chapter 5.
One prediction of SUSY is the existence of fermionic superpartners to Standard Model bosons
and bosonic superpartners to Standard Model fermions. These superpartners have not been
discovered yet. Thus, SUSY is not proven. Depending on the parameters of a SUSY model,
IceCube should be capable to detect a special type of SUSY particles. The simulation of SUSY
induced IceCube events is explained in Chapter 7. The results of the simulation show a special
kind of geometrical event signature, making “SUSY events” distinguishable from other IceCube
events. A ﬁltering concept and its implementation for the search for SUSY event signatures in
the IceCube data stream is introduced in Chapter 8. The short Chapter 6 illustrates possible
background signatures and how to avoid them to be passed by the ﬁlter.
3
2Neutrinos from Cosmic Rays
2.1 Neutrinos and their Properties
N
eutrinos are uncharged fermions. In the the standard model of particle physics (SM) neu-
trinos are members of lepton families. One neutrino is always conjugated to one charged
lepton. As current experiments are compatible with three diﬀerent lepton families, three
diﬀerent neutrino types – called flavors – are distinguished:
e− µ− τ−
νe νµ ντ
With the existence of antiparticles to the charged leptons, e+, µ+ and τ+, the existence
of the corresponding antineutrinos ν¯e, ν¯µ and ν¯τ is a demand. This is not excluding the
possibility of identical neutrinos and antineutrinos (see below). In case of the electron,
the muon and the tauon, the antiparticle can be clearly distinguished from the particle by its
charge. This is not possible for the neutrino.
Spin-12 particles, like neutrinos, are described by the Dirac equation
∗
(
iγµ
∂
∂xµ
−m
)
Ψ = 0, (2.1)
where the 4× 4 γ-matrices are deﬁned by
{γµ, γν} = 2gµν1. (2.2)
1 is the 4×4 identity matrix and gµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1). In the so calledWeyl representation,
the γ-matrices are written as
γ0 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
γi =
(
0 σi
−σi 0
)
and γ5 =
( −1 0
0 1
)
(2.3)
and the 2× 2 Pauli matrizes as
σ0 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (2.4)
∗For better readability in this section (only!) ~ and c are set to 1.
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γ5 is called the chirality matrix. It is Hermitian and has the eigenvalues ±1. The four-
component spinor Ψ can be split with the help of the two chiral projection operators
PL =
1
2
(1− γ5) and PR = 1
2
(1 + γ5) (2.5)
into two left- and right-chiral components
Ψ =
(
ΨL
ΨR
)
(2.6)
with (
ΨL
0
)
= PLΨ and
(
0
ΨR
)
= PRΨ. (2.7)
ΨL and ΨR are 2-component Weyl spinors. They are chirality eigenstates with the eigenvalues
γ5ΨR = +ΨR (2.8a)
γ5ΨL = −ΨL. (2.8b)
Using the Weyl spinors, the Dirac equation 2.1 can be rewritten [Zub04](
i
∂
∂x0
+ iσi
∂
∂xi
)
ΨR = mΨL (2.9a)
(
i
∂
∂x0
− iσi ∂
∂xi
)
ΨL = mΨR. (2.9b)
For m = 0 the two equations decouple. The resulting equations are identical to the Schro¨dinger
equation
i
∂
∂x0
ΨL,R = ±i
(
σi
∂
∂xi
)
ΨL,R. (2.10)
The charge conjugation operator C connects particle Ψ and antiparticle Ψ¯
C |f(x, t)〉 = ηC
∣∣f¯(x, t)〉 . (2.11)
It transforms a spinor like
Ψ
C−→ ΨC ≡ ηCCΨ¯T (2.12)
with Ψ¯ = Ψ†γ0 and C = iγ0γ2. C obeys the transformations
C−1γµC = −γTµ C−1γ5C = −γT5 C† = C−1 = CT = −C. (2.13)
From this follows
ΨL
C−→ (ΨL)C = (ΨC)R (2.14a)
and
ΨR
C−→ (ΨR)C = (ΨC)L. (2.14b)
A Dirac neutrino has four degrees of freedom: ΨL, ΨR, (Ψ
C)R, (Ψ
C)L. Eigenstates of chirality
are also eigenstates of charge conjugation
γ5Ψ = λΨ ⇒ γ5ΨC = −λΨC .∗ (2.15)
∗This can be shown with the help of the relations C−1γ5C = γ
T
5 , {γ0, γ5} = 0 and C
T = −C.
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Therefore, the neutrino can be distinguished from the antineutrino by its chirality. Because
all inner quantum numbers are identical for neutrinos and antineutrinos – in particular there
is no charge –, it is not obligatory to distinguish between them. If the neutrino is its own
antiparticle, it will be called Majorana particle∗. The amount of degrees of freedom is reduced to
two: ΨL = (Ψ
C)L and ΨR = (Ψ
C)R. In nature, only ΨL respectively (Ψ
C)R have been observed.
Consequently neutrinos are allowed to be Dirac as well as Majorana particles.
Detailed information about all neutrino properties can be found in [GK07].
2.2 High Energy Cosmic-Ray Neutrinos
To be seen in large ice neutrino detectors like AMANDA or IceCube, neutrinos have to have
a certain minimum energy. For IceCube, the lower threshold lies at about 1TeV for neutrino
induced cascades after cuts [Ice01] and for AMANDA, this threshold lies between 10GeV and
50GeV [GHR+07]. As neutrinos only interact weakly, they cannot be accelerated in electromag-
netic ﬁelds. Consequently, neutrinos with energies above the detector threshold(s) have to be
products of decays or interactions of high energy cosmic-ray particles.†
2.2.1 Cosmic Rays
Fig. 2.1: Victor Hess
After the discovery of the cosmic rays by Victor Franz Hess, their en-
ergy spectrum and their composition were measured by many diﬀerent
experiments. Today, the cosmic ray spectrum is known from ener-
gies of about 109 eV up to 1020 eV. Below 109 eV, the cosmic rays are
deﬂected by the solar wind and the measured spectrum is no longer
identical to the interstellar spectrum. Above 1020 eV the amount of
particles reaching the Earth is so small that it takes a long time to
obtain enough statistics to comprehend the spectrum. Even with large
detector arrays, like the Pierre Auger Observatory [Aug97], unambigu-
ous statements about the shape of the cosmic-ray spectrum at highest
energies can only be made after years of data taking. In the following,
particles with energies above 109 eV are referred to as high energy cos-
mic rays (HECR) and particles exceeding 1018 eV as ultra high energy
cosmic rays (UHECR).
The diﬀerential cosmic-ray energy flux spectrum follows a nearly featureless power law
I(E) ∝ E−γ
(
particles
cm2 · s · sr · eV
)
(2.16)
stretching out over many magnitudes of energy and ﬂux [PDG08]. γ is called the spectral index.
A plot containing a collection of cosmic-ray ﬂux measurements from many diﬀerent experiments
is given in Fig. 2.2. Up to 5 × 109 eV the ﬂux reduction due to the shielding by the inﬂuence
of the sun is visible. From there up to an energy of about 4× 1015 eV the spectral index equals
2.7 . The region around 4 × 1015 eV is called the knee. Behind the knee, the spectral index is
changing to γ ≈ 3.0 , which can be explained by the assumption that galactic sources cannot
accelerate particles to higher energies. Additionally, it is probable that particles with higher
energies cannot be bound to our galaxy by its own magnetic ﬁeld [Ptu01]. γ is constant for
energies from the knee to roughly 6 × 1018 eV. Above this energy the spectral index is falling
∗Ettore Majorana, Prof. of Physics at the University of Naples, ∗ Aug. 5th 1906, missed since Mar. 1938.
†This thesis only covers neutrino physics from non terrestrial sources. High energy particle sources on Earth
are currently irrelevant for neutrino telescopes at the South Pole.
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again. This ﬂattening is called the ankle. Two explanations for this feature are discussed.
In [Fly94] the ankle is interpreted as a change from galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays in
combination with a change of the cosmic-ray composition from heavier to lighter particles. The
light extragalactic component, mainly protons, overtakes the heavy galactic part. The second
idea is covered by [BGG06]. Here, the ankle is part of a bump caused by protons, which have
lost energy due to the GZK eﬀect (րSec. 2.2.6) [ZK66; Gre66]. They accumulate at energies
slightly lower than the GZK threshold and cause a reduction of the spectral index in that area. In
recent times, the experiments HiRes [HiR08] and the Pierre Auger Observatory [Aug08] observed
a steepening of the cosmic-ray spectrum above 4× 1019 eV. These results are a strong indication
for the existence of the GZK eﬀect.
Fig. 2.2: Cosmic-Ray Spectrum. Image: [Swo97]
A good explanation for the highly non-thermal power law spectrum was ﬁrst found by Enrico
Fermi [Fer49] with the concept of scattering of particles on moving magnetic clouds. This concept
– called second order Fermi acceleration – was extended to scattering on shock fronts, moving
at relativistic speed through the interstellar medium. This first order Fermi acceleration is more
eﬃcient [BE87; Web83; Kol07].
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The preceding observations and conclusions apply only to charged cosmic rays:
component fraction
protons 87%
alpha particles 12%
electrons 2%
heavier nuclei 1%
Photon and neutrino ﬂuxes have been excluded. But the existence of accelerated charged particles
is an evidence for high energy neutrinos. A few possible sources of high energy neutrinos are
described in the following sections.
2.2.2 The Waxman-Bahcall-Limit
In 1999, Eli Waxman and John Bahcall calculated an upper limit for diﬀuse neutrino ﬂuxes
especially from sources like AGN (րSec. 2.2.4) and GRBs (րSec. 2.2.5) [WB99]. In 2001, they
validate this limit [BW01]. In the considered sources, neutrino production via photo-meson or
p− p(n) reactions is assumed∗.
p+ p −→ p+ p+ π+ + π−
p+ γ −→ ∆+ −→ n + π+
p+ γ −→ ∆+ −→ p + π+ + π−
π+ −→ νµ+ µ+
π− −→ ν¯µ+ µ−
µ+ −→ e+ + ν¯µ + νe
µ− −→ e− + νµ + ν¯e
(2.17)
In this reactions neutrinos are produced in the ratios νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 2 : 0. Additionally, the
sources have to be optically thin for protons. Thin on this note are sources with a maximum
extension of the order of the mean free path of protons (according to the reactions in 2.17). Hence,
these sources are also supposed to produce the charged high energy cosmic rays. If ﬁrst order
Fermi acceleration for the protons is postulated, then the measured cosmic-ray spectrum will be
compatible with a source spectrum proportional to E−2. γ = 2 is the lower limit of the spectral
index for this acceleration type. With the energy production rate ǫ˙ ≈ 5× 1044 erg Mpc−3yr−1 in
the energy range from 1019 eV to 1021 eV [Wax95], it is possible to calculate an overall limit of
E2νΦν < 2× 10−8
GeV
cm2 s sr
(2.18)
for the sum over these sources.
2.2.3 Z-Bursts
In the classical hot big bang model, neutrinos decoupled from the equilibrium at a temperature
of O(MeV). This was already seconds after the big bang. The momentum p of every neutrino
ﬂavor i at temperature T followed a Fermi-Dirac spectrum [Wei82]
fi(p) =
1
exp
(p−µi
T
)
+ 1
. (2.19)
µi is the chemical potential of every neutrino ﬂavor. According to [DHS
+02] this potential can
be neglected.
∗Reactions with primary neutrons and intermediate stages with π0 have been omitted in Eq. 2.17
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Fig. 2.3: ν−¯ν annihilation cross section for Z-exchange in the s-channel as function of
the primary neutrino energy × mνc2. Image: [Rou93]
In principle, the evolution of temperature for photons and decoupled neutrinos is the same,
and proportional to the scale size R of the universe
T ∝ 1
R
. (2.20)
Unlike the neutrinos the photons have been reheated by e+ - e− annihilation at a later date.
This eﬀect can be taken into account by the introduction of a correction parameter
η =
3
√
11
4
. (2.21)
The temperature of the cosmic microwave background is known to be TCMB = 2725 ± 2mK
[MFS+99] (րSec. 2.2.6). From this the cosmic neutrino background temperature TCνB can be
calculated to [IH83]
TCνB =
1
η
TCMB = 1945± 1mK. (2.22)
According to this model, the current density of cosmic neutrinos is nν = 336 cm
−3 summed over
all neutrino ﬂavors [Zub04].
The only cosmic-ray process sensitive to the neutrino background is the neutrino-antineutrino
annihilation at the energy of the Z-boson [Wei82].
ν + ν¯ −→ Z (2.23)
If high energy neutrinos are present, then they should interact with the cosmic neutrino back-
ground. This is demonstrated by the neutrino-antineutrino cross section for the Z-exchange in
the s-channel, which is plotted in Fig. 2.3.
The resulting Z-boson mainly (69.9%) decays into hadronic jets. These are producing neutri-
nos with lower energy than the primary neutrino in a high multiplicity. This process can continue
as long as the neutrinos have enough energy for reaction 2.23. Therefore an excess slightly below
the Z mass of 91GeV (in the center of mass system of background and the high energy neutrino)
in the cosmic-ray neutrino spectrum is expected. The contribution of the Z-burst process to the
neutrino ﬂux is presented in Fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.4: Expected Z-burst neutrino fluxes for the three neutrino ﬂavors. Beginning from
top: νµ + ν¯µ, νe + ν¯e, ντ + ν¯τ . Image: [YSL98]
The ﬂux diﬀerences between the diﬀerent ﬂavors is a consequence of the Z-decay. The ratios
between the produced charged leptons is dependent on their masses.
2.2.4 Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)
According to the current knowledge of objects of galactic size, the center of most galaxies contains
a super massive black hole with a mass of the order of 106 to 1010 ×M⊙. In an active galactic
nucleus the black hole is in a state of extended mass accretion. This process is associated with
the emission of huge amounts of energy. Consequently, AGN belong to the most luminous
objects in space. Most radiation emission happens in an area with a size comparable to our
solar system. Many objects with diﬀerent properties can be ascribed to AGN. The most general
classiﬁcation of AGN can be done by their radio emission. Radio-quiet AGN usually have no or
only a very weak relativistic particle jet, which is emitted from the nucleus. Radio-loud AGN
produce a highly relativistic jet of particles to compensate excessive angular momentum during
the accretion process. These jets are believed to be able to produce cosmic rays of the highest
energies. The underlying process is ﬁrst order Fermi acceleration in shock fronts moving through
the jet. The particles are bound to the jet region by magnetic ﬁelds in the order of a few Gauss
produced by the plasma in the jet.
A further subclassiﬁcation of radio-loud AGN can be done by the angle between the jet direction
and the line between the AGN and the observer [UP95]. In this scheme especially the blazars
are interesting. An AGN is called a blazar if the jet is pointing directly into the direction of the
observer (րFig. 2.5). If the jets are particle accelerators, these AGN may be seen as cosmic-ray
sources. A correlation between the positions of AGNs and the source direction of cosmic rays
was found by the Pierre Auger Experiment in 2007 [A+07a].
Commonly pure leptonic and mixed leptonic/hadronic acceleration inside the jets are discussed.
The pure leptonic model postulates the acceleration of electrons only, the mixed model, addi-
tionally, allows for hadron – mainly proton – acceleration. In the mixed model the high energy
protons react with the photon ﬁeld in the neighborhood of the jet according to photo-meson
reaction in Eq. 2.17.
An (outdated) example for a mixed model neutrino ﬂux calculation is given in [HZ97]. Fig. 2.6
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Fig. 2.5: Unified model of active galactic nuclei (AGN).Image: http://www.auger.org
is showing this prediction in comparison to another model from [SDSS92]. Current limits – e.g.
from the Baikal neutrino telescope [W+05] – already fall below the expected diﬀuse neutrino ﬂux.
A more detailed calculation with a slightly lower ﬂux can be found in [Bec04].
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Fig. 2.6: Expected neutrino fluxes from AGN calculated according to two diﬀerent models.
Solid line: νµ ﬂux after [SDSS92], dashed line: all ﬂavor ν ﬂux after [HZ97]
2.2.5 Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs)
In July 1967, two satellites of the United States of America Vela program observed the ﬁrst
gamma ray burst. As the Vela satellites were designed from the US military for detection of
illegal atmospheric nuclear weapon tests, the ﬁrst scientiﬁc results have not been published
earlier than 1973 [KSO73].
The progenitors of GRBs are still under discussion. The best candidates so far are collapses
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of massive stars with a high rotation frequency [Woo93; MW99], millisecond proto-magnetars
[TCQ04] and mergers of neutron star binaries or black hole – neutron star systems [JERF99].
Gamma-ray bursts belong to the objects with the highest luminosity in the universe. They are
isotropically distributed over the full sky and have high redshifts. Energies of about 1044 J are
emitted in the γ-ray spectrum within a time of less than a second up to minutes. This short time
scale reduces the active volume of the burst to a sphere with a radius c∆t ≈ 100 km− 1000 km.
In this region a fireball is expected, in which the high γ-ray density leads to pair production
γ + γ −→ e+ + e−. (2.24)
The expansion of the ﬁreball is highly relativistic (Γshock = 1/
√
1− v2/c2 > 100) [KGH01].
This ﬁreball model [Pir99] would predict a thermal photon spectrum to be emitted from the
ball. Photons are trapped inside the ﬁreball and their radiation energy will be converted into
kinetic energy of baryons, if no further assumptions are made. To explain the measured highly
non-thermal photon spectra [CH81; BS99] the ﬁreball shock model is introduced [RM92; MR93]:
The energy in the ball is not emitted isotropically, but along jets. Additionally the interaction
between the ﬁreball and the interstellar medium is taken into account. If the ﬁreball moves
through the interstellar medium, shock waves, which are mediated by chaotic magnetic ﬁelds,
build up and travel back through the ball. The electrons in the ﬁreball have energies which are
high enough that the synchrotron radiation, produced in the magnetic ﬁelds, lies in the γ-ray
spectrum (րFig. 2.7). Therefore, more complicated γ-ray spectra from GRBs can be explained
by multiple shocks moving through the GRB ﬁreball.
jet
progenitor
(massive star)
collapse
Fe lines
Fe lines
Fe lines
Fe lines
optical
radio
shell?
internal
shocks
external
shocks
afterglow
γ
γ
X-ray
γ-burst
Fig. 2.7: Gamma-ray burst (GRB) fireball shock model. The γ-ray emission happens via
synchrotron radiation on shocks, which are mediated by magnetic ﬁelds.
Image: [Me´s01]
The front of the relativistic shock moving into the interstellar medium is appropriate to produce
cosmic rays with ultra high energies (up to 1020 eV) via ﬁrst order Fermi acceleration [Vie95].
As GRBs are compact objects, the density of photons (mean energy Eγ ≈ 1MeV) and protons
(Ep > 10
15 eV) is high enough, to convert a fraction of the proton energy into neutrinos via
photo-meson production (րSec. 2.2.2) [WB97]. The γ-ray spectrum of GRBs follows a broken
power law Φγ ∝ E−βγ with β = 1 for Eγ < Ebγ and β = 2 for Eγ > Ebγ . Ebγ , the break energy for
the photon spectrum, is derived from the observed GRB spectra [B+93]. If a proton spectrum
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Fig. 2.8: GRB Neutrino Flux. Image: [WB97]
with Φp ∝ E−2γ from ﬁrst order Fermi shock acceleration is assumed, the neutrinos from photo-
meson production also follow a broken power law with the same spectral indices. The neutrino
break energy can be calculated from the γ-ray break energy as
Ebν ≈
5
3
× 1012Γshock 1MeV
Ebγ
eV. (2.25)
For the break energy follows, with a given Γ-Factor of about 100, Ebν ≈ 1014 eV.
If the energy of pions and muons is high enough so that also other eﬀects than the adiabatic
expansion of the GRB are cooling them down, the resulting neutrino spectrum is getting steeper
and from Eν & 10
16 eV onwards the ﬂux follows Φν ∝ E−3ν .
2.2.6 Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff
According to the Big Bang Theory of the universe, electromagnetic waves have been in thermal
equilibrium with matter until recombination of protons and electrons to hydrogen atoms. The
basic process for transfer of kinetic energy was Thomson scattering of the photons at the free
electrons. Recombination takes place at a temperature of about 3000K which was reached about
380000 years after the Big Bang. At this time the universe became transparent to light. Today
the photons of that time still exist, but due to the expansion of the universe with a very high
redshift and wavelengths of about millimeters.
The idea of this Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) was ﬁrst mentioned byGeorgi Antonow-
itsch Gamow [Gam48] supported by the works of Ralph Alpher and Robert Herman about the
genesis of elements. Today’s temperature of this radiation was calculated to about 5K.
The CMB was not found before 1965 and this even only accidentally. The two physicists
Arnold Allan Penzias and Robert Woodrow Wilson were working for the Bell Laboratories. With
a large horn antenna radio telescope they tried to receive radio signals reﬂected by satellites.
During calibration work they measured radiation with a temperature of about 3.5K [PW65].
This “noise” was identiﬁed by Robert Henry Dicke as the predicted CMB radiation. Dicke made
an additional second precise measurement of the CMB [DPRW65].
With the Far InfraRed Absolute Spectrometer (FIRAS) aboard the COsmic Background Ex-
plorer (COBE) satellite the spectrum of the CMB radiation was measured very precisely (Fig. 2.9).
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Fig. 2.9: Monopole cosmic microwave background (CMB) spectrum measured by the
Far InfraRed Absolute Spectrometer (FIRAS) aboard the Cosmic Background Explorer
(COBE) satellite. The ﬁt is lying over the data, the error bars are covered by the line.
Image: [FCG+96]
It can be ﬁtted very well with the Planck function for the black body radiation at a temperature
of TCMB = 2725± 2mK [MFS+99; FM02].
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Fig. 2.10: Planck’s law for CMB temperature TCMB = 2.725K.
With the given spectral energy (Fig. 2.10(a))
U0ν (ν, T ) =
2hv3
c3
1
e
hv
kBT − 1
(2.26)
and the spectral photon density (Fig. 2.10(b))
n0ν(ν, T ) =
2v2
c3
1
e
hv
kBT − 1
(2.27)
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the absolute photon density
n¯γ = lim
ν→∞
1
ν
∫ ν
0
n0ν(ν
′, T )dν ′ = (410.4± 0.9) cm−3 (2.28)
can be calculated [B+03]. Here, ν is the photon frequency. From this follows the mean energy
per CMB-photon
E¯γ =
1
n¯γ
lim
ν→∞
1
ν
∫ ν
0
U0ν (ν
′, T )dν ′ ≈ 0.64meV. (2.29)
Three possible interactions with the CMB lead to an energy loss of high energy protons which
are assumed to be the major contribution to the cosmic-ray composition at the highest energies
(րSec. 2.2.1):
(a) Degradation due to the inverse Compton effect happens on a timescale of about
1020γ−1(mP /me)3 s where γ is the relativistic factor for the proton [Hoy65]. For a 1021 eV
proton this would be ≈ 18 billion years. This is more than the age of the universe and it
may be supposed that energy loss of protons due to inverse Compton scattering on the
CMB is insigniﬁcant.
(b) There is a small contribution to the proton energy loss due to pair production. The minimum
scale length for energy loss is about half of the Hubble length (13.8 billion light years)
[Gre66].
(c) Compared to the photo pion production the pair production is negligible. The basic concept
of photo pion production is already mentioned in Sec. 2.2.2, but here the photons are not
part of the astrophysical high energy particle source. The energy of the highest energy
cosmic-ray protons is high enough, to produce a ∆+-resonance with the CMB photons:
p+ γCMB −→ ∆+ (2.30)
The ∆+-resonance decays
∆+ −→ n+ π+ −→ p+ π+ + e− + ν¯e
∆+ −→ p+ π0, (2.31a)
and the outgoing proton has lost between about 13% and 22% of its initial energy [Gre66].
The mean time τpγ between reactions of protons with the CMB photons is shown in
Fig. 2.11. 107 yrs correspond to about 3Mpc. This is comparable to the diameter of
our local galaxy group. Taken into account the energy loss at every collision, it is obvi-
ous that the volume for sources of detectable high energy protons with energies higher
than 2 × 1020 eV is limited. Above this energy a steepening in the cosmic-ray spectrum
(րSec. 2.2.1) should be visible. The decelerated protons build up a bump in the spectrum
just below the resonance energy. The steepening is called GZK cutoff, after their predictors
Kenneth Greisen and Vadim Kuzmin and Georgiy Zatsepin. A steepening in accord with
the prediction has been found by the Pierre Auger Collaboration in 2008 [A+08].
The produced pions in reaction 2.31a decay into muons
π+ −→ νµ + µ+
π− −→ ν¯µ + µ− (2.31b)
which decay further into electrons
µ+ −→ e+ + ν¯µ + νe
µ− −→ e− + νµ + ν¯e. (2.31c)
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Fig. 2.11: Mean Time Between γCMB − p Reactions. Image: [ZK66]
Upper line: CMB temperature TCMB = 2K,
lower line: CMB temperature TCMB = 3K.
As each of the latter two decays produce neutrinos, the GZK eﬀect should deliver a con-
tribution to cosmic-ray neutrinos. Detailed calculations [ESS01] of the expected neutrino
ﬂux are displayed in Fig. 2.12
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Fig. 2.12: Expected Neutrino Flux from GZK Effect. Top: νe + ν¯e, bottom: νµ + ν¯µ.
Image: [ESS01]
2.2.7 Topological Defects
During the expansion of the universe, the four forces separated sequentially and developed their
natural properties, as they are known today. These processes can physically be described by
phase transitions. They happened not smoothly, but in steps at ﬁxed positions in space-time. In
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the inﬂationary period of the universe [BDdS09], not all areas in space-time were coupled causally.
This implies that the phase transitions could start at many diﬀerent regions, without knowing
from each other. The result of one phase transition form the properties of the hypersurface of
the aﬀected region. The mathematical description of hypersurfaces is done by the deﬁnition of
topologies. While the universe expanded, the topologies grew and successively met each other.
Topologies of diﬀerent space-time regions do not have to be identical, and the boundary surfaces
may persist in a (meta)stable state. These boundaries are called topological defects [Gan03].
The theories for topical defects are numerous. Domain Walls, cosmic strings, cosmic textures
or texture knots are only a few examples. Some of the defects are not stable. By the decay their
inherent energy is set free. The decay channels are not restricted, so also hadronic decay modes
are possible. Within hadronic cascades neutrino production is a consequence of meson decay.
As an example for the contribution from topological defects to the cosmic-ray neutrino ﬂux, a
calculation for the ﬂux due to the collapse of cosmic strings [YDJS97] is presented in Fig. 2.13.
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Fig. 2.13: Neutrinos From Cosmic Strings. Calculation of the diﬀerential ﬂux from the
collapse of cosmic string loops. All neutrino masses are assumed to be 1 eV. From
top to bottom: νµ, νe, ντ . Image: [YDJS97]
2.3 High Energy Neutrino Detection
As mentioned in Sec. 2.2, neutrinos are good candidates to be probes for a wide range of astro-
physical phenomena. They are not scattered by electromagnetical ﬁelds and penetrate matter
with nearly no absorption losses. Unfortunately, especially the latter property makes it diﬃcult,
to detect neutrinos. Neutrinos interact only weakly and, accordingly, have a very small interac-
tion cross section. In the following two sections, neutrino interactions and the way, how to detect
cosmic-ray neutrinos are introduced.
2.3.1 Neutrino Interactions with Matter
Interactions of the types
(νℓ ∨ ν¯ℓ) +N −−→
W
(
ℓ ∨ ℓ¯)+X (2.32a)
(νℓ ∨ ν¯ℓ) +N −−→
Z
(νℓ ∨ ν¯ℓ) +X (2.32b)
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deliver the main contribution to neutrino interactions [GQRS98]. N represents a nucleon in the
parton model [GQRS98]. The corresponding diﬀerential charged current cross section for an
incoming neutrino with energy Eνℓ and an outgoing charged lepton with energy Eℓ is
d2σ
dxdy
=
2G2fMEνℓ
π
(
M2W
Q2 +M2W
)2 [
xq + xq¯(1− y)2] (2.33)
with
q =
uv + dv
2
+
us + ds
2
+ ss + bs
q¯ =
us + ds
2
+ cs + ts.
(2.34)
The quark distribution functions q and q¯ are dependent on the individual quark distributions
u, d, c, s, t, b, which are all functions of the invariant momentum transfer −Q2 and the Bjorken
scaling variable x = Q2/2Mv. The quark ﬂavor subscripts v and s mark the valence and the see
quark contributions. The other parameters of Eq. 2.33 are the energy loss in the nucleon rest
frame ν = Eνℓ−Eℓ, the relative energy transfer y = Eνℓ/ν, the nucleon mass M , the boson mass
MW and the Fermi constant GF = 1.16632 × 10−5GeV−2. The neutral current cross section is
given by
d2σ
dxdy
=
G2fMEνℓ
2π
(
M2Z
Q2 +M2Z
)2 [
xq0 + xq¯0(1− y)2] . (2.35)
Here the quark distributions have the chiral couplings
Lu = 1− 4
3
xW Ld = −1 + 2
3
xW
Ru = −4
3
xW Rd =
2
3
xW
as additional parameters:
q0 =
(
uv + dv
2
+
us + ds
2
)
(L2u + L
2
d) +
(
us + ds
2
)
(R2u +R
2
d)
+ (ss + bs)(L
2
d +R
2
d) + (cs + ts)(L
2
u +R
2
u)
q¯0 =
(
uv + dv
2
+
us + ds
2
)
(R2u +R
2
d) +
(
us + ds
2
)
(L2u + L
2
d)
+ (ss + bs)(L
2
d +R
2
d) + (cs + ts)(L
2
u +R
2
u).
(2.36)
xW = sin
2 θW = 0.21349(13) is the weak mixing parameter. For ν¯e, e interactions inside the Earth
the special case of W−-production at the resonance energy of
Eresν =
M2W
2m
≈ 6.3× 1015 eV (2.37)
becomes important [GQRS96]:
ν¯e + e −−−→
W−
{
ℓ+ νℓ 3× (≈ 10.80± 0.09)%
hadrons (67.60± 0.27)% . (2.38)
(Decay modes from [PDG08].) In Fig. 2.14, integrated neutrino interaction cross sections for
given reactions are plotted. The opacity limit for neutrinos traversing the Earth is derived from
the mean free path for neutrino-nucleon interactions
λν,N =
1
σν,N ·NA (cm-we). (2.39a)
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Fig. 2.14: Cross Sections for Different Neutrino Reactions. Non-resonant (dotted line)
from top: νℓ +N , ν¯ℓ +N ; resonant from top: ν¯e + e −−→ hadrons, ν¯e + e −−→ ν¯µ + µ
ν¯e + e −−→ ν¯e + e. Horizontal bar: Opacity limit. Under the assumption of this cross
section, the Earth diameter equals to the mean free path for the traversing particle.
Image: Non-resonant [GQRS98], resonant [GQRS96]
NA = 6.022 × 1023mol−1 = 6.022 × 1023 cm−3 (water-equivalent) is Avogadro’s number. For
neutrino-electron interactions, Eq. 2.39a has to be modiﬁed:
λν,e =
1
σν,e · (10/18) ·NA (cm-we). (2.39b)
(10/18)NA is the number of electrons in one cm
3 of water. Under the assumption of an isotropic
density distribution, the Earth density structure (Fig. 2.15) can be parameterized like [Dzi98]
ρ(r) =


13.0885 − 8.8381x2 , 0 ≤ r < 1221.5
12.5815 − 1.2638x − 3.6426x2 − 5.5281x3 , 1221.5 < r < 3480
7.9565 − 6.4761x +5.5283x2 − 3.0807x3 , 3480 < r < 5701
5.3197 − 1.4836x , 5701 < r < 5771
11.2494 − 8.0298x , 5771 < r < 5971
7.1089 − 3.8045x , 5971 < r < 6151
2.691 +0.6924x , 6151 < r < 6346.6
2.9 , 6346.6 < r < 6356
2.6 , 6356 < r < 6368
1.02 , 6368 < r ≤ REarth
(2.40)
with x = r/REarth and REarth = 6371 km the radius of the Earth. [ρ] = g/cm
3. A neutrino
traveling through the Earth (Fig. 2.16(b)) sees an angular dependent matter thickness. The
integration over the density function (Fig. 2.16(a)) along a straight line through the Earth center
(cos(θ) = −1) delivers a thickness of 10.95 kt/cm2∗ or 1.1× 10 cm-we†. This value together with
Eq. 2.39a delivers the limit. Like illustrated in Fig. 2.14, from an energy of 4× 1013 eV upwards
the mean free path for neutrinos inside the Earth becomes smaller than the Earth diameter.
∗kt = kilo tonne
†cm-we = cm water-equivalent: 10.95 kt/cm
2
ρ(H2O)≈1 g/cm3
≈ 11× 109 cm-we
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Fig. 2.15: Earth Density Profile.
The small neutrino cross section is used in detectors, to suppress the underground produced
by other cosmic rays. The complete Earth is used as a shielding against all other particles. Only
neutrinos (with suﬃciently low energies) can traverse the Earth and interact in, or near by the
detector volume. Inside the detector only events from particles, which had to traverse the Earth
are accepted. These events are called up-going events.
2.3.2 Neutrino Detection Mechanisms
Neutrino interactions can be observed by their energy deposition in matter (e.g. transfer of kinetic
energy into heat) or by interactions of secondary charged particles. Currently, for large ice or
water detectors the latter option is common. They detect the light emitted due to continuous
energy loss of high energy charged particles inside the detector medium, to back-reference to the
properties of the primary neutrino. The further discussion of this section is presuming this kind
of detectors.
The reaction 2.32a transfers a neutrino into the charged lepton of its family (րSec. 2.1).
Besides a hadronic cascade from the primary neutrino-nucleon interaction, individual light sig-
natures for the three possible charged leptons are created inside the detector medium.
Three major mechanisms for light production in matter are excitation and ionization of atoms
and emission of ﬂuorescence light due to relaxation, bremsstrahlung and Cˇerenkov radiation.
For high energy particles with E > 1GeV, the latter two eﬀects are more important than the
ionization.
Bremsstrahlung is a second order process of scattering. All accelerated charged particles
emit photons, for example during scattering processes in matter. The energy loss per distance
for an electron with energy E is given by
dE
dx
= − E
X0
. (2.41)
X0 is the radiation length [PDG08]
1
X0
= 4α
(
e2
4πǫ0mec2
)2
ρNA
A
{
Z2 [Lrad − f(Z)] + ZL′rad
}
, (2.42)
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Fig. 2.16: Angular Dependence of Earth Thickness. θ is the polar coordinate of the
particle ﬂight direction ~d. Upper curve: thickness corresponding to Eq. 2.40, lower
curve: thickness calculated with a ﬁxed Earth density of 5.515 g/cm3.
with Avogadro’s number NA, the fine structure constant α =
e2
2c0e0h
≈ 1137 , and the density ρ, the
atomic mass A and the atomic number Z of the traversed matter. The inﬁnite sum f(Z) can be
approximated by
f(Z) ≈ (αZ)2
(
1
1 + (αZ)2
+ 0.20206− 0.0369(αZ)2 + 0.0083(αZ)4 − 0.002(αZ)6
)
. (2.43)
The values for Lrad and L
′
rad are given in Tab. 2.1. Within a distance of X0 the energy of the
Element Z Lrad L
′
rad
H 1 5.31 6.144
He 2 4.79 5.621
Li 3 4.74 5.805
Be 4 4.71 5.924
Others > 4 ln
(
184.15
Z1/3
)
ln
(
1194
Z2/3
)
Tab. 2.1: Lrad and L
′
rad values for calculation of the radiation length.
electron is reduced to E/e. The radiation length for electrons in water according to Eq. 2.42 is
36 cm. Due to the squared particle mass in the denominator, bremsstrahlung is suppressed by
a factor of 43000 for muons. If the emitted photons have an energy of more than 2 · 511 keV,
the mass of the electron, e−-e+-pair production is possible. The created electrons and positrons
produce bremsstrahlung on their part. Together, these processes form an electromagnetic cascade,
which dies out at the critical energy
Ec ≈ 605MeV
Z + 1.24
. (2.44)
For electron energies below Ec, ionization becomes more important than bremsstrahlung.
The shape of the electromagnetic cascade is concentrated along the axis of the primary particle,
but also spread out, as multiple Coulomb scattering deﬂects the charged cascade component. The
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radius of the cylinder inside which, on average, 90% of the primary energy is stored is called the
Molie`re radius. It is given by
RM =
X0Es
Ec
, (2.45)
with Es =
√
4π/αmec
2 ≈ 21.2052MeV [NJMC66; PDG08].
The light emission of an electronic cascade is - in ﬁrst order - isotropic and localized. Within an
ice or water neutrino detector the electron, which is the secondary particle of a electron neutrino
reaction, will produce this kind of signal. It is very likely that the full electron neutrino energy
is deposited inside the detection volume.
Vavilov-Cˇerenkov radiation , often called only Cˇerenkov radiation, is only emitted, if a
charged particle travels through a transparent medium with a speed which is higher than the
speed of light inside this medium. The particle polarizes the atoms of the medium which, af-
terwards, emit electromagnetic waves during relaxation. The interference of those waves is de-
structive as long as the particle is slow (β < 1/n). If it exceeds the speed of light the waves
from every point on the particle trajectory can interfere constructively on a cone around the
trajectory (րFig. 2.17). Pavel Alekseyevich Cˇerenkov ﬁrst documented the eﬀect in 1934, while
c
n
t
θ
particle
βct
Fig. 2.17: Cˇerenkov radiation. Illustration of the light emission angle. β = v/c is the speed
of the particle and n is the refraction index of the traversed medium.
he was working under Sergey Ivanovich Vavilov. Three years later, in 1937, Igor Jewgenjewitsch
Tamm and Ilja Michailowitsch Frank delivered the theoretical background for the explanation of
the Cˇerenkov radiation [FT37]. The light emission takes place under an angle of
θ = arccos
1
βn
(2.46)
relative to the trajectory. The energy loss due to the Cˇerenkov eﬀect can be calculated by the
Frank-Tamm formula
dE
dx
=
q2
4π
∫
n(ω)>1/β
ωµ(ω)
(
1− 1
β2n(ω)2
)
dω. (2.47)
µ and n are the frequency dependent permeability and refraction index of the medium. q is
the electric charge of the particle. The integration can be done over all wavelengths, for which
the threshold condition n(ω) > 1/β is fulﬁlled. An additional constraint on the integration
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boundaries is the demand of polarizability of the medium at the given frequencies. In general,
these are the photon frequencies, for which the medium is transparent [Hel09].
For practical applications in particle detectors the Frank-Tamm formula can be modiﬁed –
under the approximation of frequency-independent refraction index and permeability – with help
of the relations
dω
dλ
= −2πc
nλ2
(2.48)
and
dE
dN
=
ch
λ
(2.49)
to deliver the number of photons per distance and wavelength:
d2N
dxdλ
=
πµcq2
hn2λ2
(
1− 1
β2n2
)
. (2.50)
Eq. 2.47 shows an increase of the energy loss towards higher frequencies. As ice or water is
not transparent for ultraviolet light, only wavelengths between about 300 nm and (because of
the reduced emission) 600 nm deliver a signiﬁcant contribution to a detectable light signal in a
detector. The refraction index of ice within this interval can be parameterized by [PW01]
n(λ) = 1.55749− 1.57988λ+ 3.99993λ2 − 4.68271λ3 + 2.09354λ4, [λ] = μm. (2.51)
Inside the AMANDA collaboration a ﬁxed refraction index of n = 1.32 is used. The energy
deposition into photons due to the Cˇerenkov eﬀect for particles with β ≈ 1 in the given wavelength
interval is 765 eV/cm. This is independent of the mass of the charged particle and, therefore,
equal for electrons, muons and tau leptons.
Cˇerenkov radiation is a good option to detect especially the two heavy leptons, the muon
and the tauon. Because of their minor light production due to bremsstrahlung, the Cˇerenkov
light oﬀers an alternative light producing process. For the relatively long living muon (τ =
2.197 × 10−6 s), it is possible to reconstruct the source direction. The Cˇerenkov radiation is
emitted highly anisotropic and homogeneously along the muon trajectory. With the measurement
of the arriving time of photons at diﬀerent positions in the detector, the time and the position
of the light emission can be calculated. The angular deviation δµ of the secondary muon from
the primary muon-neutrino path is [LM00]
δµ = 0.7
◦ ·
(
TeV
Eν
)0.7
. (2.52)
This good correlation can be used to create a sky map with neutrino events [A+07b].
Tauon signatures are expected to be multi structural. At the tau-neutrino nucleon interaction
point, a primary hadronic cascade produces light. The outgoing tau lepton looses energy via
Cˇerenkov light production. The range of the tauon is
cτ
Eτ
mτ c2
= c · 291× 10−15 s · Eτ
1776.84MeV
≈ 5 cm
TeV
· Eτ . (2.53)
Consequently, tauons with an energy of about 4PeV decay after about 200m. Its decay generates
an additional cascade. In the case of a tau lepton crossing the detector, lollipop-shaped light
signatures are predicted, where one or both cascades, as well as the Cˇerenkov light from the path
of the tauon are seen in the detector. These events are called double bang events.
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Fig. 2.18: AMANDA Sky Map with data from 2000 to 2006. Image: [A+09b]
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Fig. 2.19: Atmosperic Muon Background. (a) Spectrum of atmospheric muons at the ice
surface, measured with AMANDA. Image: [Gee03] (b) Zenith angle dependence of
the muon ﬂux in the IceCube detector measured with the 22 string conﬁguration of
2007. Image: [Ber09]
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2.3.3 Background for Neutrino Detection
Neutrino detection signiﬁcantly suﬀers from background. In case of ice Cˇerenkov detectors, this
background consists of muons produced by interactions of cosmic rays with the atmosphere.
These atmospheric muons have a high relativistic gamma-factor and can not only penetrate the
atmosphere, but also several hundreds of meters of solid matter. The ratio between background
atmospheric muons and neutrino induced muons near the detector is about 106 [A+02].
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Part I
The Hardware Integration of AMANDA
into IceCube
3AMANDA and IceCube
N
eutrinos are non charged particles and only weakly interacting. Consequently, their
detection is not trivial (րSec. 2.3). They cannot be measured directly, but only by
their interaction products or – on smaller scales – by missing energy in particle reaction
processes. If, additionally, the interest lies in neutrinos with high energies from cosmic rays,
particle detectors will have to be very large so that the standard detection methods, which are
known from other particle physics experiments, are not applicable.
The two neutrino telescopes AMANDA and IceCube, which are using the ice sheet on the
Antarctic continent as detector material, will be introduced in this chapter. As the integration
of AMANDA into IceCube is dependent on the accurate timing inside the two detectors, a closer
look onto the hardware of the two systems is necessary. Therefore, especially the measurement
of time constants and the event timing are described in detail. The illustration of integration
itself will follow in chapter 4.
3.1 Detector Principles
There are only few places on Earth where the ice layer is thick enough to oﬀer a suﬃcient shielding
against atmospheric muons, which arrive on the Earth surface, so that neutrino detection is
possible at all. Further on, the ice properties have to satisfy additional demands. It has to
be free from crevasses, it has to be optically clear enough and, consequently, scattering and
absorption length have to be large enough so that light emission from traversing particles is
visible over tens to hundreds of meters. The place, where these demands are fulﬁlled as best
as possible, is the ice at the South Pole. Fig. 3.1 shows best ﬁt results for the scattering and
absorption lengths λe and λa of the South Pole ice inside of the AMANDA detector.
Other good reasons to chose the South Pole as a location for an ice Cˇerenkov neutrino detector
are the low ice ﬂow speed of only about 8m/year and the good infrastructure providing air supply
and a well equipped research station.
To detect the Cˇerenkov light of traversing charged particles, the ice is instrumented with glass
spheres (Fig. 3.2), containing photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The PMTs use the energy from
incoming single photons to produce free electrons. The number of electrons is multiplied in a
cascade of charged dynodes to deliver a measurable signal [Ham]. Depending on the internal
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Fig. 3.1: Effective Scattering and Absorption Coefficient for ice at the South Pole mea-
sured with light sources of the AMANDA detector. The four dips correspond to dust
layers of diﬀerent ages: 38,000 yr (A); 46,500 yr (B); 53,500 yr (C) and 65,000 yr (D)
[PWC00; A+95a]. Images: [A+06a]
electronics these spheres are called optical modules (OMs) or digital optical modules (DOMs). A
hardware connection delivers power to the PMT and the electronics, and transports the signal
information to the ice surface. In a “counting house” a data acquisition system (DAQ) processes
the incoming data.
Fig. 3.2: Schematic View of the Detection Principle for an ice Cˇerenkov detector. Near
or inside the instrumented volume a neutrino is interacting with matter. In case of a
muon neutrino, the resulting muon traverses the detector and produces Cˇerenkov light.
At a ﬁxed time, this light has traveled a certain distance. The blue cone represents
the coherent wave front of the emitted photons at a ﬁxed time.
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The drilling of the holes into the ice is done with hot water. A drill head pumps hot water
into the ice, the melted water is heated and recycled for drilling. Because ice is a good thermal
insulator, the water in a hole stays liquid for many hours. The cable for the surface connection of
the glass spheres is lowered into the hole and the spheres are sequentially connected mechanically
and electrically to the cable. The deployed combination of cable and glass spheres is called a
string.
The way of signal handling is diﬀerent in AMANDA and IceCube. This will be speciﬁed in
the next sections.
3.2 The AMANDA Neutrino Telescope
The AMANDA telescope – the Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detector Array – is the ﬁrst
large scale ice Cˇerenkov neutrino detectors (Fig. 3.3). Because of the innovative concept, many
diﬀerent techniques for signal handling and processing have been tested during installation and
operation of the detector.
3.2.1 In Ice
Fig. 3.3: The AMANDA Neutrino Telescope. Depth 0m is corresponding to the surface.
The Eiﬀel Tower is drawn for comparison.
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Physically, the project started in the austral summer season 1993/94, when the four strings of
the AMANDA-A detector (not contained in Fig. 3.3) were deployed in a depth between about
800 and 1000m [A+00]. It turned out that the concentration of bubbles in this depth is high and
the light scattering does not allow for accurate track reconstruction [A+95b].
AMANDA-B4 was installed in season 1995/1996. 80 OMs on four strings were frozen into
the ice from a depth of 1545m to 1978m. The high voltage for the PMTs of string 1 to 4
is produced at the surface and delivered to the OMs via coaxial cables. These cables are also
used to transmit the PMT signals to the AMANDA counting house, the Martin A. Pomerantz
observatory (MAPO). Six additional OMs at the bottom of string 4 can also transmit signals
over twisted pair cables. For calibration, several subsystems are deployed with the strings:
• 8 LEDs distributed over the full depth and all strings,
• a nitrogen laser on string one at a depth of 850m,
• three DC halogen lamps with ultra violet light (UV) ﬁlters and
• optical ﬁbers with diﬀuser balls, located near each OM, which are used to lead the light of
a neodymium YAG∗ laser system at the surface into the ice.
In season 1996/97 AMANDA-B4 was upgraded with 216 OMs on 6 strings to AMANDA-B10.
The instrumented volume corresponded to a volume of a cylinder with a height of 500m and a
diameter of 120m. The data transmission is done via twisted pair cables. 1997/98 the ﬁrst three
strings with optical signal transmission technology were installed. 122 OMs have been deployed.
AMANDA-II, the ﬁnal state of the AMANDA detector, was ﬁnished in season 1999/2000 with
19 strings and 670 OMs. With the last six strings, two new technologies have been tested.
23 digitally controlled Analog Optical Modules (dAOMs) and 41 Digital Optical Modules (DOMs)
have been frozen into the ice. The dAOMs are distributed over the strings 17, 18 and 19, whereas
the DOMs are only connected to string 18 [KMC+97; Sch02; A+06b].
The diﬀerent transmission technologies have several advantages and disadvantages. For (ana-
log) signal transmission, the optical ﬁbers turned out, to deliver the best results. The dispersion
is very small and signal cross talk, like between electrical cables is only possible in the electronics
before or after the optical transmission path. This is the reason, why the dAOM technology is
using ﬁbers for analog signal transmission. The high voltage for the PMT is produced locally in-
side the dAOM and the dAOM functionality is controlled digitally, which is an advantage against
the original AMANDA analog OMs. The DOMs have only an electrical connection. Here the
PMT pulses are digitized by electronics in the DOM. The digital information is transferred to
the surface. This allows for the usage of an electrical connection without the problem of cross
talk. Because of the analoge AMANDA data reception, the AMANDA DOMs have an additional
analoge tranfer mode to be compatible to the MuonDAQ respectively the TWRDAQ. The digital
mode has only been used to verify the transmission technique for IceCube. The very complex
electronics of the DOM can be a disadvantage in the ice, but avoiding additional ﬁbers makes
the transport and deployment of the DOMs cheaper, than for the dAOMs. This is one of the
reasons, why the DOM became the IceCube standard technology.
3.2.2 On Ice
The following descriptions are valid for the AMANDA detector system before the installation of
the integration updates! Part of the integration eﬀorts described in chapter 4 is the improvement
of several of the described systems.
∗neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:Y3Al5O12)
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All AMANDA strings come together in the MAPO. Here the high voltage supplies for the
analog OMs, as well as the signal handling hardware are deployed. The analog electrical signals
are ampliﬁed by special fast ampliﬁers, called SWAMPs (SWedish AMPliﬁers) and split up. The
optical signals are converted to electrical ones by Optical Receiver Boards (ORBs) and also split
up. The split signals are put into three diﬀerent systems (Fig. 3.4):
• the Discriminator and Multiplicity ADDer (DMADD), which is the trigger building system
of the AMANDA detector,
• the MuonDAQ system and
• the TWRDAQ system.
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Fig. 3.4: Scheme of the AMANDA DAQ System (before 2006).
The DMADD
discriminates the incoming analog PMT signals [Mar01]. If a signal is low enough∗, it passes
the internal discriminator threshold. The discriminated pulses take part on the trigger signal
building procedure (Fig. 3.5). The DMADD uses the same procedure for diﬀerent settings of OM
combinations and multiplicities. The common setting is the output of three simple† multiplicity
triggers (M13, M18 and M24) and one string trigger, which gives back a trigger signal if a certain
∗PMT signals are negative pulses.
†simple means, to add up simply all OM signals.
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Fig. 3.5: DMADD trigger signal building. Incoming PMT pulses from all (or a set of
selected) OMs lead to the generation of a voltage signal with a duration of 2.5 μs
(turquoise bars). Additional incoming pulses increase the voltage signal (black line
over the turquoise bars). If a selected pulse multiplicity is reached (red horizontal
line), the DMADD sends out a trigger signal (lower black line). In this example
picture the multiplicity is set to M6.
number of OMs in a row along one string is hit. The trigger rate is a direct consequence of the
chosen multiplicity. The lower the multiplicity is, the higher is the trigger rate, because also
smaller events with less hits cause a trigger signal.
The MuonDAQ
is the original AMANDA DAQ system. If a trigger signal from the DMADD is received, peak
ADCs and fast TDCs read the peak times and heights. The event information is transferred to a
computer, which stores it. The MuonDAQ system has a dead time of about 2.2ms. This is the
reason, why the MuonDAQ is triggered by the very high multiplicity trigger of M24. Because the
MuonDAQ is not part of this thesis, it will not be explained in detail. For further information
see [A+00].
Fig. 3.6: TWR VME Module.
The TWRDAQ
is an AMANDA hardware upgrade, which was installed in the years 2002 to 2004 with several
upgrades in the following years [Wag04; Mes06]. Some of the resons for the upgrade are
• the deadtime the MuonDAQ,
• complicated pulse shapes in high energy events, which cannot be resolved with the ADC/TDC
combination,
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• the low dynamic range (. 8 pulses) of the TDCs [Wag03] and
• a dependency between pulse hight and pulse time.
The new hardware oﬀers the sampling of the full PMT waveforms and not only the peak values:
A system with flash ADCs (Struck Innovative Systems SIS3300 FADC [Str07]) – called Transient
Waveform Recorders (TWRs) within the AMANDA collaboration – reads out the OM signals,
coming out of the SWAMPs and ORBs. Every TWR supports eight input channels (Fig. 3.6).
The TWRs continuously read the input voltages and store them into a ring buffer structure
(Fig. 3.7).
ring buﬀer
writing direction
trigger time
stop delay
youngest sample
oldest sample
buﬀer switching time
Fig. 3.7: Functional Principle of the TWR Ring Buffers. The buﬀer samples contin-
uously. With an incoming trigger signal, the stop delay counter is started. After
reaching the stop delay time, the complete ring buﬀer is stored and sampling in an-
other ring buﬀer is started. The setting of the stop delay allows for time adjustable
sampling of signal information before and after the trigger time.
The ring buﬀers are realized as ﬁxed memory areas on the TWR internal memory banks.
With every trigger signal arriving the TWR, the next eight ring buﬀers (one for every channel)
in the memory are used. Always two memory banks are implemented on every TWR. They are
conﬁgured in an auto switching mode: If one bank is ﬁlled up after 128 incoming trigger signals,
the bank will be switched (Fig. 3.8). The ﬁlled bank is read out while the empty one is ﬁlled up
again. In this conﬁguration the DAQ system works nearly deadtime free. The TWRs are driven
by a 100MHz clock setting the time bin size to 10 ns. The ADC voltage resolution is 12 bits.
One sample value is stored in a 16-bit word. Every ring buﬀer holds 1024 samples corresponding
to 10.24 μs. This can be summed up to
8
channels
triggered event
· 1 ringbuﬀer
channel
· 1024 samples
ring buﬀer
· 16 bits
sample
·128 triggered events
memory bank
· 2 memory banks
TWR
= 4
MB
TWR
.
(3.1)
The TWRDAQ has a trigger rate limit of about 250Hz. With the help of Eq. 3.1 and the
assumptions of 13 TWRs per crate and a trigger rate of 250Hz, the amount of data coming from
the TWRs over the backplane can be calculated the following way:
2
MB
TWRmemorybank
· 13 TWRmemorybanks
readout
· 1
128
readouts
event
· 250 events
s
= 50.78
MB
s
. (3.2)
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Fig. 3.8: TWR Memory Configuration. Each TWR handles 8 channels. In one of the two
memory banks of the TWR, 128 ring buﬀer contents for each channel can be stored.
with the 128th trigger coming, the bank is switched and the ﬁlled bank can be read
out. If the second bank is ﬁlled, the banks are switched back.
The TWR readout and control is done via VME bus architecture. 597 OM channels are read
out by 75 TWRs in six TWR crates (Fig. 3.9). A DSP (Analog Devices ADSP-21060/62 SHARC
DSP) in every crate reads out the waveform information in the TWRs. Additionally, it does a
feature extraction: Only signiﬁcant waveform information in the ring buﬀer contents is kept, the
base line value is stored, but the base line samples are thrown away (Fig. 3.10) [Wag04]. This
saves enough bendwidth and disk space to read out and to store all (relevant) TWR data. The
DSP is controlled by a software, written in an assembler language, which supports the special
abilities of the DSP architecture. Every time the TWR readout software on the DAQ computer
is started, the precompiled DSP software is loaded into the DSP memory. After starting the
readout, the DSP works autarkically.
The TWR readout software initializes the DSPs and TWRs over a PCI to VME connection
(Struck Innovative Systems SIS1100 [Str01]) to the master crate and VME to VME connections
(Struck Innovative Systems SIS3100 [Str06]) (Fig. 3.11) to the six TWR crates. It also reads out
the DSP memories. The DSPs are hardware upgrades of the VME to VME bridge modules in
the TWR crates and do not need an additional VME slot.
The hardware trigger signals coming from the DMADD are distributed to the MuonDAQ and
the TWRDAQ. An assembly of NIM electronic modules handles the trigger signal ﬂow to both
systems. The following hardware trigger signals reach the TWRDAQ:
• M24,
• M18,
• M13,
• string trigger (N hit OMs within a row of M adjacent OMs on one string),
• SPASE trigger from the SPASE-2 experiment [D+00],
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Fig. 3.9: TWR VME Crate Configuration. A trigger logic distributes the NIM trigger
signals to the clock modules in the six TWR crates (Fig. 3.4). The clock module
converts the NIM signals to ECL diﬀerential signals and distributes them over the
VME backplane to the TWRs. Thus, every TWR receives the same trigger signal
at the same time. After the TWR internal memory bank switching, the DSP on the
bridge in each TWR crate reads out the ﬁlled TWR memory banks and stores the
data in its own memory. The GPS clock latch is placed in only one of the six TWR
crates. It is triggered over the back plane, like the TWRs and read out by the DSP
of the corresponding crate. A computer, equipped with a PCI to VME bridge, reads
and clears the DSP memories.
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Fig. 3.10: Waveform Data Reduction by Feature Extraction. The DSP cuts away all
samples that are not lying below the threshold. The samples outside the red time
window are stored as one value. This example shows the already cleaned waveform
to illustrate the amount of data size reduction.
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Fig. 3.11: VME to VME Bridge Module.
• random data (minimum bias) trigger, which is uncorrelated to physics events in the detector
and
• the laser trigger, which is used during time calibration measurements with the Nd:YAG
laser system.
The signal ﬂow in the trigger logic for the TWRDAQ is displayed in Fig. 3.12. All trigger signals
are sampled in special TWR channels. This oﬀers the possibility, to diﬀerentiate the events
by the corresponding trigger signal. In case of trigger signals coming in a fast sequence, it is
necessary to block following trigger pulses after the ﬁrst pulse. This allows for the TWR ring
buﬀers ﬁlling up and, consequently, avoiding overlapping time windows. Thus, the minimum
veto time is 10.24 ms. If the veto time is chosen close to the sampling time of one ring buﬀer, the
TWRDAQ is nearly dead time free.
Besides the hardware trigger signal, which is triggering the DAQ system, the readout software
on the DAQ computer does an additional software triggering. With single PMT noise rates
between 320Hz and 1.1 kHz (for PMTs on the AMANDA-B4 strings) [Wis99], the data rate of a
real M13 triggering would be too high, and random coincidences between the PMT signals are
likely. Therefore, all M13 triggered events, containing no other hardware trigger, are scanned for
special event signatures. The signatures are
• a certain amount of hit PMTs are contained inside a given geometrical detector volume
(volume trigger) [Mes06], or
• some PMTs recorded sequences of many photons (fragments trigger).
If one or both of the signatures are found, the event will be kept, otherwise it will be discarded.
For a detailed description of the TWRDAQ system the study of [Wag04] is highly recom-
mended.
3.2.3 DAQ Timing
Every AMANDA event gets a global timestamp. The time information is delivered by a GPS
clock (Symmetricom TrueTime XL) in form of three signals (Fig. 3.13):
• time information string with the current day of the year and the seconds of the day plus a
GPS signal quality information (TQC),
• one pulse per second (1PPS) to mark the beginning of a new second,
• a 10MHz signal, phase locked to the 1PPS.
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Fig. 3.12: TWR trigger signal way. The hardware trigger signals (green rectangular pulses)
arrive at the TWR trigger logic and are split up. On the one hand, all signals are
sampled individually in special TWR channels. On the other hand, the signals are
merged to a “global OR” trigger, which is also split and fed into a TWR channel.
The other copy of the global OR signal is vetoed by a gate generator. The remaining
trigger signal pulses are sampled by a TWR channel and sent to the TWR crates to
trigger the TWRDAQ.
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Fig. 3.13: Global Timing of TWRDAQ Events with the GPS2VME Module. The
GPS2VME module receives the same trigger signals as the TWRs and stores the
time stamp of the corresponding event in its memory. The readout is done over VME
together with the readout of the TWRs.
The GPS latch – called GPS2VME in the original TWRDAQ setup [Lei03] – receives the GPS
clock signals over coaxial cables and a serial (RS-232) connection for the time string. For the
VME readout, the incoming information has to be reﬁned. Therefore, every trigger causes
the GPS2VME to write the current counter of the 10MHz signal, the current second since the
beginning of the year, the year itself, the TQC and the current state of the GPS2VME into an
internal FIFO memory. The GPS2VME state is deﬁned by the presence of the necessary clock
signals.
One information block is distributed over four 32-bit words. As the VME crates oﬀer a 32-bit
data access structure, always four VME cycles are necessary to build up the GPS timestamp
information. With every 128 event block, the DSP in the corresponding crate also reads 128
timestamps from the GPS2VME. The timestamps give the global event time. Inside the TWR
ring buﬀer structure (Fig. 3.7), this time corresponds to the trigger time.
For event reconstruction, the trigger time information inside the TWR waveforms is not suf-
ﬁcient. The cable delay from the OM to the TWR input has to be known very precisely. With
help of the installed optical ﬁbers, diﬀusor balls near to every OM and the Nd:YAG laser, a delay
measurement with a precision of about 4− 7 ns is possible[A+00]. The signal run time inside the
ﬁber is measured with an Optical Time Domain Reﬂectometer (OTDR). With the knowledge of
all other cable lengths and run times (Fig. 3.14(a)), the signal time delay t0 of every OM can be
calculated:
t10 + t21 − t03 − t24 = t43, with tba = tb − ta. (3.3)
The indices a and b correspond to the numbered positions in Fig. 3.14(a). Within the MuonDAQ
setup, the peak time measurement is done with a ADC/TDC combination. Due to the ﬁxed
TDC voltage threshold, the measured time is systematically shifted regarding to the ADC peak
time (Fig. 3.14(b)). This shift is inverse proportional to the square root of the peak ADC value
UADC
t43 = t0 +
α√
UADC
. (3.4)
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Fig. 3.14: OM time calibration. (a) Red: optical ﬁbers, blue: electrical connections. The
signal run time from 0 to 3 can be measured with an OTDR. The run time from
0 to 1 has to be measured by hand with a ruler. The dispersion inside the optical
ﬁber is known. The run time from 1 to 2 results from known cable lengths and the
adjustable delay. The run time from 3 to 4 is to be determined.
(b) Because the TDC has a ﬁxed voltage threshold for its time measurement, there
is an oﬀset between the measured time and the ADC peak value.
(c) How to add up times for determination of signal time inside a OM if t0 is known
(Eq. 3.5).
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During the data taking process, the true hit time “inside” a given OM can be calculated to
(Fig. 3.14(c))
ttrue = tmeasured − t0 + α√
UADC
(3.5)
Using the TDC/ADC combination of the MuonDAQ, the proportionality constant α and the
signal delay t0 have to be measured for every optical module.
The TWRDAQ uses a more simple method for the absolute timing of pulses. Here the full
waveform allows for a much more accurate timing. For a single isolated pulse, two sample values
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Fig. 3.15: TWR Signal Timing.
around the minimum slope on the leading edge are deﬁning a line (Fig. 3.15). The intersection
between this line and the baseline of the corresponding TWR channel gives the time of the pulse
[Wag04]. For more complicated waveforms containing additional pulses on the rising edge of
previous pulses, the value of the local minimum and not the baseline is used for ﬁnding the pulse
time.
If the t0 data for enough OMs is collected, an alternative time calibration method with down-
going muons will be applicable [CH01].
3.3 The IceCube Neutrino Telescope
In its ﬁnal state, the IceCube detector will consist of about 86 strings with 60 DOMs on each
string. The geometrically instrumented volume will contain about 1 km3 of ice (Fig. 3.16).
3.3.1 Detector Principles
Base of the IceCube concept is the AMANDA string 18 with its DOM technology (Fig. 3.17(a)).
Like in AMANDA OMs, a PMT is used for light detection. The PMT high voltage is produced
inside the DOM. All PMT pulses are sampled directly inside the DOM by a ﬂash ADC and the
digital information is sent to the surface.
For digitization the incoming PMT pulse is split. One pulse copy causes a trigger signal, when
exceeding a threshold value, the second copy is delayed by a ﬁxed time of 75 ns and triply split.
The three identical signals are ampliﬁed by values of 16, 2 and 0.25 and given on three Analog
Transient Waveform Digitizers (ATWDs). The sampling rate of the digitizers is set to 300MHz.
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Fig. 3.16: The IceCube Detector. The picture shows the IceCube detector with the nested
AMANDA detection volume. The future low energy array Deep Core (րSec. 4.7.3)
will be placed in the bottom middle of the fully deployed IceCube detector.
Every ATWD can store 128 voltage values, corresponding to a recording time of about 400 ns.
The readout of the digitizers is done by a 10-bit ADC. As the readout takes a long time (about
0.1ms), a second set of ATWDs is necessary, to reduce the dead time. If three triggers come
in a fast sequence, the system skips the third trigger and the PMT information is refused. An
additional fADC, which uses the DOM system clock of 40MHz, increases the sampling time.
The fADC is able to record 256 samples, thus it stores 6.4 ms.
The control unit of the DOM is a FPGA. It manages the operation of the diﬀerent electronic
DOM components and compresses the PMT waveform data. Always the complete waveform
information is transmitted to the surface. This puts high demands on the transmission and the
surface data acquisition.
The IceCube surface DAQ system is a composition of several high performance computers,
which is implemented in a separated building, the IceCube Laboratory (ICL) (Fig. 3.18). Every
string is controlled and read out by a DOMHub computer. Other computers combine and ﬁlter
the string data. The event trigger information is built in software. Several trigger conditions
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(a) Digital Optical Module (DOM) (b) DOM Mainboard
Fig. 3.17: Digital Optical Module (DOM) and DOM Mainboard. A DOM can be de-
scribed as a small standalone photon detector. The high voltage for the PMT is
produced inside the DOM. The DOM mainboard is equipped with readout, digitiza-
tion and communication electronics. A delay board arranges for the arrival of the
trigger information before the signal. The LEDs can be used for detector geome-
try calibrations. A mu-metal grid shields the PMT from the Earth magnetic ﬁeld.
Images: [A+09a]
lead to the recognition of an event inside the data stream [Seo05b].
Because of the DAQ structure of IceCube, it is diﬃcult to get additional hardware signal
information into the IceCube data stream. The only access to the data stream is given by the
digitizing electronics inside the DOMs. All this electronics is built upon a multilayer board, the
DOM mainboard (Fig. 3.17(b)). The signal input for the PMT signals can be fed with every other
signal, which is sampled and delivered to the IceCube DAQ system. This is very important for
the AMANDA/IceCube integration. Further information about the IceCube DAQ system can
be found in [A+09a].
3.3.2 IceCube Timing
The IceCube time normal is, like in AMANDA, a GPS clock (Symmetricom ExacTime 6000
OCXO). The clock delivers the 10MHz phase locked frequency, the 1PPS signal and a time
string via a RS-232. It is also possible, to use the IRIG format (Inter Range Instrumentation
Group time code) for the encoding of the time string. The timing information from the GPS
clock is delivered to a GPS fan-out module multiplexing the signals. Every DOMHub houses
a DOMHub Service Board (DSB), which receives the timing information from the GPS clock
(either directly or via the fan-out). To communicate with the DOMs on the string which is
connected to the DOMHub, DOM Readout (DOR) cards are used (Fig. 3.19). The DOR cards
receive the GPS time from the DSB.
All DOMs themselves carry a high precision 20MHz temperature-compensated crystal oscilla-
tor, which is doubled by a PLL to 40MHz. A 48-bit frequency counter connected to the 40MHz
acts as a local DOM clock. The DOR clock and the DOM clock are not synchronized. Therefore,
the timing relation between the DOM clock and the DOR clock is measured in regular intervals
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Fig. 3.18: Scheme of the IceCube DAQ System.
of about 5 s. The calibration method is called Reciprocal Active Pulsing Calibration (RAPCal)
[A+09a]. The RAPCal method uses identical signal sources and receivers on two sides of an
electrical connection to measure the time shift between signal transmission and reception. The
measurement is done in several steps (Fig. 3.20):
(a) The DOR card sends a very precisely shaped bipolar pulse, which is synchronized to the
DOR clock, to the DOM and saves the start time tn1 of the pulse in units of its clock counter
Fig. 3.19: DOM Readout (DOR) card. Image: [A+09a]
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Fig. 3.20: Reciprocal Active Pulsing Calibration (RAPCal). The two time lines illustrate
the DOR and the DOM clock. Vertical lines mark the same (physical) time. As the
two clocks are ﬂoating freely, the values in the clocks corresponding to the same time
may diﬀer. The green curves are calibration pulses. They experience dispersion and
attenuation while traveling through the cable from the DOR card to the DOM. The
dotted curve is the DOM-digitized ﬁrst DOR calibration pulse. The values ti are the
(GPS) times. kDOR,DOMi represent the clock counters of DOR card and DOM at time
ti.
kDOR,n1 .
(b) The DOM mainboard receives the pulse and samples it. The last sample of the pulse
waveform is timestamped with the local clock counter at the time tn2 with k
DOM,n
2 . k
DOR,n
1
and kDOM,n2 are ﬂoating against each other.
(c) After the sampling, the DOM waits a ﬁxed time δ, to ensure a cable connection to the DOR
card, which is free from interfering signals. Following this short delay the DOM sends a
bipolar pulse itself, which is identical to the one, sent by the DOR card.
(d) In the DOR card, the arriving pulse is sampled exactly the same way, as the ﬁrst DOR
pulse was sampled in the DOM. This guarantees the same signal delivering and processing
time in each transmission and is called reciprocal symmetry.
(e) The DOR card requests the sampled and locally timestamped waveform from the DOM.
The waveform can be used, to verify the reciprocal symmetry, if compared to the DOR
waveform sample.
To measure the frequency ratio between the two clocks, the described procedure has to be re-
peated. The ratio is given by
νDOR
νDOM
=
tn+12 − tn2
tn+11 − tn1
. (3.6)
The waveform transmission and sampling time can be calculated with the given times to
τ =
(tn3 − tn1 )− δ
2
. (3.7)
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It is possible to translate real times [t] = s into the corresponding clock values [k] = samples for
the DOR and the DOM clock:
kDOR = νDOR · t and kDOM = νDOM. (3.8)
The values kDOR1 , k
DOM
δ = δν
DOM, kDOM2 and k
DOR
3 are known. To calculate k
DOM
1
t1 = t2 − τ, with τ = 1
2
(
kDOR3
νDOR
− k
DOR
1
νDOR
− k
DOM
δ
νDOM
)
(3.9)
is needed. Inserting the known values delivers
kDOM1 = k
DOM
2 −
1
2
(
kDOR3
νDOR
− k
DOR
1
νDOR
− k
DOM
δ
νDOM
)
. (3.10)
Now, for every DOM timestamp kDOM at time t the GPS time DOR card timestamp kDOR can
be calculated.
kDOM = kDOM1 + (t− t1)νDOM (3.11a)
kDOR = kDOR1 + (t− t1)νDOR (3.11b)
can be combined to
kDOR =
νDOR
νDOM
(
kDOM − kDOM1
)
+ kDOR1 . (3.12)
In principle, also the dispersion caused by the long cable from the DOM to the DOR card can
be measured during the RAPCal cycle, but this information is not needed for time calibration
or data transmission.
3.3.3 IceCube Data Taking / TestDAQ
Two diﬀerent DAQ software systems can manage the data taking with the IceCube detector.
Besides the DAQ software for standard physics data taking, the so called TestDAQ can be used
to operate only parts of the detector, e.g. single DOMs, to obtain special channel data. Here,
the hit times are only dependent on the single DOM and not recalculated to the global detector
trigger time. It will be shown that this makes the TestDAQ system to a very powerful tool, to
observe the AMANDA/IceCube synchronization.
The standard IceCube DAQ does not only provide the detector readout. The resulting data
stream is ﬁltered online. All events which contain useful physics information are kept and sent
to the northern hemisphere. The decision about which event is useful or not is done by several
online filters. These software modules are subject to tight restrictions regarding to their event
passing rate, because the satellite bandwidth for data transmission is very limited. Furthermore,
a monitoring system collects information about the detector state. The monitoring is also done
by software modules. They collect the data and store it in histogram form. This way, the
detector stability can be observed during the complete uptime. At the end of the next chapter,
a monitoring module observing the AMANDA/IceCube timing stability will be introduced.
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T
his chapter describes the upgrades and modiﬁcations done on the AMANDA and IceCube
hard- and software and all testing and veriﬁcation procedures of the upgrades developed
within the work for this thesis.
4.1 Motivation
Besides the free availability of 600 additional OMs of AMANDA in the IceCube detector array,
several other reasons argue for the integration of AMANDA into IceCube.
4.1.1 Dense Instrumentation
The instrumented volume Vi ≈ 0.0157 km3 of the AMANDA detector can be approximated by a
cylinder with a base radius of 100m and a height of 500m. The AMANDA 8 ′′ PMTs (Hamamatsu
R5912-2) have a photo cathode diameter of 19 cm and therefore a photosensitive area of 284 cm2.
About 600 AMANDA PMTs are currently delivering good signals. Accordingly, AMANDA has
a volume normalized photosensitive area of about 1000 m
2
km3
.
In its ﬁnal state, IceCube has an instrumented volume of Vi ≈ 1 km3. With 60 DOMs on
each of the 80 strings the obtained PMT number is 4800. IceCube uses 10 ′′ PMTs (Hamamatsu
R7081-20). The photosensitive area of one IceCube PMT is 380 cm2. This results in a volume
normalized photosensitive area of 182 m
2
km3
.
Due to the denser instrumentation of AMANDA (38200 PMTs
km3
) and the higher photosensi-
tive area, the energy threshold for AMANDA is lower, than for IceCube (4800 PMTs
km3
). Thus,
AMANDA can act as an already running IceCube low energy extension.
A possible further eﬀect of the OM density inside AMANDA, is the higher spacial resolution.
This could be used for track identiﬁcation or even separation in multi track events. In combination
with the surrounding IceCube strings, the lever arm for track reconstruction is higher than for
AMANDA alone. This allows for a better angular resolution of reconstructed muon tracks, than
for AMANDA alone [Res09].
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4.1.2 IceCube as Veto
For some physics cases, it is useful to know, where the energy of a particle, which is traversing
the detector, is deposited. The location of the starting or stopping point of a particle track can
deliver this information. AMANDA is surrounded by IceCube strings (Fig. 4.1). This geometry
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Fig. 4.1: Map of the IceCube Strings. The black concentric rings symbolize the area of
the AMANDA detector. In the IceCube strings 81 to 86 belong to the future IceCube
Deep Core array. The distance between the two counting houses, MAPO and ICL is
about 400m.
makes it possible, to verify that a charged particle track protrudes from the AMANDA detection
volume. If only contained events in AMANDA are wanted, a light signature in the surrounding
IceCube strings is a veto condition [GHR+07].
Further on, cascade like events produced by electron or tau leptons can be identiﬁed. A cascade
on the edge of the AMANDA detection volume can also be interpreted as part of a high energy
muon track. The veto capabilities of the surrounding IceCube strings help to determine the
particle type.
A possible application is the measurement of the atmospheric muon energy spectrum. Here
the energy of atmospheric muons, stopping inside the AMANDA detector, is measured. As the
energy loss of muons in air and ice is known, the original energy can be calculated from the
deposited energy in AMANDA and the energy loss.
Another application is the low energy analysis of down-going events. These events are normally
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background events, but with the vetoing option, AMANDA can look above the horizon. Neu-
trinos, passing the IceCube strings and interact in the AMANDA detection volume, contribute
to the signal. However, a full sky coverage is not possible this way, because the instrumented
volume of AMANDA and of IceCube roughly start at the same depth.
4.2 Demands on the Integration System
Because of the diﬀerent DAQ systems of AMANDA and IceCube, a direct readout of AMANDA
by the IceCube DAQ is not possible. It is rather necessary to produce an IceCube and an
AMANDA standalone data stream, which are combined at some point of the data processing
chain. For the integration AMANDA is regarded as a subsystem of IceCube. Therefore, IceCube
needs the AMANDA data stream in a way in which it is possible to integrate the AMANDA
event information into the IceCube data stream in real time. Consequently, the AMANDA data
has to be converted into the IceCube data format as fast, as the AMANDA detector is delivering
its data. The accuracy of the absolute timing within the OM to surface signal transmission of
AMANDA is about 5 ns [A+00]. The resolution of the DAQ components inside the IceCube
DOMs is ≤ 5 ns [A+09a]. The timing accuracy between the AMANDA and the IceCube data
stream timestamps has to be in the same order of magnitude. The limit for the synchronization
accuracy is set to a value better than 10 ns.
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Fig. 4.2: GPS Clock Drift. In the left picture, the 1PPS signal of the IceCube GPS clock
sent to the MAPO and back to the ICL is timestamped with the time of the IceCube
GPS clock. The right picture shows the times of 1PPS pulses transmitted from the
ICL to the MAPO and back, sampled with the source clock of the 1PPS. The duration
for both measurements is about 15min. The two diﬀerent time scales are a product of
diﬀerent cable lengths for both measurements.
The usage of independent GPS clocks in AMANDA and IceCube is not applicable to achieve
this accuracy limit. Measurements show that two GPS clocks have a drift, which is higher than
10 ns. In Fig. 4.2, the arrival times of 1PPS signals measured with GPS clocks are histogramed.
The measurement is done with the TestDAQ readout software (ր Sec. 4.6.2). If only one clock is
used to generate the signal, which is then delayed by electronics and long ﬁbers (ր Sec. 4.3.7) and
to measure the arrival time, a narrow (Gaussian) distribution is obtained (Fig. 4.2(a)). Using one
clock to produce the 1PPS signal and another one to timestamp it, the arrival time distribution
is much broader and not Gaussian anymore (Fig. 4.2(b)). With an RMS of more than 26 ns
within only 15min the minimum demand on the synchronization accuracy is not fulﬁlled.
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Fig. 4.3: GPS Clock Drift Time Difference. These histograms are based on the two mea-
surements used in Fig. 4.2. Here the time diﬀerence between two following 1PPS
signals is plotted.
To illustrate the timing ﬂuctuations between the two GPS clocks, the time diﬀerence between
two following 1PPS signals is plotted in Fig. 4.3. Obviously the 1PPS is switching its time
regarding to the beginning of the second in another GPS clock many times during the time of
the measurement. This GPS clock drift can be explained. At the South Pole the coverage with
GPS satellites is not as good as in more central regions on the Earth. Accordingly, the amount
of satellites to choose from is smaller and the error correction for one clock already decreased.
If two clocks are operating, it cannot be expected that they use the same satellites. If one clock
switches one or more satellites, e.g. because it is falling below the horizon, the other one may still
work with its set of satellites. But a satellite switch is causing small timing ﬂuctuations. These
ﬂuctuations are not important for one clock (Figs. 4.2(a) & 4.3(a)). If two clocks are operating in
parallel, the ﬂuctuations can be measured as a random time drift between the clocks (Figs. 4.2(b)
& 4.3(b)).
4.3 Realization of the Hardware Synchronization
As the AMANDA and the IceCube DAQ are installed in diﬀerent buildings, which are separated
by a distance of roughly 500m, the synchronization of both detectors is not trivial. Ice is a very
good insulator. Consequently, objects built on ice have no common ground. A direct electrical
connection between buildings at the South Pole always holds the risk of ground loops or – even
more problematical – a short circuit of very high electrical potential diﬀerences, as the two
buildings act like a capacitor. For this reason, it was decided to use already existent optical ﬁber
connections between the ICL and the MAPO for the real time transmission of synchronization
signals.
In the following sections, the new hardware components, necessary for the synchronization, are
introduced. The complete hardware synchronization scheme (Fig. 4.4) is explained in Sec. 4.3.7.
4.3.1 The GPS Latch GPS4TWR
Heart of the synchronization hardware is the new AMANDA GPS latch [Lei07], which is called
GPS4TWR (Fig. 4.5). It replaces the original GPS2VME. The timing information delivered
from the GPS4TWR to the AMANDA DAQ is nearly the same as from the GPS2VME module
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Fig. 4.4: AMANDA/IceCube Hardware Synchronization Scheme. Words in bold letters
describe new components. All integration components are explained in the text.
(ր Sec. 3.2.3). But several upgrades are implemented, to improve the TWRDAQ and to permit
the synchronization.
Fig. 4.5: GPS4TWR. Connections from left to right:
3× LEMO connectors: trigger, 1PPS, 10MHz
Sub-D: time string (RS-232)
3× optical in: time string (IRIG-B), 1PPS, 10MHz
2× optical out: SyncPulse, trigger
RJ45: Ethernet connection
6× USB-A: 100MHz out (LVDS)
3× ECL: SyncPulse out, trigger out, n/c.
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100MHz
The GPS2VME only delivered the counter of the 10MHz signal of the GPS clock. Accordingly,
the event timestamping accuracy could not be better than 100 ns. A further disadvantage was
the decoupled GPS clock from the 100MHz driving clock for the TWR modules. The internal
TWR counters have been synchronized to each other, but there was no synchronization to the
GPS time. The GPS4TWR uses a phase-locked loop (PLL) to multiply the 10MHz GPS clock
frequency by a factor of ten to obtain the 100MHz TWR clock frequency. This frequency is the
new standard for the TWR clock counter. It is distributed to the TWR crates via six low-voltage
diﬀerential signaling (LVDS) connections.
Electrical and Optical GPS Signal Inputs
To receive the IceCube GPS clock signal via optical ﬁbers, optical to electrical converters are
necessary. Three optical inputs convert the 10MHz, the 1PPS and the time string (delivered in
the IRIG-B format ր Sec. 3.3.2) into electrical signals. As a backup option, the electrical inputs
for the AMANDA GPS clock are still available. The clock switching can be done by setting an
internal register of the GPS4TWR. Either a GPS clock input is set ﬁxed forcing the choice of
the corresponding clock or the IceCube GPS clock over the optical inputs is set as default. In
the latter case, a failure during the data transmission leads to an automated switching to the
AMANDA GPS clock.
Trigger and SyncPulse Outputs
Two further options of synchronization between IceCube and AMANDA can be realized with
the GPS4TWR. Over two optical outputs, the AMANDA trigger signal and a periodic synchro-
nization pulse, the SyncPulse, can be sent to IceCube.
The trigger signal is derived from the signal also triggering the GPS4TWR and the TWRs
(Fig. 3.12).
The SyncPulse origin is the 1PPS signal from one of the connected GPS clocks. The 1PPS
source clock does not have to be the currently used clock input for the event timestamps! It
has to be chosen via a register and is ﬁxed. In the following, the SyncPulse is not always
the timestamping 1PPS, which is underlined by the diﬀerent terminology. This feature oﬀers
advanced monitoring possibilities, which will be described in section 4.6.
For monitoring reasons, an ECL output delivers the 1PPS also in electrical form (ր Sec. 4.3.6).
4.3.2 CLK2ECL and the Backplane
The VME standard oﬀers access to the modules inside of a VME crate over two backplanes
(Fig. 4.6(c)). One backplane (P1) is standardized. It supports the connected modules with
power and manages the data transfer. The second backplane (P2) is freely conﬁgurable and is
used inside the TWRDAQ to deliver the 100MHz clock signal as well as the trigger signals to
the TWRs. A small clock/trigger module allows for the access to the P2 backplane. For the new
100MHz distribution from the GPS4TWR this clock/trigger module is replaced by the CLK2ECL
module (Fig. 4.6(a)). It converts the NIM trigger pulses and the LVDS clock signal into ECL
signals. The ECL signals are split and given onto four backplane units. Every unit can supply
four TWRs with clock and trigger. This is an improvement regarding to the old backplane, which
was a ﬂying wire connection soldered from the left to the right over the complete P2 backplane.
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(a) CLK2ECL (b) OPT2EL
(c) Backplane
Fig. 4.6: CLK2EL, OPT2EL and Backplane.
4.3.3 The Optical to Electrical Converter OPT2EL
The IceCube GPS clock in the ICL delivers only electrical signals. The OPT2EL (Fig. 4.6(b))
converts the electrical IceCube GPS signals into optical signals and the optical trigger signal
and SyncPulse from AMANDA into electrical signals. It was developed and produced by the
electronics workshop of the DESY Zeuthen.
4.3.4 The AMANDA DOM Mainboards, the Cable Simulator and the
AMANDA DOMHub
The AMANDA trigger signals and SyncPulses have to be digitized and given into the IceCube
data stream. Incoming signals from the OPT2EL are directly distributed to the “AMANDA
DOM mainboards”: One mainboard is receiving the trigger signal (TrigMB) and the other one
is receiving the SyncPulse (SyncMB). DOM mainboards cannot be directly connected to the
DOR cards in a DOMHub. Some systems (e.g. RAPCal ր Sec. 3.3.2) need the dispersion
and attenuation of a cable with a length of O(km). The cable simulator, a passive combination
of resistors, capacitors and inductors, simulates the cable eﬀects. With one simulator, four
DOM mainboards can be connected to a DOMHub. Over the cable simulator, the AMANDA
mainboards are connected to the “AMANDA DOMHub”, a DOMHub computer which processes
only the incoming AMANDA trigger signals and SyncPulses.
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4.3.5 The SyncCrate
For a useful implementation, all components, which are needed for the hardware synchronization
in the ICL, are built into a 19 ′′ metal housing, which can be placed into a standard rack. This
“SyncCrate” houses the two AMANDA DOM mainboards, the cable simulator and the OPT2EL
with its power supply.
DOM Mainboard Cable Simulator
OPT2ELDOM Mainboard Connection to DOMHub
Connection to GPS4TWR
(a) Open SyncCrate in Wuppertal
(b) Built in SyncCrate and AMANDA DOMHub in the ICL
Fig. 4.7: SyncCrate interior and built in view.
4.3.6 The Improved Trigger Logic
Fig. 4.8 shows the improved trigger logic. The former random trigger (cf. Fig. 3.12) is replaced
by the SyncPulse from the GPS4TWR.∗ This new trigger signal does not only deliver minimum
∗The ECL signal is converted to NIM before being fed into the logic.
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Fig. 4.8: Improved TWRDAQ Trigger Logic.
bias DAQ data with a rate of 1Hz. If SyncPulse source and GPS clock source are not identical
(ր Sec. 4.3.1), the oﬀset of the timestamp of the SyncPulse events and the beginning of the
second, corresponding to the time delivered by the GPS clock, is also a very precise monitoring
system for drifts between the AMANDA and the IceCube GPS clock.
The SPASE experiment was switched oﬀ, so the trigger is omitted.
The VME bridge modules in the TWR crates feature NIM outputs, which are accessible
through VME. With feeding these NIM outputs and the incoming trigger signals into AND
gates, the TWRDAQ software can block signals by switching the corresponding bridge output
to logical FALSE. This way, the trigger logic is remotely controllable.
4.3.7 The Hardware Synchronization Scheme
The overall scheme is presented in Fig. 4.4. The GPS4TWR receives the GPS time over the
optical ﬁbers from the IceCube GPS clock in the ICL. The time oﬀset due to the cable delay
has to be measured and monitored. This oﬀset has to be added to the AMANDA timestamps.
In case of a failure during the signal transmission, the clock is switched to the AMANDA GPS
clock in the MAPO. An 100MHz clock signal is produced by the GPS4TWR and distributed to
the TWR crates. The CLK2ECL modules in the crates transform the clock signal and deliver it
to the TWRs over the crate backplanes.
When AMANDA receives a trigger signal, this signal is divided by the trigger logic and passed
to the CLK2ECL modules in the TWR crates and to the GPS4TWR. All TWRs get the trigger
signal, like the clock signal, over the backplanes. The DAQ readout is done like described in
Sec. 3.2.2. Further on, the GPS4TWR is converting the electrical trigger signal to an optical
one and sends it to the OPT2EL in the ICL. Here it is converted back to an electrical pulse,
which is sampled by the TrigMB. The AMANDA mainboard is read out by the IceCube DAQ
system. Dependent on the conﬁguration of the system and the information about the type of the
AMANDA trigger (ր Sec. 4.3.8), the sampled trigger pulse stays in the IceCube data stream
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and can be used to synchronize the corresponding AMANDA event to the IceCube data.
The 1PPS signal of one of the GPS clocks is used as SyncPulse. This signal is directly converted
to optical by the GPS4TWR, and sent to the OPT2EL. The SyncMB samples the pulse and
delivers the digital information into the IceCube data stream. As the SyncPulse is also used as
a trigger for the TWRDAQ, several monitoring mechanisms are possible:
• If the other synchronization options fail (e.g. because of broken ﬁbers), the timestamps
of the AMANDA SyncPulse events and the AMANDA DOM mainboard, which samples
the SyncPulse, can be used to keep up a basic synchronization. This provides a similar
accuracy, but requires more capacities during the data merging process.
• The cabling and the electronics cause a delay of the SyncPulse, which is diﬀerent from the
delay of the 1PPS used in the two DAQs to deﬁne the beginning of a new second. If the
SyncPulse is derived from the 1PPS signal of the IceCube clock, it is sent on a round trip to
AMANDA and back to IceCube. The timestamp of the SyncPulse sample in IceCube has
an oﬀset to the beginning of the second, which has been deﬁned by the 1PPS of the IceCube
GPS clock shortly before. This oﬀset includes the signal conversion, electrical processing
in the diﬀerent devices and the delay due to the transmission through the optical ﬁbers
between ICL and MAPO. Thus, it is a very precise measure for annual variations in the
optical cable delay. If the clock source and the SyncPulse source diﬀer in the GPS4TWR,
these variations can also be measured with the TWRDAQ.∗
• Depending on the GPS clock input of AMANDA, a drift between the two GPS clocks can
be measured. E.g. if AMANDA runs on AMANDA GPS clock and the SyncPulse source
is set to the IceCube GPS clock (Fig. 4.9), the timestamps of the SyncPulse events in
AMANDA drift against the beginning of the new second, because the 1PPS signal from
the IceCube GPS clock is not synchronized with the 1PPS signal of the AMANDA GPS
clock.
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Fig. 4.9: SyncPulse Delay. Example of the SyncPulse delay between the beginning of a new
second and the trigger time of the SyncPulse. Here TWRDAQ timing is done with the
AMANDA GPS clock and the SyncPulse is derived from the IceCube GPS clock. The
delay time may vary due to seasonal eﬀects or a drift between the two GPS clocks.
∗If the clock and the SyncPulse source are identical, in AMANDA time, there will be nearly no delay between
them.
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4.3.8 Software Changes
The software changes for the AMANDA/IceCube integration are not part of this thesis, but will
be explained brieﬂy anyway, to allow for a better understanding.
If the TWRDAQ is run in a standalone mode writing out its data for AMANDA only analyses,
the necessary changes in the software to support the new hardware situation are marginal. Be-
cause of the new 100MHz timestamping, the data protocol of the GPS4TWR is slightly diﬀerent.
Additionally, the access to the NIM outputs of the VME bridges has to be implemented.
For combined runs, the AMANDA event information has to be transmitted to IceCube. In
standalone mode, AMANDA writes out data ﬁles, which contain about 10min of data. IceCube
is buﬀering data for about 30 s. For combined data taking, the output ﬁle size of AMANDA is
reduced to about 2 s. A system called“Joint Event Builder” (JEB) grabs the AMANDA ﬁles over
a standard Ethernet connection and builds merged AMANDA/IceCube events [GHR+07]. Before
merging, IceCube needs some information about trigger time and trigger type (M18, string, ...)
of the grabbed AMANDA events. Therefore, a software trigger payload with this information is
sent to IceCube, every time AMANDA records a valid event [Seo05a]. Depending on the trigger
payload, AMANDA events are merged into the IceCube data stream, or rejected.
Because of the cable length, the dispersion in the electrical AMANDA channels is very large.
As a result, the waveforms are expanded. The TWR internal sampling rate of 100MHz delivers a
high redundancy for the dispersed electrical channels. Consequently, it is suﬃcient to store only
every second waveform sample (Fig. 4.10). This modiﬁcation can be part of the DAQ software
or of the DSP program.
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Fig. 4.10: Sampling Rate Reduction. In both pictures the same waveform is displayed, but
in the right one, every second sample is omitted. The reduction of the sampling rate
does not aﬀect the data quality.
4.3.9 DSP Software Improvement
The maximum data rate from the TWRs to the DSP in one crate is calculated in Eq. 3.2 to
50.78 MBs . This limit is reached when triggering with the M13 multiplicity trigger. The VME
data rate capacity is 320 MBs and therefore much more, than the expected maximum data rate.
This makes the DSP (ր Sec. 3.2.2) the bottleneck of the DAQ. A cross compiled program, written
in a SHARC speciﬁc assembler code is controlling the TWR readout and the feature extraction.
As a part of the work for this thesis, the assambler code has been improved. To disburden the
DSP, the sampling rate reduction is implemented into its program. Channels which shall be read
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out with reduced sampling rate are marked in a conﬁguration ﬁle (mainly all electrical channels).
The DAQ software delivers this information to the six DSPs. During readout, the DSP searches
for data from those channels and skips every second sample before further processing. Only after
this data shortening, the feature extraction is done.
4.4 Synchronization Test System
Before bringing the AMANDA/IceCube integration system to the South Pole, it has to be tested.
A realistic test setup is installed at the University of Wuppertal to verify all synchronization
hardware components.
4.4.1 Test Hardware
The Wuppertal Test Setup provides
• a standard computer, equipped with a DSB and one DOR card, running IceCube DAQ
software (TestDAQ),
• two IceCube DOM mainboards,
• a TWRDAQ, based on a standard computer with a PCI to VME bridge, and two bridged
VME crates with TWRs and a GPS4TWR,
• OPT2EL cards,
• an ultra-cool freezer with a minimum temperature of −86 ◦C (SANYO MDF-492),
• a GPS clock (Symmetricom ExacTime 6000),
• 500m optical cable (NEXANS UD-0425 1x8 G 62, 5/125 mm), containing 8 multimode ﬁbers.
• a pulse and delay generator (Stanford Research Systems DG535) with an accuracy for the
delay of 1500 ps + 25 ppm × delay regarding to the internal time T0 and 25 ppm × delay
between two delayed outputs [Sta06],
• a 50MHz frequency generator∗ (HP/Agilent 8116A) and
• a fast TDC (Caen V488).
By connecting the optical ﬁbers, a ﬁber length of 4 km can be achieved. The optical ﬁbers used
are identical to the ﬁbers connecting the MAPO to the ICL at the South Pole.
4.4.2 Components Test
Before starting measurements, the principle functionality of the synchronization components has
to be proven. Therefore, a setup nearly identical to the system at the Pole is build up like in
Fig. 4.4. The number of TWR crates is reduced to one and the triggering is done by the pulse
generator.
This ﬁrst test is successful. The AMANDA TWRDAQ reads and samples the trigger pulses,
which are also given into some TWR channels. The ﬁber connection is working, and the times-
tamps read from the GPS4TWR are valid. The DOM mainboards are read out correctly by the
TestDAQ system installed.
∗The frequency generator is only used for the TDC linearity calibration
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4.4.3 Measurements
For all delay measurements, the DG535 delay generator and the fast TDC are needed. With the
setup displayed in Fig. 4.11, the small dynamic range of 90 ns of the TDC can be compensated.
Type and length of the pulses, as well as the delay between the outputs are freely adjustable at
the delay generator. Standard NIM level pulses with a length of 50 ns are used.
replacements
VME bridge
delay generator
DG535
components
to test
TDC
Caen V488
programmable
pulses
output A
output B start
stop
Fig. 4.11: Delay Test Setup. Depending on the components to test, the start and stop signal
may have an oﬀset exceeding the dynamic range of the TDC. In this case, output
“B” of the DG535 can be delayed very precisely to match the time acceptance of the
TDC.
Linearity of the TDC
Before using the TDC, the linear domain has to be found. Therefore, pulses with a period of
100 ns and a width of 50 ns from the DG535 are given onto one of the TDC channels. The time
measurement is started by a VME bridge pulse. The bridge pulse initiated by a TDC readout
program has a random phase relation to the DG535 pulses. The next following pulse from the
DG535 after the start pulse from the bridge stops the TDC. The measured time between the two
pulses is read out by the program and stored into a ﬁle.
Because of the random phase between start and stop pulse, the measured times are distributed
uniformly. This is displayed in Fig. 4.12 for the Caen TDC used. Here, all measured random
values are histogramed. The linear area lies between TDC bin 800 and 2200, corresponding to
delays from about 18 ns to 40 ns. Outside this window, the TDC timebins do not have all the same
size. The bin distribution for the entries in the linear area shows two Gaussian distributions.
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Fig. 4.12: TDC Linearity Calibration. With starting and stopping pulses coming randomly,
the linear area of a TDC can be found. A visual interpretation of the left picture
shows a linear behavior in a range from bin 800 to bin 2200. In this range, the
histogram of the bin entries results in two Gaussian distributions.
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Expected is a single distribution. This corresponds to two diﬀerent bin sizes with a ratio of
792 : 660 = 1.2. 19% of the bins belong to the smaller population. As the diﬀerent bins are
distributed uniformly over the complete linear range, it is assumed that the linearity is not
violated signiﬁcantly by the diﬀerent bin sizes. Thus, this TDC property is ignored below.
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Fig. 4.13: TDC Units to Time Conversion. The errors are not visible at this resolution:
σTDC ≤ 3.1 and σns ≤ 0.06 ns.
Using the setup of Fig. 4.11 without any components and varying the delay between output A
and B at the delay generator, the TDC bin to time conversion can be measured. From Fig. 4.13
the relation between the time in nanoseconds and the time in TDC units is derived to
tns = (15.2199± 0.0111) ps
bin
· tbins + (7282.35± 23.86) ps. (4.1)
Below, the ﬁxed oﬀset is irrelevant because only relative delays are measured.
Cable Delay
For an initial measurement with the optical components, the “components to test” shown in
Fig. 4.11 are replaced by the OPT2EL and a variable length of optical ﬁbers. The electrical NIM
pulse from the delay generator is fed into the 1PPS input of the OPT2EL. The outgoing light
signal is transmitted through the ﬁbers and applied to one of the optical inputs of the OPT2EL.
The reconverted electrical signal stops the fast TDC. For every cable length, the delay generator
has to be adjusted in a way that the time diﬀerence between the two pulses arriving at the TDC
is matching its dynamic range. This ﬁxed oﬀset is always added to the result of the TDC time
measurement (Fig. 4.14). From the relation of the cable length to the signal time
t(scable) = (5.0521± 0.0004) ns
m
· scable + (90.5958± 0.7380) ns (4.2)
a refraction index of 1.5146±0.0001 for the used ﬁber and wavelength is derived. The ﬁxed oﬀset
of about 91 ns is a result of the setup.∗
∗The internal delay for external trigger signals through the delay generator is already about 85 ns [Sta06].
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Fig. 4.14: Signal Delay Dependence on the Cable Length. The errors are not visible at
this resolution: σl ≈ 1m and 0.12 ns ≤ σt ≤ 0.70 ns.
Temperature Dependence and Long Term Stability
The temperature deviations in the ﬁrn snow layer at a depth of 3m, which is the estimated depth
for cable deployments, can vary over a range of about 10K [SGB01]. Additionally it is not clear,
how the GPS4TWR and the OPT2EL react at a long term usage. To investigate this behavior
and the temperature dependence of the signal delay in the optical cables, the “components to
test” (Fig. 4.11) are changed to 500m optical ﬁber placed inside the ultra-cool freezer. The tests
are done over several hours in 10min intervals. In every interval 10000 delays measurements are
done. The measurement for a temperature of −25 ◦C is presented in Fig. 4.15. The RMS for
every single 10000 delay measurement is not exceeding 0.25 ns. The histogram over every single
measurement (Fig. 4.16) shows a strange behavior: The Gaussian distributed delay measurement
is placed over a non deﬁned underground. As this underground could not be ascribed to any
properties of the used devices, it could not be eliminated. In the following, the peak position
of the Gaussian ﬁt function is used as measured value for the delay. To account for the non-
Gaussian underground, the RMS of the distribution and not the sigma of the Gauss-ﬁt is used
as uncertainty of the measurements. The uncertainty of the temperature is set to a ﬁxed value
of ±5K because of the deviation during the heating up and cooling down cycles of the freezer.
For the determination of the temperature dependence of the signal delay, the measurement for
−25 ◦C is repeated for 6 further temperatures. The results are shown in Fig. 4.17. Within the
needed accuracy, it is possible to ﬁt the graph with a linear function:
∆t
∆T · s = (97.14± 7.65)
ps
K · km , (4.3)
with the delay change ∆t, the temperature change ∆T and the length of the ﬁber s. This value
is very low. Accordingly, at the Pole, it is not expected to see major deviations in the signal
transmission times due to temperature variations.
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Fig. 4.15: Long Term Delay Measurement of the signal delay over 500m optical ﬁber at
−25 ◦C. Left: Every dot represents the mean of 10000 single delay measurements.
The larger variations in the delay time from hour 34 onwards is the inﬂuence of the
air condition of the lab, which was switched on at that time. The RMS values for
every dot vary in a range between about 0.16 ns to 0.23 ns. Right: Histogram with
the RMS values of the delay distributions.
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Fig. 4.16: Signal Delay Histogram for a ﬁxed cable length of 500m and temperature of
−25 ◦C. The non-Gaussian background cannot be eliminated in the measurements.
The Gaussian ﬁt is used to determine the measured delay, the RMS of the complete
distribution delivers the uncertainty of the measurement.
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Fig. 4.17: Temperature Dependence of the Signal Delay. The cable length is 500m.
4.5 Implementation at the South Pole
The implementation of the hardware integration system at the South Pole happened in several
steps over three austral summer seasons.
4.5.1 Season 2005/06
The SyncCrate is installed in a DOMHub rack inside a Temporary Counting House (TCH). The
ﬁber connection to the GPS4TWR is established. The GPS4TWR suﬀers from a hardware failure
and has to be placed into an additional VME crate, which is not containing any other modules.
AMANDA timestamping is still done with the GPS2VME, but all TWRs get the 100MHz clock
phase locked to the IceCube GPS clock from the GPS4TWR over new backplanes. The backup
solutions, sending trigger signal and SyncPulse to IceCube, are working ﬁne.
The running parts of the system are used, to verify the connection quality. Cable delay
measurements are done with TestDAQ (ր Sec. 4.6.2) and with an oszilloscope.
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Status for austral winter 2006
time stamps GPS2VME (AMANDA GPS clock)
100MHz GPS4TWR (IceCube GPS clock) over new back-
plane
AMANDA trigger M24, M18, string, M13 pretrigger for volume and
fragments trigger
IceCube hardware trigger AMANDA trigger signal and SyncPulse
(only transmission)
start 06 to Nov. 11th: SyncPulse derived from IceCube GPS clock
Nov. 11th to end 06: SyncPulse derived from AMANDA GPS clock
software trigger not implemented, yet
line t(ns) σt(ns)
cable delays trigger 3267.59 0.29
SyncPulse 3267.59 0.29
1pps 3282.46 0.40
10MHz 3283.50 31.37
IRIG-B 3282.42 0.39
4.5.2 Season 2006/07
The main GPS4TWR hardware problem is solved.∗ During TWRDAQ data taking, the GPS
clock still cannot be received from the IceCube GPS clock. Directly after starting the TWRDAQ,
the GPS4TWR switches from IceCube to AMANDA GPS clock. The TWRDAQ software is
modiﬁed at the Pole to read out the GPS FIFO directly (not over the DSP) (ր Sec. 3.2.3). Now
the GPS4TWR operates in the master crate. This improves the overall stability of the TWRDAQ
signiﬁcantly, but does not solve the IceCube GPS time reception problem. The status information
of the GPS4TWR identiﬁes missing 1PPS signals as the source of clock failures, but the reason
could not be found.
The SyncCrate is moved into the ICL. Consequently, the cable delays have to be measured
again. The trigger signal and SyncPulse connection are now the most important synchronization
systems.
The trigger logic for the TWRDAQ is upgraded (ր Sec. 4.3.6).
The MuonDAQ is switched oﬀ. The trigger signals from the DMADD are still routed through
the MuonDAQ trigger logic components.
The AMANDA software is changed to support the JEB system.
∗The problem was an internal bad connection to an address line on the VME bus.
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Status for austral winter 2007
time stamps GPS4TWR (directly switching from IceCube to
AMANDA GPS clock)
100MHz GPS4TWR over backplane
AMANDA trigger M24, M18, string, M13 pretrigger for volume and
fragments trigger
IceCube hardware trigger AMANDA trigger signal and SyncPulse (derived
from IceCube GPS clock) triggering IceCube de-
pendent on the software trigger information
software trigger AMANDA trigger payload information
sent to IceCube
line t(ns) σt(ns)
cable delays trigger 3175.25 0.33
SyncPulse 3175.25 0.33
1pps 3147.25 0.47
10MHz 3147.25 0.47
IRIG-B 3162.25 0.52
4.5.3 Season 2007/08
The GPS4TWR receives thick metal shielding and additional capacitors to remove noise from
the power supply lines. It is still not working with the IceCube GPS clock signals. Running
the GPS4TWR with the AMANDA GPS clock is now ﬁnal state. The trigger signal and the
SyncPulse deliver a suﬃcient synchronization for event merging and analysis.
After problems with the old MuonDAQ trigger logic during the austral winter 2007 all Muon-
DAQ trigger components are removed and the DMADD is connected directly to the TWRDAQ
trigger logic.
A VME trigger logic board (TMB) is tested at the pole [Lai07].
The 50MHz upgrade via DSP program modiﬁcation is installed. The TWRDAQ can now
handle simple trigger multiplicities down to M11. From an alternative point of view, the output
ﬁle size reduction with M13 trigger multiplicity is about 30%.∗
After the implementetion of the integration upgrades of this season (November), major changes
on the AMANDA trigger logic have been done (December/January ?). This is cannot be doc-
umented here as no information is available to the author. This makes the use of the TMB
impossible for 2008.
∗A higher value cannot be achieved. The optical channels, as well as the channels sampling the trigger signals
cannot be read out with only 50MHz, because they do not experience dispersion (ր Sec. 3.2).
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Status for austral winter 2008
time stamps GPS4TWR (directly switching from IceCube to
AMANDA GPS clock)
100MHz GPS4TWR over backplane
AMANDA trigger M24, M18, string, M13 pretrigger for volume and
fragments trigger (status before undocumented
trigger modiﬁcations)
IceCube hardware trigger AMANDA trigger and 1PPS signal triggering
IceCube dependent on the software trigger in-
formation
software trigger AMANDA trigger payload information sent to
IceCube
cable delays identical to 2007
4.6 Synchronization Verification
4.6.1 Absolute Cable Delay between MAPO and ICL
To obtain a value for the temporal oﬀset between signals sent from AMANDA to IceCube, the
transit time through the cable and conversion electronics has to be known. The connections
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Fig. 4.18: Cabeling 2007. These optical ﬁber connections are used from 2007 onwards.
between MAPO and ICL after the beginning of 2007 are drawn in Fig. 4.18. The optical ﬁber
structure between the MAPO and the ICL consists of three connections containing two ﬁbers
each. It is assumed that the delay in both ﬁbers of each of the connections is identical. Using
the OPT2EL in the ICL as “mirror” for signals coming from MAPO, the delay can be measured
very precisely (Fig. 4.19). For the measurements, a Tektronix TDS 3054B oscilloscope upgraded
with optional advanced analysis module is used. The module delivers statistics output to the
measurements. The connections from the optical patch panel with the OPT2EL in the ICL are
all identical. The cable lengths of the connections between the patch panel and the GPS4TWR
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Fig. 4.19: Cable Delay Measurement at the Pole. To obtain a maximum symmetry on the
two signal paths from and to the GPS4TWR, the signal delay is measured directly
before/after the electrical/optical converters on the GPS4TWR circuit board with
an oscilloscope.
in the MAPO are slightly diﬀerent∗. Every cable contains two optical ﬁbers. Three diﬀerent
double ﬁber cables connect the GPS4TWR with the optical patch panel in the MAPO:
(a) SyncPulse / trigger signal,
(b) 1PPS / 10MHz and
(c) IRIG-B / not connected.
For the ﬁrst three measurements, cable (a) is used. The delay in the electrical connection of the
OPT2EL out- to input is (16.50± 0.25) ns. The measured delays are
connection† round trip‡ one way§
E2 ⇋ C/D 1 (6376± 0.4) ns (3175.3± 0.3) ns
E5 ⇋ C/D 2 (6339± 0.4) ns (3161.3± 0.3) ns
E6 ⇋ C/D 3 (6368± 0.6) ns (3175.8± 0.8) ns
To obtain the delay diﬀerence between the ﬁrst and the other two cables in the MAPO, the
ﬁrst measurement is repeated with cable (b) and (c). The results for the delay diﬀerences are (b)
(−14.0 ± 0.4) ns and (c) (−13.5 ± 0.4) ns. Accordingly, the cables (b) and (c) are shorter, than
cable (a). The ﬁnal delay values are given in Sec. 4.5.
4.6.2 Observation of the Synchronization Stability with TestDAQ
Besides normal IceCube operations, regular system testing is done. During this tests, the Test-
DAQ readout software is used. If the two AMANDA mainboards are included in these runs,
the SyncPulse can be used, to monitor the precision of the ﬁber connection. Monitoring data
is available for the year 2006 and the ﬁrst half of 2007. The reception time of the SyncPulse in
the SyncMB regarding to the beginning of the second is measured. Typically, the SyncPulse is
derived from the IceCube GPS clock, but a few measurements at the end of 2006 are done with
the AMANDA GPS clock as SyncPulse source.
∗Optical fibers of that type with an appropriate length could not be obtained in Europe.
†These are the labels on the patch panel entries: E (MAPO), C/D (ICL).
‡The scope displays only 4 significant digits.
§The electrical delay for looping the signal at the OPT2EL is substracted.
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The ﬁgures Fig. 4.20 to Fig. 4.24 show measurements done over several time periods. For every
point in the graphs, the arrival times of many SyncPulses are averaged. The arrival time of one
SyncPulse is the time from the beginning of a new second, as it is counted in the SyncMB, and
the arrival of the SyncPulse in the SyncMB. The error bars correspond to the RMS of the arrival
time distribution for one point (ր Sec. 4.2). The color coding delivers the information about the
number of single SyncPulses used for the calculation of one point.
The temperature data has been provided by [KHL+09]. All temperatures are are taken at the
surface∗, so a slight temporal drift is expected if there is a correlation between the temperatures
and the SyncPulse delays. In case of temperature sensitive optical ﬁbers, the bad heat conduction
of the snowlayer covering the calbes has to be taken into account.
In the ﬁrst months of 2006, only a few measurements with TestDAQ have been made. The
times displayed in Fig. 4.20 show a negative gradient over the ﬁrst 100 days of that year. It is
possible that this is a temperature eﬀect. The temperature data supports this assumption. The
drift of only about 4 ns (Fig. 4.25(a)) is able to aﬀect the synchronization quality.
In August 2006, the SyncPulse arrival time was measured more frequently. The mean arrival
time was 6264.4±0.4 ns. Fig. 4.25(b) shows the time distribution. Only a very small spread over
less than 2 ns occurs within one month and a temperaure correlation is not visible.
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Fig. 4.20: TestDAQ Measurement of the cable delay, Feb.–Aug. 2006. SyncPulse
source is the IceCube GPS clock. The color coding represents the number of single
measurements for one point.
A ﬁrmware upgrade on the DOR cards in August 2006 leads to a diﬀerent calculation of the
absolute time for hits in the DOMs and the SyncPulse arrival time is shifted to 6289.0± 0.8 ns.
In Fig. 4.22, the results of the time measurements till the end of 2006 are plotted. Here the
temperature curve shows similar features like the changes in the delays. From this picture,
a temperature dependence can be derived. However, the correlation cannot be found in 2007
(Fig. 4.24). Accordingly, it is very likely that it is a result of the special setup of 2006. In 2006
the IceCube surface hardware was installed in the TCH. It is possible that the small building did
not provide a very good insulation. The measured temperature eﬀect, therefore, might be the
inﬂuence of changing temperatures on the electric integration components inside the TCH.
∗The temperature station is located near the “Clean Air Sector” just beyond the new station building.
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Fig. 4.21: TestDAQMeasurement of the cable delay, Aug. 2006. SyncPulse source is the
IceCube GPS clock. The color coding represents the number of single measurements
for one point.
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Fig. 4.22: TestDAQ Measurement of the cable delay, Sept.–Nov. 2006. The color
coding represents the number of single measurements for one point.
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Fig. 4.23: TestDAQ Measurement of the cable delay, Nov. 2006, AMANDA GPS
Clock is SyncPulse Source. The color coding represents the number of single
measurements for one point.
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Fig. 4.24: TestDAQ Measurement of the cable delay, 2007. SyncPulse source is the
IceCube GPS clock.
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Fig. 4.25: Cable Delay Distributions for the ﬁve diﬀerent time periods with measurements done
with the TestDAQ. The Distribution for 2007 contains only measurements after day
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Fig. 4.26: RMS Values of the Single Cable Delay Measurements for the ﬁve diﬀerent time periods
for the measurements done with the TestDAQ software.
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At the end of 2006, a few measurements with the AMANDA GPS clock as SyncPulse source
have been taken (Fig. 4.23). The arrival time distribution for these measurements is much broader
(Fig. 4.25(d)) than for measuring the SyncPulse with the source clock of the SyncPulse. The RMS
of more than 17 ns is to high to fulﬁll the synchronization demands. This proves that running
AMANDA and IceCube with two diﬀerent GPS clocks does not allow for a synchronization of
the two outgoing data streams. Only the transmission of the AMANDA trigger signal and its
sampling in IceCube provides a suﬃcient accuracy.
For 2007, TestDAQ measurements are only available until July. The corresponding results are
displayed in Fig. 4.24. The falling gradient in the beginning of 2007 is the result of ongoing work
at the South Pole during the end of the season. From day 45 onwards, the SyncPulse arrival
time stays stable at 6076.2 ± 0.5 ns. From end of April, some measurements done very soon
after another show an oﬀset between about 2.5 ns. This is the result of a slightly changed trigger
threshold inside the SyncMB during those measurements. The threshold was 1.84mV for the
lower times and 25.01mV for the higher times.
Fig. 4.26 shows the summed RMS distributions for each of the ﬁve measurement periods. In
2006 the RMS values do not exceed 1 ns. The values for the measurements with two GPS clocks
are higher. This is the expected behavior and has no inﬂuence on the synchronization stability.
In 2007, the RMS values slightly rise to values around 1.2 ns. The ﬁrst peak in the 2007 plot
between 0.4 ns and 0.7 ns belongs to the measurements done before day 45 of the year.
4.6.3 AMANDA/IceCube Synchronization Checker
The AMANDA/IceCube synchronization is also observed by the IceCube monitoring system.
A special software module, the AIChecker, examines eight indicators for the synchronization
quality, ﬁve of them on two diﬀerent timescales:
histogram name histogram description
AMATrigInfo number and type of AMANDA triggers
AMATrigTimeDiﬀ time diﬀerence between two following AMANDA triggers
AMA1PPSTimeDiﬀ∗ time diﬀerence of two following SyncPulse triggers in the
AMANDA data
AMA1PPSsecDiﬀ∗ time of a SyncPulse trigger in the AMANDA data regarding to
the beginning of a new second
AMAIceTrigDiﬀ∗ TrigMB time minus AMANDA trigger time
TrigMBTimeDiﬀ time diﬀerence between two following triggers in the TrigMB
SyncMBTimeDiﬀ∗ time diﬀerence between two following triggers in the SyncMB
SyncMBsecDiﬀ∗ SyncMB hit time regarding to the beginning of a new second
The AIChecker is applied to already merged AMANDA/IceCube data. Consequently, it does
not only detect irregularities in the hardware synchronization, but also all timing errors which
have occurred during the merging process. Thus, the AIChecker is not a direct probe for the
hardware stability, but delivers important information about the merged data quality.
Below, an example run∗ is taken, to explain the individual output histograms of the AIChecker.
This example is a standard IceCube run and lasts 8 h = 28800 s.
∗Two histograms with different temporal resolutions.
∗Run 110789: Apr. 08, 2008
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Fig. 4.27: AMATrigInfo Output.
The AMATrigInfo shows the sum of all AMANDA triggers. Events are not counted twice. The
hierarchy is as follows:
(a) Laser2 (Secondary laser system, not used anymore.)
(b) Laser
(c) SyncPulse (Former random trigger.)
(d) SPASE (Switched oﬀ.)
(e) M24∗
(f) M18
(g) String
(h) Volume
(i) Fragments
E.g. if an event is marked with M18 and string trigger, it will be counted as M18.
AMATrigTimeDiff & TrigMBTimeDiff
Here, the time diﬀerence of two following trigger signals is histogramed. An exponential distri-
bution is expected. The number of AMANDA events is slightly higher, than the number of hits
in the TrigMB. This follows from the diﬀerent event time frames in AMANDA and IceCube.
The IceCube event duration is 40 ms, whereas the AMANDA event duration is only 10.24 ms,
deﬁned by the readout window of the TWRs. Accordingly, more than one AMANDA event can
be triggered in the time window of one IceCube event. In this case, the two AMANDA events are
stored in the IceCube data stream. Up to now, the AIChecker is only counting the ﬁrst TrigMB
hit and ignores all following. This reduces the number of entries in the right plot.
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Fig. 4.28: AMATrigTimeDiff & TrigMBTimeDiff Output.
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Fig. 4.29: AMA1PPSTimeDiff Output.
AMA1PPSTimeDiff
These two histograms display the time between two sequenced SyncPulse triggers in the AMANDA
data. From the values in the high resolution histogram, one second is subtracted. In the left
picture the high accuracy of the pulse transmission is visible. An RMS of 5.3 ns falls clearly
below the demand of 10 ns.
The low time resolution histogram allows for the conclusion that not all SyncPulses are trig-
gered and sometimes more than the regular SyncPulses lead to a trigger. In the 2008 runs, the
SyncPulse source is the IceCube GPS clock. A possible loss of 1PPS signals from the IceCube
GPS clock to the GPS4TWR was already mentioned in Sec. 4.5. There are strong evidences
that the loss is happening inside the GPS4TWR itself, but this could never be veriﬁed. The
additional pulses with a time diﬀerence smaller than 1 s have to be noise. This number of about
20 time diﬀerences has to be divided by two, to get the number of wrong SyncPulse events,∗ and
can be neglected.
Because of the well deﬁned, small window for the SyncPulse time diﬀerence, it is possible, to
∗Not active in 2008 data because the IceCube software is not capable of handling two multiplicity triggers in
the same AMANDA event.
∗There is one time difference from a correct SyncPulse to the faulty pulse and one time difference to the next
SyncPulse.
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sort out noise pulses. SyncPulses from the IceCube GPS clock which are not recognized by the
GPS4TWR are a problem for using the GPS4TWR with the IceCube GPS clock. But, as the
GPS4TWR is running with the AMANDA GPS clock, this does not aﬀect the TWRDAQ data
taking. For the synchronization quality, the loss of about 1% of the SyncPulses is not critical
because the event merging is done by searching for TrigMB hits corresponding to AMANDA
triggers.
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Fig. 4.30: SyncMBTimeDiff Output.
The SyncMBTimeDiﬀ histograms are produced the same way, as the AMA1PPSTimeDiﬀ
histograms, but with the time diﬀerences of subsequent hits of the SyncMB.
Obviously, more noise events are seen in the SyncMB (entries in bin ”0” of Fig. 4.30(b)). This
is an eﬀect of the arrangement of the two AMANDA DOM mainboards. In the SyncCrate,
they are mounted closely together. Sometimes, this causes crosstalk between the TrigMB and
SyncMB. Because a signal in the TrigMB corresponds to an AMANDA event, which is read out,
also the two AMANDA mainboards are read out and the SyncMB crosstalk signal stays in the
data stream. To quantify the amount of crosstalk, the SyncMBsecDiﬀ histograms (below) can
be used.
The crosstalk itself is not lowering the synchronization quality. As explained above, the TrigMB
information is more important for the event merging. For the TrigMB, crosstalk from the SyncMB
to the TrigMB is not critical, because the TrigMB is also getting a trigger signal (SyncPulse
trigger) from AMANDA, every time a SyncPulse is sent.
SyncMBsecDiff
These two histograms show the diﬀerence of an incoming SyncPulse signal regarding to the
beginning of the second. Dependent on intermediate delays, the SyncPulse, which is derived
from the 1PPS signal of a GPS clock, is arriving at a time which is later than the beginning of
the second (Fig. 4.9). In 2008, the SyncPulse source is the IceCube GPS clock. Consequently,
the SyncPulse is sent to the GPS4TWR in the MAPO and sent back to the ICL, where it is
sampled in the SyncMB. The beginning of the second is deﬁned by the 1PPS, which is arriving
at the DSB in the AMANDA DOMHub much earlier. The mean time of 6034 ns, derived from
the high temporal resolution histogram, corresponds to about the doubled signal transit time
between ICL and MAPO.
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Fig. 4.31: SyncMBsecDiff Output.
The tail to the right side in the low resolution histogram reﬂects the crosstalk already mentioned
above. Regarding to the beginning of the second, only positive entries are possible. Because of
the well deﬁned expectation value of the arrival time, the crosstalk samples are easy to identify
and to reject.
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Fig. 4.32: AMA1PPSsecDiff Output.
For the AMANDA data samples, the same analysis as for the SyncMB is possible. The distri-
bution of arrival times regarding to the beginning of the second is broader in the high resolution
histogram. This follows from the use of independent GPS clocks. The SyncPulse is derived from
the IceCube GPS clock and the beginning of the second is deﬁned by the 1PPS signal of the
AMANDA GPS clock. The drift between the two GPS clocks is widening the distribution.
Currently, there is no explanation for the hits around 40 ms seen in the low resolution plot.
AMAIceTrigDiff
The AMAIceTrigDiﬀ histogram is a very good measure for the overall synchronization and data
merging quality. If a merged AMANDA/IceCube event is found, the AMANDA TWRDAQ time
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Fig. 4.33: AMAIceTrigDiff Output.
is compared to the IceCube event time. There is no narrow distribution expected, as the trigger
building is dependent on the event geometry in AMANDA and IceCube. Accordingly, in the
same event the time diﬀerence between the two trigger times may diﬀer from event to event. If
events are not merged correctly, the oﬀset between the two trigger times is changing. This is
visible in the low resolution histogram plot.
4.7 Results
In parallel to the development of the AMANDA/IceCube integration system, many working
groups inside the IceCube collaboration have worked on the oﬄine part of the integration. This
includes simulation studies about the combined detector performance as well as the development
of oﬄine analysis tools, which are able to interprete the taken data. The available combined data
for the IceCube-22 conﬁguration of 2007 is about 143 days [RGO+09] and about 301 days for
IceCube-40 in 2008. This is a very good success of the AMANDA/IceCube hardware integration.
Currently, some interesting papers are on the way. A few examples of the ongoing work are given
in the next subsections.
4.7.1 Simulation Studies
For the IceCube-22 conﬁguration of 2007 with 22 strings deployed, the eﬀective area for the de-
tection of atmospheric neutrinos has been determined using Monte Carlo simulations [GHR+07].
Within the simulation the muon neutrino channel has been used. The results include all events
that pass the online ﬁlter level. It is clearly visible (Fig. 4.34(a)) that the combination of
AMANDA and IceCube increases the eﬀective area especially for low energy neutrinos. The
result is even more notable comparing the resulting expected atmospheric neutrino rate in the
detector (Fig. 4.34(b)). Here an increase in the detection rate of about a factor of 10 in the low
energy region between 10GeV and 100GeV can be observed.
4.7.2 Combined Analysis
An example for the analysis of combined data is given in [RGO+09]. In TeV γ-astronomy
many sources with steep energy spectra and low cutoﬀ energies are known. The accelleration
mechanisms can be hadronic (րSec. 2.2.2) and, consequently, these souces are interresting for
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Fig. 4.34: Effective Area for the Combined AMANDA/IceCube Detector and the
expected atmospheric neutrino rates. The simulation is done for AMANDA/IceCube-
22. Image: [Res09]
a low energy neutrino detector. The higher sensitivity of a combined detector for events with
lower energy directly results in a higher sensitivity for steeper spectra (Fig. 4.35).
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Fig. 4.35: Sensitivity for Low Energy Events of IceCube-22 and AMANDA combined with
IceCube-22. For a neutrino ﬂux following a steeper energy spectrum, the combined
analysis yields an improved sensitivity. Image: [RGO+09]
In the analysis, four possible high energy neutrino sources have been chosen. Two of them will
be discussed here: The crab nebula with an estimated neutrino energy spectrum of
Φ = 3× 10−7e−E/7TeV
(
E
GeV
)−2.4
GeVcm−2s−1 (4.4)
under the hypothesis of hadrons as γ-ray source and Cassiopeia A with an expected neutrino
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spectrum of
Φ ∝ E−2.4. (4.5)
In the data of the combined neutrino detectors, no signal from these sources could be found. So
an upper limit on the neutrino ﬂux can be set. The results are given in Fig. 4.36.
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Fig. 4.36: Neutrino Flux Limits of a Combined Analysis for two possible neutrino sources.
Image: [RGO+09]
4.7.3 The Future AMANDA: IceCube Deep Core
The ﬁrst results of the combined detector have already proven the usefullness of a low energy
array within IceCube. Even if the integration of AMANDA into IceCube is a success, several
disadvantages cannot be eliminated:
• The local position of the AMANDA detector within IceCube disadvantageous. It is sur-
rounded by only one layer of IceCube strings on one side (Fig. 4.1) and, additionally, inside
the top area of IceCube. This makes the veto function of IceCube (րSec. 4.1.2) ineﬃcient.
• The AMANDA data is, because of the diﬀerent hardware, slightly diﬀerent from IceCube
data. This makes combined analyses more diﬃcult.
To remove these disadvantages, a new low energy extension in the bottom middle of the
full IceCube detection volume will be installed. This extension is called Deep Core (Fig. 3.16)
and consists of 6 strings supporting 60 DOMs each [Res09]. The spacing between the Deep
Core strings and the surrounding IceCube strings is 72m compared to 125m between the other
IceCube strings. The DOM spacing along every Deep Core string is 7m and for all other IceCube
strings 17m.
Besides avoiding the already mentioned disadvantages of the AMANDA array, a few additional
features are provided by Deep Core:
• Due to its deeper position below the ice surface, the shielding against atmospheric muons
is improved.
• The ice properties in greater depths are better. It is more transperent, which implies less
scattering.
Deep Core will be a condign successor of the AMANDA neutrino telescope. AMANDA has
been shut down on Monday, May 11th, 2009 at 3:11am UTC.
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Part II
Searching SUSY Matter with IceCube
5Supersymmetry
T
he ﬁrst part of this thesis describes the more technical aspect of working with large
detector systems like AMANDA and IceCube. In the second part, the usage of IceCube
for doing physics is highlighted. The response on several input signals for detectors of
the size and the complexity of a neutrino telescope, cannot be understood by starting at ﬁrst
principles. Only the simulation of known scenarios and the comparison with real data allows for
a correct data analysis.
In Chapter 8, a tool for searching supersymmetric particles with IceCube will be introduced.
The production of the necessary simulation data is part of this development and will be described
in detail in Chapter 7. A very brief explanation of the possible background is given in Chapter
6.
5.1 Why Supersymmetry?
In the last forty years, the standard model of particle physics has been very successful describing
many physical phenomena theoretically. Nevertheless, many questions are still open and these
questions call for physics beyond the SM. For energies of the order of the Planck mass
mP =
√
~c
G
≈ 1.2× 1019GeV, G: gravitational constant, (5.1)
currently no physics model exists. In this energy region, the Compton wavelength of a particle
becomes comparable to its Schwarzschild radius.
Some of the open questions are:
• Hierarchy: Why is the Planck mass so large compared to the weak breaking scale? With
mZ , the mass of the Z-boson, one ﬁnds
mZ
mP
≈ 10−17. (5.2)
• Why do neutrinos have masses? The SM without any further extensions cannot explain
neutrinos with masses.
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• The radiation corrections to the scalar squared Higgs mass are of the order of Λ2UV, where
ΛUV is an ultraviolet momentum cutoﬀ regulating the loop integral in the corresponding
Feynman diagram. As ΛUV is unknown, it should be chosen as at least the energy scale
at which new physics becomes important. A natural choice for ΛUV is O(mP ). The
electroweak theory is asking for a Higgs mass of mH = O(mW ). The free parameters for
calculating the radiation corrections to the Higgs mass have to be set in a way that the
corrections nearly eliminate. Why should the parameters in nature be chosen in a way that
the large radiation corrections all cancel out?
f
H
(a) Dirac Fermion f
H
S
(b) Scalar S
Fig. 5.1: Feynman Diagrams for One-Loop Quantum Corrections to the Higgs squared
mass parameter.
For the SM Higgs ﬁeld the neutral part is a complex scalar H, which has a classical potential
V = m2H |H|2 + λ |H|4 . (5.3)
If the Higgs ﬁeld couples to a Dirac fermion, the corresponding one-loop quantum correction to
the situation in Fig. 5.1(a) for the squared mass parameter is
∆m2H = −
|λf |2
8π2
Λ2UV + · · · (5.4)
In case of f is a quark of the SM, Eq. 5.4 has to be multiplied by three to account for the
three colors. A heavy complex scalar particle S contributes to the m2H one-loop corrections
(Fig. 5.1(b)) as
∆m2H = −
λS
16π2
[
Λ2UV − 2m2S ln(
ΛUV
mS
) + · · ·
]
. (5.5)
The comparison of the equations 5.4 and 5.5 shows that the quadratic terms in the mass cor-
rections can cancel out if every fermion state is accompanied by a corresponding scalar [KM82].
For every fermion two scalars are necessary.
5.2 Concept of Supersymmetry
The supersymmetric theory (SUSY) answers some of the open questions by allocating every SM
particle a corresponding supersymmetric particle. The superpartner of a SM fermion is a SUSY
boson and vice versa. The link between bosonic and fermionic states is the SUSY generator Q:
Q |Boson〉 = |Fermion〉 Q |Fermion〉 = |Boson〉 . (5.6)
Q is an anticommuting, fermionic spinor and Q† is also a supersymmetry generator. When N is
the number of SUSY generators Q, for simplicity only N = 1 supersymmetry is considered here.
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Both generators have to satisfy the relations [Mar08; HLS75; CM67]
{Qα, Q†α˙} = −2σαα˙µPµ (5.7a)
{Qα, Qβ} = {Q†α˙, Q†β˙} = 0 (5.7b)
[Qα, P
µ] = [Q†α˙, P
µ] = 0. (5.7c)
Pµ is the four-component relativistic momentum vector and σµ a four-component vector of the
Pauli matrices (Eq. 2.4). α and β are the indices of two component Weyl spinors and can
have the values 1 and 2. The undotted index indicates a left-handed and the dotted index a
right-handed Weyl spinor.
With the transition between bosons and fermions, an irreducible representation of this SUSY
algebra, the so called supermultiplet, consists of superpartner fermionic and bosonic states. Mem-
bers of one supermultiplet can be transformed into each other by using combinations of Q and
Q†.
Because Q and Q† commute with Pµ, it also commutes with the squared mass operator −P 2.
Consequently, all members of one supermultiplet have the same masses. The two SUSY genera-
tors also commute with the generators of the SM gauge transformations from which follows that
particles of the same supermultiplet have to have the same degrees of freedom in electric and
color charge, as well as in weak isospin.
To derive a more general conclusion about the degrees of freedom within a supermultiplet, the
operator (−1)2s can be introduced. s is the spin of the particle. The eigenvalue of (−1)2s is
−1 when acting on a fermionic and +1 when acting on a bosonic state. |i〉 are the states with
the same eigenvalue pµ of the operator Pµ in a given supermultiplet. According to relation 5.7c,
there exist a completeness relation
∑
i |i〉 〈i| = 1 regarding to Q and Pµ within this subspace.
With the help of the completeness relation and the equations 5.7a to 5.7c it can be shown that∑
i
〈i| (−1)2sPµ |i〉 = 0. (5.8)
Using additionally ∑
i
〈i| (−1)2sPµ |i〉 = pµ Tr[(−1)2s] ∝ nB − nf , (5.9)
for the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom nB and nf follows
nB = nf (5.10)
for a given pµ 6= 0 within a supermultiplet.
A supermultiplet containing a Weyl fermion (ր2.1), which has nf = 2, must contain two
real scalars, which have nB = 1. These scalars can be combined to a complex scalar ﬁeld.
Because of the handedness of the Weyl fermion, supermultiplets of this kind are called chiral
multiplets∗. This way, every SM fermion can be allocated a scalar superpartner. The superpartner
has the same symbol like the fermion, but carries an additional tilde. The name of the scalar
fermion is sfermion (slepton, squark). E.g., the left-handed electron eL has the selectron e˜L
as a superpartner. The scalar ﬁeld has no handedness (spin = 0)! The index L illustrates
the handedness of the Weyl fermion of the supermultiplet. Left-handed and right-handed Weyl
fermions transform diﬀerently in the SU(2)L group. Therefore, the chiral multiplets with index
L are combined to SU(2)L doublets according to the three families. The chiral multiplets with
index R are SU(2)L singlets.
∗Other names are matter or scalar supermultiplets.
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The next-to-simplest supermultiplet contains a (massless) spin-1 vector boson. Because of its
two helicity states, nB = 2. The superpartner is a (massless) spin-1/2 Weyl fermion. These
supermultiplets are called gauge multiplets or vector multiplets. The superpartners to the gauge
vector bosons carry the ending “-ino”. E.g., the gaugino to the W− and B−bosons are called
winos and binos. Gauge bosons have to transform as their adjoined representations in the gauge
group and their superpartners must also. From this follows that the gauginos have the same
transformation properties for left- and right-handed components and a further subclassiﬁcation
as for the scalar multiplets is not needed. The spin-2 graviton has a spin-3/2 superpartner, the
gravitino.
The scalar Higgs boson obviously has to reside in a chiral multiplet, but there is a problem
concerning gauge anomalies if there is only one Higgs. One condition for the cancellation of
gauge anomalies is [Mar08]
Tr[T 23 YW ] = Tr[Y
3
W ] = 0. (5.11)
T3 is the third component of the weak isospin and YW the weak hypercharge. The electric charge
can be calculated by
Qem = T3 + Y. (5.12)
The traces sum over all left-handed Weyl fermionic degrees of freedom in the theory.
The fermionic superpartner to the Higgs boson carries Y = 1/2 or Y = −1/2 and builds up
a SU(2)L doublet with T3 = 1/2 and T3 = −1/2. If there is only one Higgs supermultiplet
with either Y = 1/2 or Y = −1/2, Eq. 5.11 cannot be fulﬁlled since all SM contributions
cancel out. The introduction of two Higgs supermultiplets, one for each weak hypercharge solves
this problem. Consequently, the SU(2)L doublet (H˜
+
u H˜
0
u) with the charges +1 and 0 form the
superpartners to (H+u H
0
u), and the SU(2)L doublet (H˜
0
d H˜
−
d ) with the charges 0 and −1 form
the superpartners to (H0d H
−
d )
∗. The charges are composed according to equation 5.12. The SM
Higgs boson is a linear combination of H0u and H
0
d .
Table 5.1 delivers a complete picture over all particles that have been introduced above. All
supermultiplets of table 5.1 form the particle content of the so called Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM).
A special neutral SUSY particle, the neutralino, is supposed to be a linear combination of
the neutral Higgsinos (H˜0u, H˜
0
d) and neutral gauginos (W˜
0, B˜0). Accordingly, the chargino is a
composition of H˜+u , H˜
−
d and the two winos W˜
±.
In an unbroken SUSY theory, all particle masses in one supermultiplet have to be identical. In
this case, SUSY matter already would have been discovered. Currently, no particles exceeding
the SM particle spectrum have been found. Therefore, if SUSY is describing nature, it is a broken
symmetry and the masses of the SM particle superpartners is higher than the available energy
in todays particle collider experiments.
5.3 SUSYs in IceCube
Even if in MSSM the amount of particle types is ﬁxed, many other parameters are variable.
On the other hand, several requirements have to be fulﬁlled to detect SUSY particles with the
IceCube detector:
• Only particles that are stable enough to arrive at and to traverse the detector can be seen
by IceCube. This sets limits on the necessary mean lifetime.
∗The indices are chosen, because the different Higgs fields give mass to either the up-type, or the down-type
quarks and the charged leptons.
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name symbol spin 0 spin 1/2
quarks & squarks Q1 (u˜L d˜L) (uL dL)
Q2 (c˜L s˜L) (cL sL)
Q3 (t˜L b˜L) (tL bL)
u¯ u˜∗R u
†
R
d¯ d˜∗R d
†
R
c¯ c˜∗R c
†
R
s¯ s˜∗R s
†
R
t¯ t˜∗R t
†
R
b¯ b˜∗R b
†
R
fermions & sfermions L1 (ν˜e e˜L) (νe eL)
L2 (ν˜µ µ˜L) (νµ µL)
L3 (ν˜τ τ˜L) (ντ τL)
e¯ e˜∗R e
†
R
µ¯ µ˜∗R µ
†
R
τ¯ τ˜∗R τ
†
R
Higgs & Higgsinos Hu (H
+
u H
0
u) (H˜
+
u H˜
0
u)
Hd (H
0
d H
−
d ) (H˜
0
d H˜
−
d )
name spin 1 spin 1/2
gluon & gluino g g˜
W bosons & winos W± W 0 W˜± W˜ 0
B boson & bino B0 B˜0
Tab. 5.1: Particles of the MSSM. By convention only left handed Weyl fermions are dis-
played. Consequently, the conjugated of the right-handed Weyl fermions appear in
this table.
• The interaction cross section of the SUSY particles with SM particles has to be small
enough to avoid absorption inside the Earth.
• The SUSY particles have to be charged because only particles interacting electromagneti-
cally produce Cˇerenkov light in ice.
• The expected event signature from SUSY particles inside the detector has to be discrim-
inable from those of SM particles.
There are several SUSY models predicting scenarios which satisfy these demands. Conse-
quently, it is useful to search for SUSY matter inside IceCube. Below, short descriptions, in
which way some models harmonize with the requirements, will be given.
R-Parity
None of the possible renormalizable terms of the SM Lagrangian violates the baryon B or lepton
number L conservation [Ait07]. But, as a consequence of very small non-perturbative electroweak
eﬀects, at very high energies B and L can be violated, which might have been relevant at the
very early universe.
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Supersymmetry, however, allows renormalizable B and L violating terms in the superpotential.
The existence of such couplings would enable decay channels for the proton, e.g. e+π0 or µ+π0.
As proton decay has not been observed so far, strict limits on the strengths of the corresponding
couplings are set.
The explanation for the very small or non-existent B and L violating terms in the superpo-
tential can be given with an additional parity, the R-parity
R = (−1)3B+L+2s, (5.13)
where s is the spin of the particle. Every SM particle has R = 1 while all SM superpartners carry
the R-parity R = −1. R is multiplicatively conserved. This enforces even numbers of SUSY
particles at every vertex in Feynman diagrams.
R-parity conservation leads to a set of interesting consequences:
• The lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) has to be stable.
• The production of SUSY particles in SM particle interactions is only possible in pairs.
This second R-parity consequence is interesting for the SUSY particle detection in IceCube.
Due to the high boost, SUSY particles, produced in high energy SM matter interactions inside
the Earth (e.g. from cosmic ray neutrinos with a nucleon), would be emitted from the interaction
point along two nearly parallel trajectories. For charged particles, a double track signature inside
the detector is expected.
5.3.1 SUSY Mass Scales
Without further assumptions it is diﬃcult or even not possible to construct SUSY breaking
Lagrangians. Many current SUSYmodels, therefore, include hidden sectors, which do not interact
or interact only very weakly with the visible sector in which, for example, the particles of the
MSSM exist. Two theories are very popular: Gravity-mediated SUSY breaking, also called
Minimal Supergravity (mSUGRA) [Nie81], and Gauge-Mediated SUSY Breaking (GMSB) [GR99].
In mSUGRA, SUSY breaking is introduced by gravity or physics in the region of the Planck
scale. In this models, the gravitino is a heavy particle.
More interesting with respect to SUSY detection in IceCube are GMSB models. Here, SUSY
breaking is done via new chiral supermultiplets, called messengers that couple to the hidden
sector, the source of SUSY breaking, and to the particles in the visible sector. These messengers
have a vacuum expectation value (VEV) 〈F 〉, which also deﬁnes the breaking scale for SUSY.
The expected value for 〈F 〉 would be√
〈F 〉 ≈ 104 − 109GeV. (5.14)
In GMSB, the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) is the gravitino G˜. Provided that R-
parity is conserved, all supersymmetric particle decay series will end in the gravitino. The mass
of the gravitino is given by [DDRT96]
mG˜ =
〈F 〉√
3mP
≈
( √〈F 〉
100TeV
)2
· 2.5 eV. (5.15)
The Next to Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (NLSP) will decay into the gravitino and the
corresponding SM particle to the NLSP via
NLSP −→ G˜+ corresponding SM particle (5.16)
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with a decay rate of
Γ =
cos2 θWm
5
NLSP
16π 〈F 〉2 , (5.17)
which translates to
cτ ≈
( √〈F 〉
107GeV
)4(
100GeV
mNLSP
)5
13 km. (5.18)
For a SUSY braking scale of the order of
√
〈F 〉 > 107GeV the lifetime of the NLSP grows
very fast. Given
√〈F 〉 = 108GeV and mNLSP = 150GeV, which is a realistic assumption
(րFig. 5.2(b)), cτ ≈ 17000 km. This satisﬁes the detection demand of a long SUSY particle
lifetime.
To obtain an absolute scale for the NLSP mass, the VEVs of the neutral components of the
Higgs doublets (ր Tab. 5.1) are important. Their ratio is written as
tanβ =
〈
H0u
〉〈
H0d
〉 . (5.19)
Another parameter to be known is µ. In the MSSM superpotential, it appears in the term
µHuHd, which is the supersymmetric form of the SM Higgs mass. Consequently, the value of µ
has a great inﬂuence on all other particle masses.
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Fig. 5.2: Masses of τ˜1 and χ˜
0
1. (a) stau mass in comparison to the mass of the lightest
neutralino. From top to bottom: tanβ = 2, µ > 0; tanβ = 2, µ < 0; tanβ = 45,
µ > 0; tanβ = 45, µ < 0. (b) stau mass as a function of tanβ for µ < 0. (Tree-level
results involving several model assumptions.) Images: [BMPZ97]
Dependent on the choice of the parameters, in GMSB the NLSP is the lightest neutralino χ˜01,
the lightest stau τ˜1 or in some cases the sneutrino [GR99]. τ˜1 is a combination of chiral eigenstates
τ˜L and τ˜R, and forms a mass eigenstate. For smaller tanβ, τ˜1 is nearly the same as τ˜R [Mar08].
To be detected by IceCube, the NLSP has to be charged. Accordingly, the stau is a very good
candidate for an observable particle. In Fig. 5.2(a) the ratio between the stau mass and the mass
of the lightest neutralino is displayed. For a scenario with tanβ = 45 the stau mass falls below
the neutralino mass over a wide range of possible neutralino masses. To get an impression of the
range for the mass of staus, Fig. 5.2(b) shows the stau mass dependent on tanβ. staus are, like
their SM complement, charged particles and, provided, their kinetic energy is high enough, they
can be seen in IceCube. If the stau is the NLSP, another detection demand is fulﬁlled.
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5.3.2 stau Radiation Losses
As the stau is charged, it will interact electromagnetically with matter. The energy loss of high
energy muons is given by
− dE
dx
= (a(E) + b(E)E) ρ(x), (5.20)
where a represents ionization energy loss and b the sum of energy loss due to pair production,
bremsstrahlung and photonuclear interactions [PDG08]. The energy loss due to ionization is
parameterized by the Bethe-Bloch formula
− dE
dx
= 2πNAr
2
emec
2Z
A
z2
β2
[
ln
(
2mec
2(βγ)2Tmax
I2
)
− 2β2 − δ(βγ)
]
. (5.21)
The parameters are
NA Avogadro’s number,
re classical electron radius,
me the mass of the electron,
β = v/c the speed of the incident particle,
γ its relativistic factor,
I mean excitation energy of the material,
Tmax maximum energy transfer to a free electron,
Z atomic number of the absorber,
A atomic mass of the absorber (g/mol),
δ(βγ) density eﬀect correction to ionization energy loss.
Equation 5.20 is also valid for stau energy loss [ABC07]. At high values of βγ, the Bethe-Bloch
formula can be approximated by
a(βγ) ≈ 0.08 MeV cm
2
g
(17 + 2 lnβγ). (5.22)
In [ABC07] the calculations for the radiative components, summarized in b, can be found. The
assumed stau mass is 150GeV. The results are shown in Fig. 5.3.
In the following, a reproduction of [Alb08a] is done, which is also used in the simulation of
staus (րSec. 7.2). The combination of the equations 2.40 and 5.20 with the results for b allows
for the calculation of the stau travel range inside the Earth. The total energy loss plotted in
5.3 has to be parameterized. Therefore, the double logarithmic plot is divided in three energy
windows Eτ˜1 < 10
4GeV, 104GeV ≤ Eτ˜1 < 108GeV and 108GeV ≤ Eτ˜1 . Afterwards, a linear ﬁt
is done for every window:
lg(b) = ξ lg(Eτ˜1) + χ −→ b(Eτ˜1) = Eξτ˜1 · 10χ. (5.23)
The parameters are [Alb08a]
Eτ˜1 < 10
4GeV : ξ = 0.2203 χ = −9.6405
104GeV ≤ Eτ˜1 < 108GeV : ξ = 0.1360 χ = −9.3179
108GeV ≤ Eτ˜1 : ξ = 0.1920 χ = −9.7781.
To display the stau range inside the Earth, a useful coordinate system has to be found (րFig.5.4).
The chosen system uses the IceCube detector coordinates as origin. Approximately, this is the
center of mass of the IceCube detector. The positive z-axis points to the South. To illustrate
the stau range, the stau is starting on the Earth surface and travels directly towards the origin.
The angle ϑ deﬁnes the direction towards the stau starting point. This is slightly diﬀerent to
[Alb08a], where the stau always starts at the same point on the Earth surface, but travels under
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Fig. 5.3: τ˜1 Radiative Energy Loss for mτ˜1 = 150GeV. From top to bottom: total energy
loss; photonuclear interactions; pair production; bremsstrahlung. Image: [Alb08a]
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Fig. 5.4: Definition of Coordinates for stau Range Calculation.
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Fig. 5.5: stau Range for Several Energies. The ﬁnal stau energy is 180GeV. The given
energies are the incident neutrino energies. To obtain the initial stau energies, the
given values have to be divided by 6 [Cha08]. The assumed stau mass is 150GeV.
The dotted line represents the distance from the detector to the Earth surface. Image:
Reproduction of [Alb08a]
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diﬀerent angles through the Earth. Both procedures deliver the same results. For a given stau
energy E0 at its starting point at the Earth surface, the relation between the travel distance l
and the ﬁnal stau energy E1 is given by
−
E1∫
E0
1
a(E) + b(E)E
dE =
l∫
l0=0
ρ(x)dx. (5.24)
ρ(x) is the Earth density after traveling a distance of x under an angle ϑ from the Earth surface.
x is not the depth, but the depth is a function of x and ϑ. The left integral is solved numerically
with the parameterizations 5.22 and 5.23 for the given limits. This delivers an integrated density
value
RE = −
E1∫
E0
1
a(E) + b(E)E
dE. (5.25)
To obtain the travel distance l, the right integral
l∫
l0
ρ(x)dx = R(l)−R(l0) != RE (5.26)
is also solved numerically. The integration is done for 10000 supporting points along the full
distance from the Earth surface to the detector along the stau trajectory. The calculated points
are used to deﬁne two spline functions: The ﬁrst function R(l) is giving back the integrated
density value for a given l. The second spline R−1 represents the inverted function of R and
delivers a length dependent on an integrated density. With these splines, the right side of
equation 5.24 can be evaluated:
l = R−1 (RE +R(l0)) . (5.27)
The results of these calculations are presented in Fig. 5.5. For several initial energies, the range
of staus inside the Earth before falling below a ﬁxed minimum energy of 180GeV is plotted. To
obtain a maximum conformity with [Alb08a], the initial energies are given for incident neutrinos
producing SUSY matter inside the Earth. The corresponding stau energy is obtained by dividing
the primary neutrino energy by 6 [Cha08].
Even if Fig. 5.5 does not show the more realistic case of an stau produced somewhere inside the
Earth, the energy dependent range of the staus becomes apparent. The range of several thousand
kilometers for the higher energy staus gains access to a very large volume inside the Earth for
the production of staus that can be seen in the detector. Consequently, now all demands for stau
detection in IceCube are satisﬁed.
5.4 Neutrino Induced SUSY Particle Production
The process
ν +N −→ ℓ˜L + q˜ +X (5.28)
allows for the creation of SUSY matter by SM matter interactions. The always left-handed
neutrino can interact in a t-channel reaction either with a left-handed down-type quark (Fig. 5.6)
or with a right-handed up-type antiquark. The corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in
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Fig. 5.6: Charged slepton-Creating Neutrino Reactions. Without violation of R-parity,
only wino reactions are possible. Image: [ABC07]
Fig. 5.6. The partonic cross sections are
dσ(a)
dt
=
πα
2 sin4 θW
m2
W˜
s(t−m2
W˜
)2
and (5.29a)
dσ(b)
dt
=
πα
2 sin4 θW
tu− (mℓ˜Lmq˜)2
s2(t−m2
W˜
)2
, (5.29b)
with the Mandelstam variables s, t and u. The total cross sections are calculated in [ABC07]
for the wino and left-handed slepton masses mW˜ = 250GeV and mℓ˜L = 250GeV, and for three
diﬀerent squark masses mq˜ = 300GeV, 600GeV and 900GeV. Fig. 5.7 shows the results of
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Fig. 5.7: Neutrino Cross Sections for diﬀerent interactions. Image: [ABC07]
these calculations in comparison with the neutrino SM charged current interaction cross section
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(րSec. 2.3.1) and the cross section for di-muon production (րSec. 6). These cross sections are
necessary to simulate the interaction point of the neutrino inside the Earth.
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T
he main sources of stau detection background are double muon tracks inside the detector.
Because of their relatively small lateral distribution, muon bundles from air showers
[GS85; B+89] do not contribute to the background. More critical are muons with a high
transversal momentum, so called high pT muons, in air showers [KC07; Kle08]. These muons,
together with the air shower core muon(s), can produce double track events in IceCube. Because
of the down-going nature of air shower events, the stau double tracks, which are assumed to be
up-going, are distinguishable from the high pT muon events.
410 510 610 710 810 910 1010
−610
−510
Eµ(GeV)
b(
cm
2
/g
)
Fig. 6.1: µ Radiative Energy Loss. From top to bottom at low energies: total energy loss;
pair production; bremsstrahlung; photonuclear interactions. Image: [ABC07]
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A further type of double track events can be produced by charm hadron decay [ABC07]:
νµ +N −→ µ− +H+c −→ µ− + µ+ + νµ +X. (6.1)
After the production of a charm hadron by an incident high energy neutrino, it is possible that
the hadron decays semi-leptonic with muon emission. If the ﬁrst reaction additionally results in
muon production, two muons on nearly parallel trajectories are emitted. These muons can be
seen as double tracks inside the detector.
The range of muons in matter (e.g. bedrock or ice) is much smaller than the range of staus in
the same medium. This can be illustrated with the help of Fig. 6.1. The total radiative energy
loss of muons is described by a b-parameter which is between 700 and 4000 times larger than the
b-parameter for staus (րFig. 5.3).
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Fig. 6.2: Signal and Background Track Separation. Please note the diﬀerent scales on
the x- and y-axes. The stau track separations are calculated for three diﬀerent squark
masses. Images: [ABC07]
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This already oﬀers two possibilities for the separation of double muon tracks: By track sep-
aration and by light deposition. Due to the higher b-parameter, the light deposition inside the
detector is much higher for muons than for staus with the same energy.
The high radiative losses do not allow for a high range of muons in matter. This implies that
the muon production has to take place near or inside the detector. Consequently, the separation
between muon double tracks is expected to be much smaller than for staus which have traveled
a very long distance to the detector.
The theoretical predictions for the track separation inside a km3-scale detector are presented
in Fig. 6.2. The smaller track separation for double muon tracks in the detector is visible. For
less than 120m, the background events clearly dominate, but for larger separations, the staus
become more important.
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F
or a later analysis of real IceCube data and for the development of a ﬁlter searching for
stau events in the IceCube data stream, a realistic simulation of stau double track events
is needed. In the following sections, the software modules created for this purpose in the
context of this thesis are described. Base for the software development is the IceCube software
framework “IceTray”. IceTray is a collection of classes, written mainly in the programming
language “C++”. Similar classes within IceTray with respect to their content are arranged in
projects. This structure allows for easily writing own projects without the necessity to know the
full software package of the IceCube experiment.
All simulations, including IceCube hardware information, use the IceCube-40 geometry of the
year 2008. In this conﬁguration, the IceCube detector consists of 40 strings.
7.1 Simulating Simply – The SUSY-simple-gen Module
Often, very special situations are necessary to understand a software system. To set up a ﬁrst
simple simulation the SUSY-simple-gen module is developed. It is omitting many aspects of
a realistic simulation in terms of physical correctness, but is including already many practical
aspects of double track simulations.
The demands on the SUSY-simple-gen module are:
• The double tracks (at least one of the two particles) have to cross the detector.
• The angle between the tracks has to be variable.
• The source point of the tracks has to be variable, but lying inside the Earth.
• The stau energy has to be variable.
In SUSY-simple-gen, a primary neutrino is created from which the stau properties are derived.
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7.1.1 stau Energy
The stau energies Eτ˜a,τ˜b are obtained from the primary neutrino energy Eν by simply splitting
it randomly:
Eτ˜a =
1
2
Eν +REdev (7.1a)
Eτ˜b = Eν − Eτ˜a . (7.1b)
The parameter Edev is the maximum energy deviation from Eν/2 and R is uniformly distributed
random number between −1 and 1.
For the energy of the primary neutrino, an E−γ spectrum with 0 < γ < 4 is used. 4 is an
arbitrary choice for the maximum steepness of the spectrum and should cover all physically rele-
vant applications. Minimum energy Emin and maximum energy Emax for the simulated neutrinos
are conﬁgurable. For Emin = Emax the energy is ﬁxed. The power law energy distribution is
produced by using the Monte Carlo method described in App. A.1.
7.1.2 Primary Interaction Point
This point is either ﬁxed or points are randomly distributed over the volume of the Earth.
7.1.3 stau direction
The pointing direction(s) of the stau(s) should cover only a limited volume around the IceCube
detection volume, to avoid simulation of tracks which would never be detected.
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(b) Second stau
Fig. 7.1: SUSY-simple-gen Determination of stau Tracks. Explanation in the Text.
The determination of the stau tracks is done as described in Fig. 7.1. After the interaction
point inside the Earth B1 is found, the direct connection between B1 and the origin O of the
coordinate system in the center of the IceCube detector is used, to deﬁne the plane E1. E1 is
lying orthogonally to the vector from B1 to O and is also containing the origin (Fig. 7.1(a)).
On this plane, a point A1 is chosen randomly within a maximum distance to the origin. This
distance is conﬁgurable. The vector from B1 to A1 deﬁnes the ﬁrst stau direction.
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It is not wanted to propagate the stau from the interaction point through the Earth to the
detector, but let it start within a reasonable distance to the detector. This way, the stau can be
directly given to the ice and detector simulation software modules. To ﬁnd an adequate starting
point for the stau, an additional plane E2 is introduced. E2 is deﬁned by the connection between
B1 and the origin. The distance of E2 to the origin is a conﬁgurable parameter. The starting
point of the ﬁrst stau is the intersection of its direction with E2.
Base of the direction of the second stau is the direction of the ﬁrst stau. Using the neutrino
interaction point B1 as starting point, the direction of the second stau is chosen freely within a
cone with the angle α (Fig. 7.1(b)) by using the method described in App. A.2. Like for the ﬁrst
stau, a propagation through the Earth is not wanted. Consequently, a starting point near the
detector is needed. Again, the intersection of the track with E2 is used.
The length of both stau tracks is set long enough so that the stau is traversing the complete
detector.
7.1.4 Benefit of the SUSY-simple-gen Module
Due to its simplicity the SUSY-simple-gen modules can be used to test the simulation chain from
the generation of a charged particle to the triggered events in the IceCube detector. The steps
on this way are:
(a) Generation of particle(s) traversing the detector volume.
(b) Propagate particle with the so called Muon Monte Carlo (MMC) software [CR04], which
calculates energy losses and secondary particles. MMC accounts for ionization, bremsstrah-
lung, photonuclear interactions, electron pair production, Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal
and Ter-Mikaelian eﬀects, muon and tauon decays, and Molie`re scattering.
(c) Simulate the amount of light arriving at the PMTs of the detector. The corresponding
software module considers also the optical properties of the South Pole ice.
(d) Simulate the PMT response and the characteristics of the DOM electronics.
(e) Simulate the triggering conditions.
If the triggering conditions of the detector are satisﬁed, the simulated event is stored.
All software modules included in the simulation chain have to be adjusted by parameters.
With the help of the SUSY-simple-gen module, the parameter settings can be optimized.
One important question, concerning the stau simulation, is the one for the light deposition
inside IceCube. Because of the simple structure of the SUSY-simple-gen module, which is not
using any particle speciﬁc parameters, like decay rates, mass or energy losses in matter, the
generated particle type can be easily changed. Accordingly, the SUSY-simple-gen module allows
for the creation of all particle types available in IceTray. To increase the ﬂexibility, the production
of two tracks can be reduced to one. This is helpful for the comparison of light emission of
particles.
The number of Monte Carlo simulated hits from muons Nµhit compared to those from staus
N τ˜hit is plotted in Fig. 7.2. Nhit is a good indicator for the light deposition in the detector.
Consequently, the question from above can be answered with the help of Figs. 7.2(a) and 7.2(b).
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Fig. 7.2: Comparison of Nhit from µ and τ˜ . The color coding in (a) and (b) shows the
number of events in the corresponding bin divided by the integrated number of en-
tries in the corresponding energy bin. This is to remove the spectral shape from the
histograms. (c) shows the ﬁts of (a) and (b) with cubic functions. Calculating the
non-logarithmic Nhit-values from the ﬁts and dividing the results delivers the function
plotted in (d).
Both plots have been ﬁtted with cubic functions (Fig. 7.2(c))
f(x) = ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d. (7.2)
The ﬁt parameters are
µ τ˜
a −8.89× 10−2 ± 2.62× 10−1 4.51× 10−2 ± 4.50× 10−2
b 2.22× 10−1 ± 1.16× 10−1 −7.28× 10−1 ± 2.47× 10−2
c 1.22× 10−1 ± 1.80× 10−1 2.02× 10−1 ± 4.80× 10−3
d −7.36× 10−3 ± 9.05× 10−4 −8.00× 10−3 ± 2.73× 10−4
The ratio Nµhit/N
τ˜
hit (the non-logarithmic values!) is displayed in Fig. 7.2(d). The amount of
hits from muon tracks is always exceeding the number of stau track induced hits by more than
a factor of 20 over the complete simulated energy range.
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7.2 Simulation of double stau tracks with the SUSY-gen Module
SUSY-simple-gen only provides a basic double track simulation without physical background.
Even if the SUSY-gen module is still under construction, many important features exceeding the
possibilities of SUSY-simple-gen are already implemented and will be presented in the following
subsections.
Within this work, the processes at the interaction point of the primary neutrino are simulated
in a simpliﬁed way. The correct calculations would go beyond the scope of this thesis and will
be done during the ongoing work on this topic. The simpliﬁcations are
• assumption of direct production of two τ˜1 ≈ τ˜R,
• ignoring structure functions of the nucleon, only using the nucleon mass,
• usage of the ν + N SM interaction cross section (Fig. 2.14) instead of the diﬀerent cross
sections for chargino interactions. Fig. 5.7 shows that the SM and SUSY cross section
curves are aligned in parallel over a wide energy range. In this region, the usage of the SM
interaction cross section only leads to a ﬂux renormalization.
7.2.1 Generation of the Neutrino Flux
The neutrino ﬂux arriving at the Earth is assumed to be isotropic. Only neutrinos potentially
creating staus arriving at the detector are interesting to simulate.
To archive an isotropic neutrino ﬂux, the neutrinos are assumed to come from a sphere around
the Earth. Every neutrino starts at an arbitrary point A on the sphere (Fig. 7.3(a)), which is
described by the radius R of the sphere and the polar coordinates ϑ and ϕ. R has to be larger
than the Earth radius REarth. The IceCube detector is located at a depth ddet below the Earth
surface.
IceCube creation sphere
Earth
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ϑ
z
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ddet
(a)
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α
d
creation sphere
Earth
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ν
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z
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Fig. 7.3: Illustrations for Neutrino Generation. Explanations in the text.
Only neutrinos that have the potential to produce double tracks arriving the detector shall be
simulated. This can be achieved by the demand that the neutrino trajectory has an intersection
with a circular plane P with radius r. P is deﬁned by having the connection between O and A
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as normal vector and including the center of the detector O (Fig. 7.3(b)). The distance between
point A and the detector is called d. Consequently, the allowed solid angle for every neutrino is
dependent on the value of ϑ deﬁning A. ϕ is arbitrary in this context.
The solid angle Ω is given by
Ω =
α∫
0
2π∫
0
sin(α′)dβ′dα′ = 2π [1− cos(α)] . (7.3)
W.l.o.g., it can be assumed that α′ and β′ describe spherical coordinates during the integration.
α is deﬁned by
tan(α) =
r
d
. (7.4)
d follows from the law of cosines:
d2 = R2 + (REarth − ddet)2 − 2R(REarth − ddet) cos(ϑ). (7.5)
The amount N(ϑ) of valid neutrinos starting at point A on the creation surface is proportional
to the portion Ω of the full sphere 4π, which is then given by the unbeautiful formula
N(ϑ) ∝ Ω(ϑ)
4π
=
1
2
[
1− cos
(
arctan
r√
R2 + (REarth − ddet)2 − 2R(REarth − ddet) cos(ϑ)
)]
.
(7.6)
To simulate this distribution the method described in App. A.3 is used. The only parameter
to be chosen with care in this method is the radius r of the plane through the detector. The
radius of the creation sphere R is more or less arbitrary as long as it is larger than the Earth
radius. For r = 500m and R = REarth + 1km, Eq. 7.6 is plotted in Fig. 7.4.
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Fig. 7.4: Plot of Eq. 7.6 for r = 500m and R = REarth + 1km.
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After the point on the creation sphere is found, the neutrino direction is chosen. The direction
is limited by the cone deﬁned by the neutrino starting point and the circular plane P through
the IceCube detector. Within this cone, the direction is chosen randomly using a uniform distri-
bution.
The energy distribution of the primary neutrinos follows the method in Sec. 7.1.
7.2.2 Generation of the Neutrino Interaction Point
Now, as the starting point of the neutrino on the creation sphere and the direction of the neutrino
trajectory is found, the interaction point inside the Earth has to be simulated. The number of
particles interacting while traversing matter
dN
dx
= −Nσρ(d)
mN
(7.7)
is dependent on the number of particles N , the interaction cross section σ with the targets in
the medium and the particle density ρ(d)/mN in the medium. ρ is given by Eq. 2.40 and is a
function of the depth regarding to the Earth surface. The particles forming the traversed matter
are nucleons with mass mN . Solving Eq. 7.7 by separation of variables delivers
N(l0, l) = N(l0) exp
(
σ
mN
∫ l0+l
l0
ρ(d)dd
)
, (7.8)
where the depth d is a function of l and ϑ. l is the distance, the particles are traveling through
the medium. l0 is the starting point of the “propagation” and N(l0) is the amount of particles
starting at position l0. The amount of particles can also be translated by the probability of one
particle not having interacted until reaching the distance l. The probability at the starting point
l0, consequently, is 1. The integration has to be done along the neutrino path. The starting
point l0 = 0 lies on the Earth surface. If ~a is the vector pointing from the detector center to the
neutrino starting point on the creation sphere (Fig. 7.5(a)), ~b the vector from the Earth center
to the detector center, ~c the direction of the neutrino trajectory and ~R the vector pointing on
the starting point on the Earth surface, which has to be found, the starting point is deﬁned by
~s = ~b+ ~a+ x~c. (7.9)
In combination with the demand
~R2 =
(
~b+ ~a+ x~c
)2
(7.10)
x is calculated to
x = −
(
~a~c
~c2
+
~b~c
~c2
)
±
√√√√(~a~c
~c2
+
~b~c
~c2
)2
−
(
~a2 +~b2 − ~R2 + 2~a~b
)
. (7.11)
The “−” sign delivers the x-value xmin for the entrance point of the neutrino into the Earth and
the “+” sign the x-value xmax for its exit.
Every value l in
~t = ~s+ l
~c
c
(7.12)
with 0 < l < xmax − xmin and ~t, the neutrino trajectory through the Earth, a depth
g(l) = ~b2 + ~s2 + 2~b~s+ l2 +
2l
c
(
~s~c+~b~c
)
(7.13)
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Fig. 7.5: Illustrations for Neutrino Generation. Explanations in the text.
to the Earth center can be assigned (Fig. 7.5(b)). Accordingly, the depth d(l) is given by
d(l) = REarth − g(l). (7.14)
With the help of Eq. 7.8, a random interaction point can be simulated.
The input neutrino energy spectrum for all simulations done with the SUSY-gen module for this
thesis follows the Waxman-Bahcall-Limit (րSec. 2.2.2) with a spectral index of γ = 2. The slope
of the energy distribution is −0.94± 0.33, which is the expected value (րApp. A.4). For a ﬁxed
neutrino energy the cross section σ is a constant. The complicated integration over the Earth
density dependent on the track distance l has to be done numerically for every neutrino starting
point S and every neutrino direction ~c. The ﬁnal Monte Carlo simulation is done according
to the method described in App. A.3. If a neutrino is passing the Earth or detector volume
without interaction, a completely new neutrino with new start parameters will be simulated.
The resulting distance distribution is plotted in Fig. 7.6(b).
The distribution of the zenith angle ϑ of the interaction point seen by the origin coordinates
of the IceCube detector peaks at cosϑ = −0.1 (Fig. 7.6(c)). Thus, most interaction points are
lying in a belt with a z-coordinate slightly below 0 around the detector. Even if Eq. 7.6 suggests
an excess of neutrinos coming from cosϑ . 1 ◦ (րFig. 7.4), the small neutrino cross section
makes the neutrinos interacting after passing the detector. But these events are refused. At
cosϑ = −0.1 the large amount of neutrinos coming from this direction compensates the low
interaction probability best.
The interaction probability inside the Earth is exponential over a wide range of depths (Fig.
7.6(d)). The excess at small depths can be explained with the belt around the detector where
a large fraction of events come from. At large depth the plot is deformed by the fact that
neutrinos passing the Earth center before interacting, contribute to the bin contents of smaller
depths. Because of the few entries above a depth of 5000 km, this eﬀect is not signiﬁcant.
7.2.3 stau Generation
As mentioned above, the generation of the two staus is done in a very simpliﬁed way in the
version of the SUSY-gen module topical during the writing of this thesis.
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Fig. 7.6: Properties of the Interaction Point Without Restrictions.
At the interaction point a nucleon is assumed to be the target of the incident neutrino. Neutrino
and nucleon are boosted into their center of mass system (CMS) (րApp. B.1). The nucleon rest
mass is set to mN = mp = 0.938GeV and the neutrino is assumed to be massless. The complete
available energy in the CMS is converted to directly create two right-handed staus. The energy
not converted to stau mass is given to the staus as kinetic energy. The trajectory of the two
staus in the CMS is arbitrary but antiparallel.
Using Eq. B.12 and inserting a uniform distribution in cos(ϑ) (րApp. A.2) delivers the simu-
lation results of Fig. 7.8(a). For some neutrino energies the angular distribution is plotted in 1D
histograms. This is presented in Fig. 7.8(b). It is clearly visible that the amount of events with
smaller angle of beam spread is increasing for higher neutrino energies.
After boosting the staus back into the lab frame (the rest frame of the Earth), the angle α
between their trajectories and the distance of the interaction point to the detector determine the
track distance inside the detector. The deﬁnition of the track distance is explained in Fig. 7.7.
The correct angular distribution is very important for the double track simulation. In this simple
generation scheme ignoring the nucleon structure and neglecting the neutrino mass, the maximum
angle between the two staus in the lab frame is only dependent on the mass of the nucleon and
the mass of the two generated particles (րApp. B.2). The resulting distributions for α for several
incident neutrino energies are plotted in Fig. 7.8(a).
The correct handling of the neutrino interaction is done in [ABC07]. Those results are not
used in this thesis and are subject of the ongoing work on this topic. The energy dependent
angular distributions, presented in App. C, have been provided by [Alb08b].
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Fig. 7.7: Definition of the Track Distance. The bisecting line g between the two stau
trajectories τ˜1 and τ˜2, starting at the interaction point I, together with the origin of
the IceCube detector coordinates O, deﬁne the plane F . The track distance d is given
by the distance of the intersection points of the two trajectories with F .
Without any further restrictions, the distance distribution shown in Fig. 7.9 of the two staus at
the detector is obtained. The distance is deﬁned as described in Fig. 7.7. This distribution is very
broad and most of the double tracks will not cross the IceCube detection volume. Consequently,
it is useful to accept only events with both stau tracks traversing the detector.
This restriction changes also all distributions displayed in Fig. 7.6. The new distributions
are presented in Fig. 7.10. The most obvious change can be observed in the distance of the
interaction points to the detector (Fig. 7.10(b)). Using the same algorithm for the angular
distribution as before, the interaction point has to move towards the detector to have both stau
tracks inside. This signiﬁcantly reduces tracks coming from the bottom and produces something
like a belt of interaction points around the detector at values of ϑ around 90 ◦ (Fig. 7.10(c)).
Consequently, the available amount of matter between the detector and the surface is reduced
and the depth of the interaction point inside the Earth is decreased. Fig. 7.10(d) displays the
position of the interaction point inside the Earth without taking into account the direction of
the incident neutrino. Therefore, in the small depths also interaction points below the detector
from neutrinos traversing the Earth are summed up like in (Fig. 7.6(d)).
An interesting result is the decrease of the neutrino spectrum for neutrinos producing double
stau tracks arriving the detector. The input neutrino spectrum is still ∝ E−2. The resulting
logarithmic histogram Fig. 7.10(a) has a slope of −0.69± 0.16 corresponding to a spectral index
of −1.69 ± 0.16. This slight ﬂattening results from the connection between the neutrino energy
and the distribution of the beam spread between the two staus (Fig. 7.8(a)). If the neutrino
energy is high, the beam spread becomes smaller and the traverse of both stau tracks through
the detection volume more likely.
When applying the demand of two stau tracks passing the detector, the track distance dis-
tribution presented in (Fig. 7.11) is the result. In this histogram also geometrical eﬀects of the
special shape of the detection volume are visible for larger track distances. Distances of more
than one km are only possible when both staus hit opposite corners of the hexagonal shaped
volume (Fig. 3.16) of IceCube.
Before starting a simulation, the inﬂuence of the stau energy onto the detector response has to
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Fig. 7.8: Distribution of the Angle of Beam Spread between two stau trajectories created
with the method described in the text. (a) The incident neutrino energies are varied
between 105.4GeV and 1010.8GeV. (b) 1D histograms for a sample of three diﬀerent
incident neutrino energies.
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Fig. 7.9: stau Track Distance Without Restrictions.
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Fig. 7.10: Properties of the Interaction Point under the demand of two staus traversing
the IceCube detector.
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Fig. 7.11: stau Track Distance including the demand of both tracks traversing the detector.
be investigated. Not every stau is producing enough light to be seen in the detector. To increase
the eﬃciency, it is useful to limit the stau production at lower energies. The sum of the energy
of the staus at the positions S1 and S2 (Fig. 7.1) near the detector without further restrictions is
displayed in Fig. 7.12. The technical realization of the simulation software limits the minimum
kinetic energy to 1GeV. Accordingly, the ﬁrst ﬁlled bin in the histogram contains all staus pairs
that have lost all their kinetic energy on the way to the detector and can be neglected. The
reason for the reduction to lower energies visible from about 104.5GeV to 102.75GeV lies in the
geometrical restrictions for the stau double tracks. Because both tracks have to traverse the
detector volume they have to come from points relatively near to the detector. This results in
the already mentioned belt at ϑ-angles of about 90 ◦. Thus, most of the staus only traverse less
than 500m of the Earth. These staus did not have enough time to lose much of their energy due
to radiation losses and end up in the higher energy bins of Fig. 7.12.
Two terms are important for the understanding of the IceCube data: The number of hit DOMs
and the number of hits. A hit DOM is a DOM that has reported activity. Normally this is the
case when photons have been recognized by the PMT of the DOM. Every time a DOM reports
activity, this is called a hit. Within one IceCube event, a hit DOM denotes one or more hits.
Consequently, the number of hits is always equal or lager than the number of hit DOMs
Nhit ≥ Nch. (7.15)
More generally, the number of hit DOMs is also called number of hit channels. Thus, for this
value Nch is used.
Nhit is a good measure for the light in the detector. In Fig. 7.13 the number of hits dependent on
the energy of staus traversing the detector is plotted. Here the software simulation chain produces
secondary particles and propagates light through the ice to the DOMs. The hits correspond to
the photons arriving at the PMT. Simulations of the response of the detector hardware are not
included here. The plot suggests a power law relation between the two variables. Obviously,
from stau energies of 103.5GeV onwards, photons arrive at the IceCube DOMs.
The ﬁnal decision of the minimum stau energy for a full simulation has to be done using the
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Fig. 7.12: stau Energy near the Detector including the demand of both tracks traversing
the detector.
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number of hit DOMs. Currently, IceCube uses a threshold for a simple majority trigger of 8 hit
DOMs within a period of 5 ms. This limit should be reached by the incident staus. Fig. 7.14
shows the hit DOM distribution dependent on the stau energy. All events causing hits in less
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Fig. 7.14: Correlation Between stau Energy and Nch. The trigger condition is achieved
when 8 DOMs have been hit within a time window of 5 ms.
than 8 DOMs will be rejected, as the trigger condition is not achieved. Below an stau energy
of 104.5GeV nearly no events reach this condition. For the simulation of events for testing a
possible stau ﬁlter algorithm, the minimum stau energy at the stau starting points near the
detector therefore is set to 104.5GeV. Simulated events with stau energies below this value will
be rejected and not put into the further simulation chain.
Under this additional precondition, the initial distributions for the neutrino spectrum and the
interaction point characteristics are changing again. The resulting distributions are plotted in
Fig. 7.15.
The ﬁnal stau track distance distribution is given in Fig. 7.16 and the ﬁnal stau energy distri-
bution can be found in Fig. 7.17.
All modules used in the simulation chain and their parameters are summarized in App. D.
The resulting ﬁles of the simulation act as testing material for the stau double track ﬁlter
which will be introduced in the next chapter.
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Fig. 7.15: Properties of the Interaction Point under the demand of a resulting minimum
stau energy of 104.5GeV.
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Fig. 7.16: Final stau Track Distance Distribution including the demand of both tracks
traversing the detector and a minimum stau energy.
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Fig. 7.17: Final Distribution of stau Energy Near the Detector including the demand
of both tracks traversing the detector and a minimum stau energy of 104.5GeV.
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T
he majority of IceCube neutrino events are caused by atmospheric neutrinos [Gee02;
Kel09]. These neutrinos are generated in cosmic ray interactions with the atmosphere.
Normally, they traverse the Earth without any eﬀect. But for those neutrinos interacting
inside the Earth, there is a small probability that the interaction takes place near the IceCube
detector. If this is a charged current interaction, the resulting charged lepton can be detected.
The expected signatures are described in Sec. 2.3.2. The muons, which create long traces inside
the detection volume, are very important for IceCube. Because of the aligned signature of muon
events, the direction of the primary neutrino can be calculated, and the creation of an event sky
map is possible. Consequently, IceCube events are scanned for muon signatures. TheMuonFilter,
an online ﬁltering module, is responsible for sorting out corresponding events. This online ﬁlter
has the highest transparency of all online ﬁlters running at the South Pole. Therefore, a new
ﬁlter searching for diﬀerent signatures has to be tested for two things:
• Is it transparent to events, not passed by the MuonFilter?
• Does it ﬁnd a useful subsample of the events passed by the MuonFilter?
To develop an stau ﬁlter for which one of the two questions is true, criteria have to be found
which separate stau events from other IceCube events.
8.1 Filter Description
The most obvious diﬀerence between a neutrino induced SM lepton and a SUSY matter reaction
is the double track structure of the produced SUSY particles. In case of long living staus, the
double tracks can be detected by IceCube. The corresponding geometric event signature diﬀers
from the signature of single tracks. This is the central event feature that will be used by the
SUSYFilter which is developed during the work for this thesis.
The general idea is to calculate the tensor of inertia (ToI), using the hit positions as discrete
“masses”. The ToI for discrete masses mi is given by
I =
∑
i
mi

 y2i + z2i −xiyi −xizi−yixi x2i + z2i −yizi
−zixi −ziyi x2i + y2i

 (8.1)
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If one DOM is hit more than once, the same hit position is counted as often as the DOM is hit.
The mass mi in the context of hits in DOMs can be translated as the electric charge delivered
by the hit PMT. Within this thesis, the origin for the coordinates for the calculation of the ToI
is always set to the center of mass of the hits.
(a) Single Track (b) Double Track
Fig. 8.1: Example Hit DOM configurations to explain the results of the tensor of inertia
calculation.
Given the example situation plotted in Fig. 8.1(a). Here all toy DOMs have the same distance
of 10 units. The resulting ToI is
I1 = 32 ·

 550 0 00 550 0
0 0 50

 . (8.2)
Physical information can be gained out of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the ToI. The
eigenvalues are called momenta of inertia for an object rotating around the corresponding eigen-
vector and the center of mass. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are obtained by diagonalization
of the ToI [Fis97]. In this simple case, the diagonalization is not necessary anymore. Because of
the chosen geometry, the eigenvalues are the diagonal elements and the eigenvectors the axes of
the coordinate system.
Obviously, the eigenvalues belonging to the axes with the smallest expansion (x and y) of the
hit distribution are larger than the one belonging to the z-axis. This is a ﬁrst useful result.
The same calculation can be done for the example given in Fig. 8.1(b). The ToI then changes
to
I2 = 64 ·

 550 0 00 775 0
0 0 275

 . (8.3)
The distribution of the mass along the y- and z-axis does not change, but the amount of mass
is doubled. Consequently, the eigenvalue for the rotation around the x-axis is increased by a
factor of 2. The moment of inertia simply doubles. The situation along the other axes is more
complicated. The largest eigenvalue belongs to the eigenvector along which the geometrical hit
distribution has the lowest expansion. In this case, the mean distance of hits to the rotation
axis has the highest possible value. In Fig. 8.1(b) this is the eigenvalue belonging to the rotation
around the y-axis.
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For the further discussion, it is useful to give unique names to the eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
The eigenvalues will be numbered beginning with the smallest
λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3 (8.4)
and the corresponding eigenvectors will carry the same numbers ~x1, ~x2 and ~x3. In the given
examples the eigenvectors are ~x1 = ~ez, ~x2 = ~ex and ~x3 = ~ey.
∗
Obviously, The two examples are not chosen by chance. In the ﬁrst case, a single track like
hit signature is adumbrated and the second example shall demonstrate the hit distribution of a
double track. By looking at the two eigenvectors with the lowest hit expansion, ~x2 and ~x3, a
characteristic shape becomes visible. Deﬁning a plane perpendicular to the eigenvector with the
highest hit expansion ~x1 (this is a plane expanded by ~x2 and ~x3)
P : ~x1 · ~r = 0, (8.5)
the double track delivers an oval hit distribution (Fig. 8.2(b)) and the single track a round one
(Fig. 8.2(a)) when projecting all hits on this plane, respectively an oblate or prolate geometry
in three dimensional space. For the round distribution holds λ2 ∼ λ3 and for the oval λ2 < λ3.
Consequently, the comparison of λ2 and λ3 is a candidate for an indicator for double stau events.
~x2
~x3P
(a) Single Track
~x2
~x3P
(b) Double Track
Fig. 8.2: Schemes of the Projected 2D Hit Distributions.
The availability of the ToI main axes in form of the eigenvectors allows for an alternative
concept. After the projection of all hits onto one of the eigenvectors, the extension of the hit
distribution along this eigenvector can be expressed with the help of the standard deviation of
the hit distribution
σi =
√√√√ 1
Nhit − 1
Nhit∑
j=1
(
y
(i)
j − y¯(i)
)2
. (8.6)
The real number y
(i)
j is the position of projection of hit j along the eigenvector i. The oﬀset
is arbitrary as it cancels out in Eq. 8.6. In this case, the numbering of the σi is beginning at
the largest σ-value because of the coupling to the eigenvectors. Accordingly, the comparison of
σ2 and σ3 delivers a possible criterion for event ﬁltering. In this case, the three sigma values
are σ1 = 23.28, σ2 = 5.08 and σ3 = 5.08 for the single track and σ1 = 23.09, σ2 = 15.94 and
σ3 = 5.04 for the double track.
To use the ToI for ﬁltering, the events put into the SUSYFilter have to be cleaned. There
are several event signatures and properties that make the ﬁlter ineﬀective. The event cleaning is
described in the next section. The cleaning mechanisms are part of the SUSYFilter module and
will be applied to the data directly before using the ToI ﬁltering algorithm.
∗In the first example, ~x2 and ~x3 can be permuted.
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8.2 Event Cleaning
The ToI ﬁltering method has several weak points. To avoid events without double tracks passing
the ﬁlter, it is useful to reject all events not satisfying several minimum demands. These demands
are listed here.
8.2.1 Number of Hit DOMs
The minimum requirement for the useful calculation of a ToI is a suﬃcient large number of
supporting points. Consequently, the number of hit DOMs Nch has to be higher than a minimum
number. The chosen value is 8. This is also the default trigger level for the simple majority
trigger.
8.2.2 Number and Position of Hit Strings
If all hits in an event occurred only along one or two strings, it is not possible with the ToI
method to ﬁnd out whether detected light results from one or two tracks. This is also the case
for next neighbor strings. The minimum number of strings, therefore, is set to Nstring ≥ 3 and
the maximum distance of all hit strings to all other hit strings has to be at least dmaxstring ≥ 150m,
which safely covers the distance of 125m between two strings in IceCube.
8.2.3 Track Direction
The most important ﬁltering is the rejection of down-going muons. A very simple method
providing a basic down-going rejection is also provided by the SUSYFilter module. Here the
hit timing becomes important. Every hit has a hit time ti. If every hit position of one event is
projected onto the z-axis of the IceCube coordinate system and the resulting position zi is plotted
against the corresponding hit time ti, graphs, like the ones presented in Fig. 8.3, are the outcome.
The z-axis points to the South. Accordingly, the slope sz of linear ﬁt through the points can be
used for deciding whether the event is down-going (sz < 0) or up-going (sz > 0). The Cˇerenkov
light cone from a charged particle, which is traversing the detector perfectly horizontally, can
cause hits in every depth. The mean times from hits measured above and below, but at the same
distance to the particle trajectory, are identical. This, in general, results in a hyperbolic shape
when plotted into a graph like Fig. 8.3. Consequently, the linear ﬁt is parallel to the abscissa
and has a slope of 0.
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Fig. 8.3: z-Projection vs. Hit Time. Pictures from simulated stau events.
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The projections in Fig. 8.3 have slopes of sup = 3.12 ns/m and sdown = −3.14 ns/m. In
Fig. 8.4, double stau events generated with the SUSY-gen module are plotted against their ϑ-
angle.∗ Because of the source point distribution of the stau tracks around the detector, also
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Fig. 8.4: ϑ-angle of Incident stau Tracks.
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Fig. 8.5: Correlation between Time Projection and stau ϑ-angle. The events contain
double stau tracks generated with the SUSY-gen module.
∗A vector with ϑ = 0 ◦ points along the z-axis towards the South (up-going). If two stau tracks are simulated,
the ϑ-angle results from the bisecting line.
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the stau track direction peaks at a ϑ-angle of about 90 ◦. This makes it diﬃcult to ﬁnd a good
value for the minimum slope of the linear ﬁt. Comparing ϑ with sz (Fig. 8.5) a cut demand can
be found. The chosen minimum for sz is −3 ns/m. A value lower than 0 is a compromise. It is
cutting away 9.8% of the events which have ϑ-angle of less than 90 ◦ and which are fulﬁlling the
prior cleaning demands, but 42.1% of those with ϑ ≥ 90 ◦. The plot of the data from simulated
atmospheric muon events in Fig. 8.6 shows a rejection of 87.2% over all events that are passing
the former event cleaning algorithms.
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Fig. 8.6: Correlation between Time Projection and stau ϑ-angle for Background
Data. The events are generated in an IceCube mass production of atmospheric single
muons (data set 1313).
8.2.4 Flatness
This and the following cleaning options already use features of the ToI. Accordingly, the ToI and
the resulting eigenvalues and eigenvectors have to be calculated to allow for using the cleaning
options.
Tracks hitting only strings lying in the same plane always cause a two dimensional hit DOM
distribution. These events always would be recognized as double tracks by the SUSYFilter. In
this case, the value σ3 becomes very small. A very easy way to avoid single track events being
recognized as double track events because of only hitting strings lying in a row is to limit the
minimum value of σ3. A useful value should be large enough, to cover variations of the DOM
positions along each string. For the event cleaning a value of σ3 ≥ 4m has been chosen.
8.2.5 Sphericity
In the context of geometrical event cleaning, also the other extreme situation can occur: An
event can have a spherical extension. In this case, the directions of the eigenvectors of the ToI
are not providing any information. Possible candidates for events of this shape are charged
current νe interactions (րSec 2.3.2) and hadronic cascades produced by neutral current neutrino
scattering. As it turns out during the testing procedures of the SUSYFilter, this test does not
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provide a better ﬁltering result. Consequently, the sphericity check is switched oﬀ in the current
SUSYFilter version.
8.2.6 Event Causality
As mentioned above, the smallest eigenvalue belongs to the eigenvector with the largest geomet-
rical event extension. If the particle direction is lying in parallel to the eigenvector ~x1, the speed
of the particles along this vector can be calculated. The principle of the speed calculation is the
same as in Sec. 8.2.3, but the projection axis is changed from the z-axis to the axis deﬁned by ~x1.
The maximum speed of the particle(s) will be limited by the speed of light. The corresponding
slope is
s =
1
v
with |s| > 1
c
= 3.33564 ns/m ≡ sc. (8.7)
A typical situation caused by a two track induced event is given in Fig. 8.7. In this situation, the
track 1
track 2
~x1
~x2
Fig. 8.7: (Pretended) Violated Event Causality. The circles represent optical modules.
Red modules are not hit, yellow modules have been hit by photons emitted along one
of the particle tracks.
eigenvector ~x1 would not point along the particle trajectories. If the two tracks result from an
stau pair, the hit times in both hit clusters are nearly identical. The s-value consequently falls
below sc. For particle tracks in parallel to ~x1, this violates causality.
The use of this information can be discussed controversially. In a ﬁrst approach, events showing
this behavior have been rejected because of the undeﬁned geometrical behavior along the other
eigenvectors. Taking a closer look, the extension along the eigenvectors ~x2 and ~x3 is not disturbed
by the direction of the eigenvector ~x1. The speciﬁc oblate shape of double track induced events
is still detectable by the ToI ﬁlter method. Accordingly, the check for the event causality is not
done for event cleaning.
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8.2.7 External Event Processing
Before entering the SUSYFilter module, the generated events are passing a few other modules
taking care of the data quality and doing some basic data processing. These modules are listed
and explained in App. E.
8.3 Filter Settings
When looking for intelligent ﬁlter settings, the criteria for the decision whether the ﬁlter is
eﬀective or not have to be found. In the context of double track events, two special parameters
deserve closer attention:
• The track distance and
• the number of hits produced by every track.
If the track distance is small compared to the distance of DOMs in the detector array, the hits
from the individual tracks cannot be resolved. In this case, the double track would look like a
single track and a rejection is useful.
An identiﬁcation of a double track can only be done if a minimum number of hits is caused by
each of the two tracks.
8.3.1 Dataset
With the SUSY-gen module 29995 events according to the settings in App. D have been produced.
The reduction of the amount of valid events due to the ﬁve quality cuts Nch ≥ 8, Nstring ≥ 3,
dmaxstring ≥ 3, sz ≥ −3 ns/m and σ3 > 4m is plotted in the Figs. 8.8. The cuts deliver
value demand remaining %
generated 29995 100.00%
Nch ≥ 8 4313 14.38%
Nstring ≥ 3 3662 12.21%
dstring ≥ 150m 3540 11.80%
sup ≥ −3 ns/m 2962 9.87%
σ3 ≥ 4m 2719 9.06%
The remaining 2719 events are used to optimize the SUSYFilter parameters.
8.3.2 Configuring the Filter
Two relations are interesting to discriminate between single and double tracks:
rλ =
λ3
λ2
and rσ =
σ2
σ3
. (8.8)
The quality of the settings for rλ and rσ can be measured by comparing the amount of single
track events and double track events passing the ﬁlter applying the cleaning cuts. A perfect ﬁlter
would pass all double track events while all single track events are rejected. In a more realistic
scenario, this behavior is dependent on the event geometry. The track distance has to be large
enough so that both tracks produce hits in diﬀerent regions of the detector and the amount of
hits from each single track has to be high enough to achieve a distribution having a ﬂat shape.
The Figs. 8.9(a) and 8.9(b) show the distributions of the two diﬀerent ratios.
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Fig. 8.8: Event Cleaning. The plots show the reduction of the amount of data due to event
cleaning. The cuts are done from (a) to (e). Always only the events passing the former
cut are added to the next histogram.
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Fig. 8.9: Possible Parameters for Event Discrimination. The number of single tracks in
the data sample is scaled to the number of entries of the complete sample.
In Fig. 8.10(a) and 8.10(b) the variables rλ and rσ are related to the track distance and the
amount of hit DOMs caused by every single stau track. Both ﬁgures show a similar behavior.
With a rising amount of hit DOMs per track, the correlation between the discrimination values
rλ and rσ and the track distance becomes more obvious. In this thesis, the optimization of the
cut parameters rminλ and r
min
σ is done only by eye. The values r
min
λ = 1.15 and r
min
σ = 2.5 have
been chosen.
For comparison, these cuts can now be applied to double tracks with only one stau producing
hits. The corresponding histograms are shown in Fig. 8.11. In the case of rλ ≥ 1.15, the cut
removes 84.4% of the single particle traces and in the case of rσ ≥ 2.5 82.1%.
Including the event cleaning with the settings described above, the SUSYFilter delivers the
following results for double stau events satisfying the demand Nminch /track ≥ 4:
double track definition Nevents param. Npassed Npassed/Nevents
Nch/track ≥ 4 1942 rλ 431 22.2%
rσ 577 29.7%
rλ ∧ rσ 317 16.3%
rλ ∨ rσ 691 35.6%
+ track distance ≥ 150m 841 rλ 337 40.1%
rσ 485 57.7%
rλ ∧ rσ 288 34.2%
rλ ∨ rσ 534 63.5%
For all stau events, also those with less hit DOMs per track, the event reduction within the
diﬀerent ﬁltering steps is plotted in Fig. 8.12.
The ﬁlter performance dependent on the track distance using the two parameters rσ and rλ
is shown in Fig. 8.13. The more stringent rλ ﬁltering increases the ﬁlter performance for small
track distances. The rσ ﬁltering is transparent for nearly all large track distances.
These are very promising results. Now, The SUSYFilter has to be applied to non-stau data to
ascertain its eﬀectivity in event rejection.
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Fig. 8.10: Possible Parameters for Event Discrimination. Plotted are the ratio rλ and rσ
against the track distance. The color coding represents the number of minimum hit
DOMs Nminch caused by each of the two stau tracks. In both ﬁgures, three diﬀerent
values for Nminch /track have been chosen: N
min
ch /track = 0, 10 and 20.
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Fig. 8.11: Event Discrimination Parameters Applied on Single stau Tracks.
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Fig. 8.12: Plot of the Filter Steps Applied to Double stau Track Data.
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Fig. 8.13: Filter Performance for Double stau Tracks. In this plots only double tracks
with Nch/track ≥ 4 are counted.
8.4 Applying the SUSYFilter
The response of the SUSYFilter to double stau data is known, now. But it is also important to
know the passing rates for other event types. The SUSYFilter is applied to three diﬀerent data
sets:
• down-going single muons∗,
• atmospheric double coincident muons† and
• unﬁltered real data from the South Pole.‡
For all data sets, the corresponding plots of the ﬁlter response are given in Fig. 8.14.
8.4.1 Down-going Muons
On the one hand, these events deliver the highest contribution to the sum of all IceCube events.
The event rate in the simulation data is set to about 1050Hz. On the other hand, the atmospheric
∗Dataset 1313: IC40+TWR CORSIKA-in-ice single muon, polygonato model with unweighted spectrum of
Hoerandel, using AHA07v2 photon tables. Angular range of 0◦ < ϑ < 89.99◦ and 600GeV < Eprim < 10
11GeV
†Dataset 1360: IC40+TWR CORSIKA-in-ice double coincident, polygonato model with unweighted spectrum
of Hoerandel, using AHA07v2 photon tables. Angular range of 0◦ < ϑ < 89.99◦ and 600GeV < Eprim < 10
11GeV
‡Run 111310: July 15th, 2008
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Fig. 8.14: Filter Steps for Several Data Sets.
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muon events are not of interest in the context of stau double track ﬁltering. Consequently, none
or at least only a very small fraction of these events are allowed to pass the SUSYFilter. The
application onto the simulated single muon data set delivers the following results for the several
combinations of rλ and rσ ﬁltering:
Nevents param. Npassed relative rate
45678 rλ 277 0.60% 6.30Hz
rσ 674 1.48% 15.54Hz
rλ ∧ rσ 195 0.43% 4.52Hz
rλ ∨ rσ 756 1.66% 17.43Hz
These values are comparable to the passing rate of the MuonFilter of 12.22Hz for this data set.
8.4.2 Coincident Atmospheric Muons
The detection volume of IceCube is large enough to have signiﬁcant statistics of traversing muons
from coincidental air showers. Normally, a coincidence consists of not more than two air showers
in the same event.∗ The resulting muons can produce event signatures on which the SUSYFilter
is sensitive. Therefore, the amount of passed double coincidence events is important to know.
The ﬁltered event numbers are
Nevents param. Npassed relative rate
39341 rλ 1687 4.29% 5.79Hz
rσ 3583 9.11% 12.30Hz
rλ ∧ rσ 1485 3.77% 5.09Hz
rλ ∨ rσ 3785 9.62% 12.99Hz
This is signiﬁcantly higher than for the single muon data set. Because of the lower rate of
coincident events of about 135Hz, the passing rate is similar to the passing rate for single muon
events. Again, the passing rates are similar to the rate of the MuonFilter of 10.62Hz.
8.4.3 Real Data
The ﬁnal decision about the ﬁlter settings can only be done after the application on real data.
The event rate of the chosen data sample is 1119.302Hz. If the passing rate is too high, the
SUSYFilter cannot be used as an online ﬁlter at the South Pole. The numbers obtained with
the current settings are
Nevents param. Npassed relative rate
336095 rλ 3863 1.15% 12.87Hz
rσ 7497 2.23% 24.97Hz
rλ ∧ rσ 2603 0.77% 8.67Hz
rλ ∨ rσ 8757 2.61% 29.16Hz
The passing rate of the MuonFilter using this data sample is 1.74% corresponding to a data
rate of 19.43Hz. As the MuonFilter is the most important physics ﬁlter applied at the Pole, it
∗Currently, even simulation mass productions for three coincident muons are available.
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performs a relatively weak event rejection. An additional ﬁlter searching for very special physics
should not exceed a passing rate of about 1Hz. Accordingly, the current ﬁlter settings are not
restrictive enough.
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Fig. 8.15: Refinement of the Filter Parameters.
A possible new choice of parameters using the combined rλ∧ rσ ﬁltering can be made with the
help of Fig. 8.15. To achieve a passing rate of 1Hz, only about 300 events are allowed to pass the
SUSYFilter. Using rλ and rσ nearly symmetrically for event ﬁltering, the corresponding values
are rλ ≥ 1.32 and rσ ≥ 9.0. These values cause a reduction of the amount of detected stau events
from the generated double stau track data set to only 1.0%. This is not enough for searching an
exotic data signature.
A diﬀerent way is to search for staus in the events passed by the MuonFilter.
8.5 Online or Oﬄine Filtering
A very good reason not to use the SUSYFilter online at the Pole has already been given in the
last section. This is not automatically a disadvantage. The oﬄine event processing is not as time
critical as online ﬁltering. Consequently, an oﬄine ﬁlter is not such a subject to restrictions as
an online ﬁlter. If other ﬁlters, like the MuonFilter, pass a signiﬁcantly high amount of double
tracks, the search with the SUSYFilter can be done oﬄine. The application of the MuonFilter
to the generated data set with double staus delivers the result plotted in Fig. 8.16. Like for
the other performance plots using the double stau data, also here Nch/track ≥ 4 is a demand
for events being counted. Obviously, the MuonFilter cuts away double tracks with a high track
separation. This is expected for a ﬁlter searching for single muon tracks. The amount of events
passing both, the Muon- and the SUSYFilter, is displayed in Fig. 8.17. The number of 317 events
passed by the SUSYFilter in the rλ ∧ rσ only setup is reduced to 245 events passed by Muon-
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Fig. 8.16: Double stau Tracks Passing the MuonFilter.
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Fig. 8.17: Double stau Tracks Passing the Muon- and the SUSYFilter.
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and SUSYFilter. This is a reduction of 22.7%. The same analysis can also be done for the other
ﬁlter settings. The results are
double track definition param. NSUSYpassed N
SUSY+Muon
passed reduction
Nch/track ≥ 4 rλ 431 346 19.72%
rσ 577 442 23.40%
rλ ∧ rσ 317 245 22.71%
rλ ∨ rσ 691 543 21.42%
+ track distance ≥ 150m rλ 337 264 21.66%
rσ 485 361 25.57%
rλ ∧ rσ 288 221 23.26%
rλ ∨ rσ 534 404 24.34%
An event reduction between about 20% to 25% for the diﬀerent ﬁlter settings due to the prior
usage of the MuonFilter is much less than the event reduction caused by the adjustment of the
minimum values of the parameters rλ and rσ for the possible use of the SUSYFilter as an online
ﬁlter. Consequently, the usage of the SUSYFilter in this conﬁguration as an oﬄine ﬁlter will
deliver the best ﬁltering performance.
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T
he present thesis joins several aspects of the work with the neutrino telescopes AMANDA
and IceCube. It starts with the work on the base hardware and ﬁnishes with a software
module for analyzing the data stream coming from the detectors. Below, the results of
this work and the ongoing activities in the ﬁelds covered by this thesis will be summarized.
From the beginning, AMANDA has been an impressive enterprise, which resulted in the largest
neutrino telescope on Earth. The proven abilities of AMANDA have made it an important
instrument for physicists. IceCube exceeds the abilities of AMANDA in many areas, but there
are questions which cannot be answered with analyses of the IceCube data, alone. The TWR
upgrade of 2002 to 2004 allowed for an integration of the AMANDA system into the IceCube
DAQ. This integration has now been ﬁnished and the ﬁrst results of this productive fusion are
available.
The ﬁrst part of this thesis deals with the hardware aspects of the AMANDA/IceCube integra-
tion. It describes the necessary hardware upgrades for the synchronization of the two detectors,
as well as changes in the readout software. The results of measurements proving the quality of
the synchronization system have been presented.
The hardware integration system consists of two major upgrades – one on the AMANDA and
one on the IceCube side. The only available connections between the buildings housing the
AMANDA DAQ (MAPO) and the IceCube DAQ (ICL) are optical ﬁbers. The transmission of
non-standard signals, i.e. not digital data of computer networks, requires non-standard hardware,
which was developed by DESY Zeuthen.
On the AMANDA side, a new GPS latch – the GPS4TWR – manages the time stamping of
AMANDA events. Additionally, the GPS4TWR is the interface to the optical signal transmission
from and to IceCube. On the one hand, it receives its time information either from a GPS clock
inside the MAPO or a GPS clock in the ICL via optical ﬁbers. The GPS clock time information
consists of three signals: A time string, containing the information of the day and the second
of the day, a 1PPS signal indicating the exact beginning of a new second, and a 10MHz signal
counting in 100 ns steps from the beginning of a new second. On the other hand, the GPS4TWR
sends two diﬀerent synchronization signals in form of short pulses to IceCube. The two signals are
the AMANDA hardware trigger signal, which is also initiating the AMANDA DAQ readout and
the event time stamping, and a periodic signal with a frequency of one second. The latter signal
is derived from the 1PPS pulse of one of the two available GPS clocks. Accordingly, this periodic
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transmission delivers valuable information about the quality of the hardware synchronization.
On the IceCube side, a bidirectional optical to electrical converter – the OPT2EL – does the
transformation between the electrical components in the ICL and the optical ﬁbers to the MAPO.
It obtains the information from the IceCube GPS clock to send it to AMANDA and receives the
AMANDA trigger and synchronization signals. The only ways to inject hardware signals into the
IceCube DAQ system are the DOM mainboards. Normally, those boards handle the pulses from
the photomultipliers inside the IceCube DOMs. Due to the integration hardware upgrades, two
additional boards, which process the AMANDA signals, are connected to the IceCube DAQ. All
ICL components of the synchronization system are assembled in a 19” crate, called SyncCrate.
Before the installation at the South Pole, all components have been tested in Wuppertal.
Additionally, a measurement of the temperature dependence of the optical ﬁber transmission has
been performed. The result of
∆t
∆T · s = (97.14± 7.65)
ps
K · km , (9.1)
with the delay change ∆t, the temperature change ∆T and the length of the ﬁber s, leads to the
assumption that temperature eﬀects on the transmission stability are negligible.
During the installation and testing of the synchronization system at the South Pole, the clock
signal transmission from IceCube failed, but measurements with the AMANDA synchronization
signals have proven an excellent reliability of the system without the usage of the GPS signal
transfer. Two kinds of measurements have been performed: Short term measurements over
periods of a few minutes to seconds and long term analyses using the results of the short term
measurements. The results of the short term measurements show RMS values of less than 1.4 ns
for the delay due to the transmission trough the optical ﬁbers. The delay deviation over a few
months is stable within about 4 ns. A general temperature dependence could not be found.
The accuracy limit has been set to a value better than 10 ns. Accordingly, the implemented
synchronization system safely satisﬁes the minimum requirements for a stable synchronization of
AMANDA and IceCube.
Even though AMANDA has been switched oﬀ in May 2009, the combined data, taken in 2007,
2008 and 2009, is analyzed by several IceCube work groups. Studies about contained tracks
or interesting astrophysical objects seen above the horizon have been performed or are on the
way. Additionally, the presently existing results helped for planning the new IceCube low energy
upgrade “DeepCore”. Because of its geometry, this dense instrumented array in the center of
IceCube is expected to deliver data with an even higher quality than the AMANDA/IceCube
combination.
The second part of this thesis is focusing on the data from IceCube. The possibility of doing
physics additionally to the original purpose of a neutrino telescope is a fascinating ﬁeld, because
the very high energies of cosmic rays permits particle reactions inaccessible to modern large scale
colliders experiments.
One theoretical model beyond the Standard Model of particle physics is supersymmetry. De-
pendent on the model parameters, two long living staus from a neutrino reaction with standard
matter inside the Earth are expected. These charged supersymmetric particles can cause a
Cˇerenkov light signature comparable to those of charged heavy leptons, but with less light in-
tensity. The double track signatures of SUSY particle induced events are distinguishable from
other IceCube events.
During the work for this thesis, a complete simulation software module, creating stau double
tracks in IceCube, has been developed. A ﬁltering module, searching for stau double tracks inside
the IceCube data stream, has been produced using the generated simulation data.
The simulation includes an isotropic neutrino ﬂux assumption with a power law energy spec-
trum. Furthermore the interaction point is created using a Monte Carlo method including the
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Earth density proﬁle and the energy dependent neutrino interaction cross section for standard
matter interactions. The generation of the angles between the two staus is done in a simpliﬁed
way. The incident neutrino and the target nucleon are transformed into their center of mass sys-
tem (CMS). The complete available energy in the CMS is distributed to stau masses and kinetic
energies. The stau directions in the CMS are arbitrary but anti-parallel. The transformation
back to the rest frame of IceCube delivers the angle between the two particles. The energy loss
of the staus due to ionization and radiation losses while traveling through the Earth to the de-
tector is calculated also considering the Earth density proﬁle. At a point near the detector, the
propagated staus are delivered to the IceCube simulation software modules that are generating
the detector response.
The resulting IceCube event data is used to develop the ﬁltering module for stau tracks and
for its ﬁne tuning. The so called SUSYFilter is based on a tensor of inertia (ToI) calculation
using the geometrical distribution of hit DOMs. After the diagonalization of the tensor, the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the ToI are available. The eigenvectors are the main axes of the
tensor and the eigenvalues are the moments of inertia along the main axes.
The geometrical structure of a double track event has a more oblate shape, while single tracks
are more prolate. This can be seen either in the ratio of the two largest eigenvalues or in the
ratio of the two smallest geometrical hit distribution along the main axes. Both ratios have to
exceed a certain value to deliver a minimum probability for an stau double track event.
Both ﬁltering concepts have been analyzed independently and in combinations. The result is a
statement on the best ﬁeld of application for the SUSYFilter. The decision of using the module as
an online ﬁlter running at the South Pole, or a ﬁlter applied on already ﬁltered data available in
the northern hemisphere has to be made. The best performance of the SUSYFilter is expected to
be achieved when used as an oﬄine ﬁlter. The already operating online ﬁlter modules, especially
the MuonFilter module, are already transparent to a signiﬁcant amount of double stau tracks.
The ﬁnal transparency in a chain of Muon- and SUSYFilter is reaching 20% to 40% for stau
track separations between 200m and 650m. This is much compared to a value of only 1% of
all double tracks, when adjusting the SUSYFilter to deliver passing rates of about 1Hz in the
application on real detector data. This low passing rate is a demand for the implementation of
a new ﬁlter module at the South Pole.
The ongoing work in this ﬁeld is spread over several tasks. An extension of the simulation
software for double tracks should include a correct handling of the angular distribution between
the generated staus. Further on, it is possible to think about a more eﬀective ﬁltering module.
This can only be achieved by the invention of a new algorithm for doing the event classiﬁcation.
Even if events are found by a ﬁltering software, methods for the analysis of this event class are
not available yet. These challenges will have to be met in the future.
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Monte Carlo Simulation
I
n Chapter 7 many situations occur where random number distributions are needed that are
not available via standard software packages. Here, the generation of arbitrary distributions
from uniform distribution will be described. At this, the focus lies more on the practical
implementation, than on the theoretical background. At ﬁrst, the random number generation
for an analytically solvable problem, using the example of a power law, will be explained. In a
second section, numerical methods are used, to derive a special random number distribution.
A.1 Generation of a Power Law Energy Spectrum
Over many orders of magnitude in energy, the CR particle spectrum follows a power law (ր 2.2.1)
I(E) = kE−γ
(
particles
cm2 · s · sr · eV
)
. (A.1)
To obtain this spectrum between the energies E0 and E1 from a uniform distribution, the
following steps are necessary. The diﬀerent steps are illustrated in Fig. A.1 for γ = 0.5 and k = 2
with arbitrary units.
(a) Integrate the spectrum beginning at E0
Φ(E) ==
E∫
E0
kE′−γdE′ =
k
1− γ
(
E1−γ − E1−γ0
)
(A.2)
and calculate Φ(E1). (Fig. A.1(b))
(b) Invert Φ(E) (Fig. A.1(c))
E(Φ) =
(
1− γ
k
Φ+ E1−γ0
) 1
1−γ
. (A.3)
(c) Replacing Φ with uniformly distributed values between 0 and Φ(E1) delivers the wanted
distribution for the values of E. (Fig. A.1(d))
Attention! For γ = 1, the given results are not valid, but the procedure to obtain the correct
distribution is the same.
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Fig. A.1: Demonstration of Monte Carlo Method used in this thesis. The given distribu-
tion function (a) is integrated within the needed interval (b) and inverted (c). Inserting
a uniform distribution into the inverted function delivers a distribution according to
the original distribution function (d).
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A.2 Generation of an Equal Point Distribution on a Sphere
Because of its relevance, the simulation of a homogeneous point density on a sphere will also be
demonstrated. This is equivalent with the demand that the point density n/s on a ring with the
length s around the surface described by an angle ϑ is constant for every angle ϑ (Fig. A.2). ϑ
is one component of the spherical coordinates (r, ϑ, ϕ). The length s of the ring is given by
s = 2πr sin(ϑ). (A.4)
With n/s = k the demand can be formulated as
n(ϑ) = 2πkr sinϑ. (A.5)
s
z
rϑ
r sin(ϑ)
Fig. A.2: Simulating an Equal
Point Distribution on a
Sphere Surface
A distribution described by this equation can be obtained
like above by integration
N(ϑ) =
ϑ∫
0
n(ϑ′)dϑ′ = 2πkr(1− cosϑ) (A.6)
and inversion
ϑ = arccos
(
1− N
2πkr
)
. (A.7)
The maximum value for N is N(π) = 4πkr. A uniform
distribution for N inserted into Eq. A.7 is translated to the
correct distribution for ϑ for an equal point distribution on
a surface. The ϕ coordinate is arbitrary and can be set as
a value from a uniform distribution between 0 and 2π.
The argument of the arccos in Eq. A.7 can have values
between −1 and 1. Because of the linear dependence of the
parameters in the argument, it is allowed to rewrite Eq. A.7 to
ϑ = arccos(U) (A.8)
with U being a uniform distribution with values between −1 and 1.
A.3 Generation of an Arbitrary Distribution
If the integral of a function is not available analytically, the integration has to be done numerically.
In this work a spline function is used, to interpolate between the integral supporting points.
If y(x) is the distribution function, the integration is done for n supporting points like
Yi(xi) = Yi−1(xi−1) +
xi∫
xi−1
y(x)dx (A.9)
for 0 < i < n and Y0(x0) = 0. Given a range of xmin = x0 < xi < xn−1 = xmax in which
randomly distributed values are wanted, equally distant xi are calculated by
xi =
xn−1 − x0
n− 1 · i+ x0. (A.10)
The spline function can directly be deﬁned as the inverted integral distribution function by using
the supporting points mirrored at the bisectrix of the ﬁrst quadrant
(xi|Yi)→ (Yi|xi). (A.11)
Replacing Y , the variable of the spline, by values between 0 and Y (xn−1) from a uniform distri-
bution delivers the needed distribution according y.
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A.4 Power Law Distribution in Double Logarithmic Plot
A special remark has to be done regarding to the plots of power law distributions. Because of
their wide range of values, often over many orders of magnitude, power law distributions are
mostly plotted with double logarithmic scales (Fig. A.3). Double logarithmic histograms with
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Fig. A.3: Example for a Power Law Distribution. The events contributing to this his-
togram are generated according to Φ ∝ (E/GeV)−2.
events distributed this way show a diﬀerent slope than the distribution function used for the
event generation. This will be demonstrated here.
Values generated according to the power law distribution
f(x) = a · xb (A.12)
shall be put into a histogram with equidistant bins on a logarithmic x-axis:
lgxn+1 − lgxn = ∆ (A.13)
with ∆ = const for every xn and xn+1 describing the left and right edge of the same bin in the
histogram. From this follows for the bin edges
xn+1 = 10
−∆xn. (A.14)
The number N of entries∗ in one bin between xn and xn+1 is given by the integral
Nn =
10−∆xn∫
xn
a · xbdx. (A.15)
This can be evaluated to
Nn =
a
1 + b
(
10−∆(1+b − 1
)
x1+bn , (A.16)
∗The discrete example is chosen because of its relevance in this thesis.
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for all b 66= 1. In a double logarithmic plot the slope s of the resulting linear distribution is
s =
lgNn − lgNm
lgxn − lgxm = b+ 1. (A.17)
This result diﬀers by +1 from the slope of the distribution function
lg f(x) = lg
(
a · xb
)
= lg a+ b · lgx (A.18)
in a double logarithmic plot.
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Particle Generation in the Center of Mass
System (CMS)
I
n this Chapter, the calculations for creating two particles with equal masses from a neutrino-
nucleon interaction are done. These calculations do not include nucleon structure functions
and reduce the problem only on relativistic kinematics. The neutrino mass is considered to
be mν = 0.
B.1 Transformation to the CMS
In the lab frame the relativistic momentum vectors of the neutrino and the nucleon are given
by
nucleon: pµN =


EN/c
px,q
py,q
pz,q

 =


EN/c
0
0
0

 (B.1a)
neutrino: pµν =


Eν/c
px,ν
py,ν
pz,ν

 =


Eν/c
0
0
pν

 . (B.1b)
W.l.o.g., the z-axis of the lab frame is chosen in parallel to the classical neutrino momentum
vector and therefore pz,ν = pν and pz,q = pq = 0. The two relativistic vectors can be Lorentz
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transformed: 

E′N/c
0
0
p′N

 =


γ(EN/c− βpN )
0
0
γ(pN − βEN/c)

 = γ


EN/c
0
0
−βEN/c

 (B.2a)


E′ν/c
0
0
p′ν

 =


γ(Eν/c− βpν)
0
0
γ(pν − βEν/c)

 = γ


Eν/c− βpν
0
0
pν − βEν/c

 (B.2b)
The CMS is deﬁned by the disappearing sum of the classical momenta
p′N + p
′
ν = 0, (B.3)
from which follows with the approximation mν ≈ 0
β ≈ Eν
EN + Eν
. (B.4)
The available energy in the CMS
E′tot = E
′
N + E
′
ν (B.5)
is obtained by inserting β and
γ =
1√
1− β2
(B.6)
into the corresponding lines of the Lorentz transformations Eqs. B.2a and B.2b:
E′tot =
√
E2N + 2ENEν . (B.7)
The limit for double particle production with a particle mass m therefore is
E′tot ≥ 2mc2 =⇒ Eν,min =
2m2c4
EN
− EN
2
. (B.8)
The momentum p of one of the two produced particles is given by
p′ =
√(
E′tot
2c
)2
−m2c2. (B.9)
The new particles are emitted antiparallely in the CMS with the angles ϑ and 180 ◦ + ϑ
regarding to the original neutrino direction. W.l.o.g., the plane containing the vector of the
neutrino momentum and the two momenta of the new particles may be the x-y-plane (Fig. B.1).
The relativistic momentum vectors then look like (E′τ˜1 = E
′
τ˜2
= E′)
pµ1
′ =


E′/c
p′x,1
0
p′z,1

 =


E′/c
p′ sin(ϑ)
0
p′ cos(ϑ)

 (B.10a)
pµ2
′ =


E′/c
p′x,2
0
p′z,2

 =


E′/c
−p′ sin(ϑ)
0
−p′ cos(ϑ)

 . (B.10b)
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Fig. B.1: Relativistic Particle Generation in CMS.
B.2 Transformation to the Lab Frame
Conversion back to the lab frame delivers
pµ1 =


E1/c
px,1
0
pz,1

 =


γ
(
E′/c+ βp′z,1
)
p′x,1
0
γ
(
p′z,1 + βE
′/c
)

 =


γ (E′/c+ βp′ cos(ϑ))
p′ sin(ϑ)
0
γ (p′ cos(ϑ) + βE′/c)

 (B.11a)
pµ2 =


E2/c
px,2
0
pz,2

 =


γ
(
E′/c+ βp′z,2
)
p′x,2
0
γ
(
p′z,2 + βE
′/c
)

 =


γ (E′/c− βp′ cos(ϑ))
−p′ sin(ϑ)
0
γ (−p′ cos(ϑ) + βE′/c)

 . (B.11b)
From these formulae, the angle α between the two created particles in the lab frame can be
calculated:
α(ϑ) = arccos
(
~p1~p2
|~p1| |~p2|
)
. (B.12)
α as a function of ϑ is plotted in Fig. B.2 for EN = mpc
2 = 0.938GeV,m = 150GeV and several
neutrino energies. With these parameters, the minimum neutrino energy is Eν,min = 47960GeV.
The maximum for α is not dependent on the neutrino energy, but only on the mass of the target
and the generated particles.
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Fig. B.2: Angle Between Two Particles generated in the CMS for several incident neu-
trino energies.
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Correct Treatment of the Neutrino Interaction
T
he results of a detailed calculation including the generation of a squark and a left-handed
slepton according to Fig. 5.6, the correct consideration of the nucleon structure and the
decay of the produced primary particles have been given to the author in [Alb08b]. The
corresponding plot is presented in Fig. C.1(a). The corresponding 1D histograms showing the
angle of beam spread distributions for the same three neutrino energies as in Fig. 7.8(b) are
plotted in Fig. C.1(b). Obviously, a correct treatment of the physical processes of the neutrino
interaction and the decay of the outgoing SUSY particles leads to a much narrower distribution of
the angle α. Consequently, more double track events inside the IceCube detector from interactions
happening in a greater distance to the detector are expected than for the currently used simple
generation of two staus in the neutrino-nucleon CMS.
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Fig. C.1: Distribution of the Angle of Beam Spread between two stau trajectories created
considering the generation of a squark and a left-handed slepton, the the nucleon
structure and the decay of the produced primary particles. Data from [Alb08b]. (a)
The incident neutrino energies are varied between 105.4GeV and 1010.8GeV. (b) 1D
histograms for a sample of three diﬀerent incident neutrino energies.
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stau Generation Modules
I
n this chapter, all modules used for the production of a complete double stau track data
set are described. Parts of the simulation are grouped in independent scripts, written in the
scripting language“Python”. The following sections always describe the (important) modules
used within one of those scripts. Modules only handling the input/output operations, oﬀering
additional information or providing services will be skipped. The IceTray software package used
is “simulation” in the version V02-03-00.
The IceCube geometry for all data is the IceCube-40 conﬁguration of 2008 consisting of 40
strings supporting 2400 DOMs.
D.1 stau Generation
I3SUSYGen
parameter value description
Dist0Plane 1000.0m Distance of generation plane E2 (Fig. 7.1(a)) to
the detector center.
EPrimMin 1.0GeV Minimum energy of the primary neutrino (if too
small, it will be set to the minimum energy for
stau generation).
EPrimMax 1012GeV Maximum energy of the primary neutrino (if too
small, it will be set to the minimum energy).
EIndex 2.0 Spectral index of the neutrino energy distribu-
tion.
AlphaMax 0.0 rad Maximum angle of beam spread between the
staus (disabled if 0).
SUSYMass 150.0GeV Mass of one stau.
MinSUSYEnergy 3.16× 104GeV Minimum energy of a stau arriving at the detec-
tor for being accepted.
cont. on next page
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I3SUSYGen (cont.)
parameter value description
nParticlesEnergy 2 Minimum number of staus with energy larger
than MinSUSYEnergy to have a valid event.
nParticlesInside 2 Minimum number of staus traversing the detec-
tor volume to have a valid event.
IceCubeRange 500.0m Neutrino track vector has to have an intersection
point with a sphere having this radius around
the detector origin. This equals to the demand
of hitting plane P described in Fig. 7.3(b)
ParticleType “STauMinus” Type of simulated particle.
Verbose 0 Verbose output.
Start[X-Z] 0 If set to a value 6= 0 all stau tracks start here
The resulting ﬁle of the ﬁrst script includes the data of the primary neutrino and the two
generated staus. The latter information is available independently and within a data structure,
which is used by the modules following in the simulation chain. For the I3SUSYGen module,
which is the central module of the ﬁrst script, only parameters that have not become unused are
explained.
D.2 Detector Response
In the second script, all modules handling the detector response are combined. Only parameters
diﬀering from the default values are described.
I3PropagatorMMC
parameter value description
rerr “/dev/null” File for stderr redirection.
mode 1 MMC propagation/generation mode
(1 propagates the wanted particles).
opts “-seed=1
-radius=1000
-length=1200”
MMC conﬁguration options.
PropagatePrimary true Flag to tell MMC whether to propagate
primaries or not.
ExoticParticleType −9132 Type of exotic particle to propagate
(−9132=ˆτ˜−).
ExoticMass 150.0GeV Mass of the exotic particle (stau) to
propagate.
The MMC module propagates the staus and handles secondary particles [CR04]. The module has
not been able to propagate staus before the work on stau ﬁltering has started. It was enhanced
by this feature [Oli08].
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I3HitMakerModule
parameter value description
DetectorMode 1 Decision whether to use IceCube and
AMANDA information. 1 =IceCube
only.
EnableBinning true Compute hits bin-wise for tracks, where
the number of photo-electrons exceeds a
maximum number.
MaxPEs 500000 Maximum number of photo-electrons
allowed for each DOM.
MCHitSeriesName “MCHitSeriesMap” Map with hits produced in the Monte
Carlo calculations.
MCTreeName “I3MCTree” Name of Monte Carlo tree with particle
information to be used as input.
NBins 587 Width of the bins used for the bin-wise
computation of hits.
UsingAmandaTables false Using AMANDA photonics tables for
scaling the amplitude.
The HitMaker is used to generate the hits at the DOMs. It is using the Monte Carlo simulation
information of the MMC module.
I3NoiseGeneratorModule
parameter value description
EndWindow 10000 Time after Monte Carlo hits to be
ﬁlled with noise.
IceTop false Generate noise for IceTop.
InIce true Generate noise for InIce.
InputHitSeriesMapName “MCHitSeriesMap” Map with hits produced in the
Monte Carlo calculations.
Rate 6.5e− 07 Average number of events per sec-
ond.
StartWindow 10000 Time before Monte Carlo hits to be
ﬁlled with noise.
TWR false Generate noise for TWR.
The NoiseGenerator produces random Monte Carlo hits like all DOMs produce PMT noise in-
duced hit information. This makes the simulation more realistic.
I3PMTSimulator
The response of the PMT inside a DOM to a Monte Carlo generated hit from the HitConstructor
is simulated by the PMTSimulator. For the double stau simulation, it is used with default
parameters only.
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I3DOMsimulator
The inﬂuence of the complicated electronics in the PMT signal inside the DOM is simulated by
the DOMsimulator. Also this module is used with default parameters, only.
I3SMTrigger
parameter value description
TriggerName “I3Triggers” Name of the container with trigger information.
SMTrigger is the module calculating the simple majority trigger conditions from the hit DOMs.
I3GlobalTriggerSim
parameter value description
FilterMode false If set to true, only triggered events will
be stored.
I3TriggerName “I3Triggers” Name of the container with trigger in-
formation.
GlobalTriggerName “I3TriggerHierarchy” Name of the container with all trigger
information.
The GlobalTriggerSim module is handling the triggers from all trigger modules. For the double
stau simulation, only the simple majority trigger is used.
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stau Filtering Modules
E.1 Data Cleaning
A
fter the generation of the raw hit and trigger information, the inﬂuence of the detector
state on the resulting data has to be considered. On the one hand, the real detector
does not consist only of working modules, but also of modules not behaving normally
and delivering inaccurate data. On the other hand in a real detector also noise signals and hits
not belonging to the current event are recognized. These parts of the data stream have to be
cleaned out.
I3DOMLaunchCleaning
parameter value description
InIceInput “InIceRawData” Source of the simulated DOM
raw data.
InIceOutput “CleanInIceRawData” Name of the container for clean
DOM raw data.
FirstLaunchCleaning true If true, the ﬁrst DOM hit infor-
mation will not be cleaned.
CleanedKeys [OMKey(String, OM), ...] Keys for the optical modules to
be removed from the raw data.
The DOMLaunchCleaning removes DOMs from the raw data. The DOMs considered “bad”
are
OMKey(38,59) “Blackberry”,
OMKey(39,61) “Hydrogen”,
OMKey(39,21) “Aspudden”,
OMKey(39,22) “Liljeholmen”,
OMKey(40,51) “Juneberry”,
OMKey(40,52) “Alfa Romeo Spider”,
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OMKey(44,25) “Mirkwood”,
OMKey(44,26) “Pink”,
OMKey(44,47) “Homeopatix”,
OMKey(44,48) “Mad Hatter”,
OMKey(44,55) “Gaston”,
OMKey(44,56) “Ermolai”,
OMKey(46,49) “Gerbil”,
OMKey(46,50) “Ringkobben”,
OMKey(47,55) “Kemps Card”,
OMKey(47,56) “Ensta”,
OMKey(53,17) “Bryozoan”,
OMKey(53,18) “Fa”,
OMKey(66,33) “New York”,
OMKey(66,34) “Dou Mu”,
OMKey(66,45) “Alpaca”,
OMKey(66,46) “Tallahassee”,
OMKey(69,23) “Black”,
OMKey(69,24) “Magenta”,
OMKey(72,37) “Hundgrundet”,
OMKey(72,38) “Buttercup”,
OMKey(77,47) “Hamster” and
OMKey(77,48) “Meldii”.
I3LCCleaning
parameter value description
InIceInput “CleanInIceRawData” Source of the simulated DOM raw data.
InIceOutput “HLCInIceRawData” Name of the container for clean DOM raw
data.
Local coincidences are an IceCube detector feature to improve data reduction. This module
removes a simulated software local coincidence variant, which has not been used for the real
detector conﬁguration of 2008.
I3DOMcalibrator
parameter value description
InputRawDataName “HLCInIceRawData” Source of the simulated
DOM raw data.
CorrectPedestalDroopDualTau true Correction of a speciﬁc
wave form feature.
The DOMcalibrator delivers the data for the correct treatment of the raw data. This is
necessary to translate the raw data wave form samples to physical values like voltages or charges.
One of the beneﬁciaries is the FeatureExtractor.
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I3TimeWindowCleaning
parameter value description
InputResponse “FEPulses” Source of the simulated DOM data.
OutputResponse “TWCleanPulses” Output cleaned data.
TimeWindow 6000 ns The time window that is used for cleaning
out DOMs.
The TimeWindowCleaning is using data already processed by the FeatureExtractor. It removes
hits lying outside a speciﬁc time window. It is assumed that these time outliers do not contribute
to the triggered event.
E.2 FeatureExtractor
Another module, not really ﬁtting to any of the already mentioned categories, is doing a data
preprocessing. The so called FeatureExtractor is calibrating the sampled waveforms. It is cal-
culating the real voltages of the sample values using calibration data for every DOM and also
delivers a charge information for every hit.
I3FeatureExtractor
parameter value description
InitialHitSeriesReco “FEHits” Name for the output data
container.
InitialPulseSeriesReco “FEPulses” Name for the output data
container containing a diﬀer-
ent set of information.
CalibratedFADCWaveforms “CalibratedFADC” FADC information of the
DOMcalibrator.
CalibratedATWDWaveforms “CalibratedATWD” ATWD information of the
DOMcalibrator.
RawReadoutName “HLCInIceRawData” Name of the container with
raw data.
MaxNumHits 0 Maximum number of peaks
to ﬁnd. (0 = disabled)
FastPeakUnfolding 0 Parameter for peak unfold-
ing.
FastFirstPeak 11 Parameter for choice of peak
ﬁtting method.
ADCThreshold 0.4 ADC threshold in terms of
single photo-electron discrim-
inator threshold.
PMTTransit 2 If 1 or 2, add PMT transit
time to extracted hit times.
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E.3 SUSYFilter
The SUSYFilter is used with these settings according to the corresponding analyses done in Sec. 8
for every ﬁlter feature.
I3FilterModule<I3SUSYFilter>
parameter value description
PulseSeriesMap “TWCleanPulses” Map with the pulse series from the Fea-
tureExtractor cleaned by the TimeWin-
dowCleaning module.
LaunchSeriesMap “InIceRawData” Fallback Map with DOM raw data.
DecisionName “SUSYFilter” Name of the variable carrying the ﬁnal
ﬁlter decision.
FilterFlagName “SUSYFilterFlag” Name of the variable carrying the ﬁnal
ﬁlter decision (deprecated).
StatusBitmaskName “SUSYFilterMask” Bitmask documenting the passing of the
several ﬁltering and cleaning algorithms.
DisplayParticles 1 Put particles into the data stream to dis-
play the eigenvectors.
MinDOMs 8 Minimum number of hit DOMs.
MinStrings 3 Minimum number of hit strings.
SingleHits 0 Use only the n ﬁrst hits of every hit
DOM (0=oﬀ).
AmpWeight 1.0 The charge C of the hit is used for the
ToI calculation as CAmpWeight.
MinEVRatio 1.15 Minimum ratio of rλ = λ3/λ2.
MinRMSRatio 2.5 Minimum ratio of rσ = σ2/σ3.
MinTimeSlope 0.0 Minimum time slope along the eigenvec-
tor with the largest σ (0=oﬀ).
zAxisTimeSlope −3.0 Minimum time slope along the z-axis.
MinThickness 4.0 Minimum value for σ3.
Sphericity 0.0 Value for reducing “round” events
(0=oﬀ).
MinMaxStringDist 150.0 Minimum value of the maximum string
distance in every event.
UseEV True Use the ratio rλ = λ3/λ2 as ﬁlter deci-
sion.
UseRMS True Use the ratio rσ = σ2/σ3 as ﬁlter deci-
sion.
UseCombination 1 If set to one the ﬁlter only passes events
with rλ AND rσ being valid.
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